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Abstract
Over the decades, the question why did neural organisation emerge in the way that it
did? has proved to be massively elusive. Whilst much of the literature paints a picture
of common ancestry  the idea that a species at the root of the tree of nervous system
evolution spawned numerous descendants  the actual evolutionary forces responsible for
such changes, major transitions or otherwise, have been less clear. The view presented in
this thesis is that via interactions with the environment, neural organisation has emerged
in concert with the constraints enforced by body plan morphology and a need to process
information eﬃciently and robustly. Whilst these factors are two smaller parts of a much
greater whole, their impact during the evolutionary process cannot be ignored, for they
are fundamentally signiﬁcant. Thus computer simulations have been developed to provide
insight into how neural organisation of an artiﬁcial agent should emerge given the constraints
of its body morphology, its symmetry, feedback from the environment, and a loss of energy.
The ﬁrst major ﬁnding is that much of the computational process of the nervous system
can be ooaded to the body morphology, which has a commensurate bearing on neural
architecture, neural dynamics and motor symmetry. The second major ﬁnding is that sensory
feedback strengthens the dynamic coupling between the neural system and the body plan
morphology, resulting in minimal neural circuitry yet more eﬃcient agent behaviour. The
third major ﬁnding is that under the constraint of energy loss, neural circuitry again emerges
to be minimalistic. Throughout, an emphasis is placed on the coupling between the nervous
system and body plan morphology which are known in the literature to be tightly integrated;
accordingly, both are considered on equal footings.
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Chapter1
Introduction
The nervous system is a remarkable feat of evolution. Its capacity to humble both scientist
and philosopher alike is testament to its inextricable complexity. Approaching this complexity
is tough, academically speaking; yet, to pick it apart is a crucial endeavour, since, if we can
shed light on how nature organises the nervous system, we will be in a better position to
understand how nature adapts to make information processing more eﬃcient. Unfortunately,
the complexity of the nervous system often leaves us out in the cold, so to speak, when trying
to broach the individual parts that yield the whole. It is therefore fortunate that nature,
and indeed computers, give us the provisions necessary to tackle such intricacy. Firstly, we
can turn to very simple organisms and look towards the most elementary of organisational
principles of nervous systems; we can study the least complex of nervous systems. Secondly,
we can turn to computers and model how such organisms might evolve and develop. In
this manner, we can be more constructive in our approach; we can begin to shed light on
how evolution progressed from the simplest of nervous systems  analyse exactly how they
are used in a simulated environment, what their properties are, how they distribute sensory
information, etc.  to those that are more organised, in the sense of distinct neural structures
(the brain being the most obvious example). Importantly, this research not only contributes
to understanding natural processes, it contributes to how engineers might build systems more
eﬃciently and robustly.
Thus, the overall aim is to elucidate the evolutionary driving forces instrumental to ner-
vous system organisation. As hinted upon above, the methodology has been to model very
primitive organisms, immersing them in the simplest environments imaginable, and evolving
their nervous systems (artiﬁcial neural network abstractions) and body plan morphologies
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using artiﬁcial evolutionary algorithms. By keeping things this simple, extraneous factors
not core to the central research theme (that of neural organisation under various constraints)
have been consistently mitigated. To clarify, at no point does one address the evolutionary
advantage of having a nervous system versus not having a nervous system at all. Rather,
the core focus has been on how the body plan of a primitive organism, and how a need to
conserve energy, constrains the evolutionary emergence of neural organisation within nervous
systems that already exist, so that given a particular environment, particular architectural
features become preferential.
1.1 Guiding Questions
The ideas in this thesis revolve around four guiding questions. Each has a guiding principle,
the motivation behind the question. They are summarised as follows:
1. Question: How does body plan morphology aﬀect the evolution of the nervous system
and vice-versa? Guiding principle: Since the body of an organism directly interacts
with the environment, it needs to have the correct niche-speciﬁc characteristics. At
the same time, before these characteristics can actually be exhibited, the body needs
to be properly actuated by a correctly tuned nervous system. Pointedly however, the
emergence of the neural architecture is also constrained by the emergence of the body
plan morphology (and vice-versa). This suggests that the evolutionary drive towards
an optimal combination of these elements and the coupling between them is highly
complex. The above question aims to address such coupling and the corresponding
eﬀects on body morphology characteristics and nervous system architecture.
2. Question: How does body-symmetry evolve in relation to the nervous system and other
body plan characteristics? Guiding principle: The symmetry of an organism's body
plan morphology will often preclude optimal behaviour (e.g. directional movement).
At the same time, the nervous system and body plan will often adapt and ﬁt around
this symmetry in a particular way (and vice-versa) so that behaviour is made eﬃcient
and optimal. The above question investigates the process by which this occurs.
3. Question: What eﬀect does sensory feedback have on the emergence of the neural
system architecture and the distribution of computational process? Guiding principle:
The nervous system provides actuation. This causes the host organism to move in a
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particular way. Based on this behaviour, the organism either survives, or it dies. By
incorporating a sensory feedback link from the motor system to the nervous system,
it can be assessed whether the agent is given any kind of behavioural advantage. Of
further crucial importance, is how this feedback should alter the architecture of the
underlying nervous system and how the computational load is distributed between the
passive dynamics of the motor system and the active dynamics of the nervous system.
4. Question: What eﬀect does energy constraint have on the evolution of both nervous
system and the body plan morphology of an organism? Guiding principle: In nature,
an organism will ultimately die if it has no energy to survive. An energy conserving
framework is therefore added to models developed earlier on, and considers how energy
is lost due to the activity of the neural and motor systems and how evolution strives
to minimise this, but whilst endowing the organism with maximum functional advan-
tage. The need to conserve energy places a variety of constraints on the coupled body
plan morphology and neural system. By varying the energy constraint, changes in the
neural architecture and/or body plan characteristics can be observed and progressively
understood.
1.2 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are as follows:
1. Evo-Critter: this is a research tool inspired by the vertebrate lamprey, and designed
to address the above questions. Speciﬁcally, it allows one to investigate how a spatially
embedded neural control system, body plan morphology characteristics and aspects of
body symmetry are all coupled together both on physical and dynamical levels. Via
a process of simulated evolution, one is able to investigate the manifestation of such
couplings and crucially, the commensurate changes to neural architecture.
2. Symmetry. It is shown that body symmetry has a direct impact on the behavioural
process, for an undulatory agent. Also, that symmetry is aﬀected by (i) the emergence
of body segmentation characteristics and (ii) a need to minimise energy lost due to the
activities of the neural and motor systems.
3. Constraints of body morphology. It is demonstrated that both neural architecture
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and neural dynamics are aﬀected by the levels of `coupling' present within the system.
This coupling concerns dependencies between the body plan morphology, aspects of the
body symmetry, and organisational aspects of the neural architecture.
4. Constraints of energy. It is shown how the requirement to minimise energy loss
(or, maximise the energy that can be conserved), results in a favouring by evolution
of minimalistic neural architectures. This is ﬁrstly demonstrated in Hydramat, a
software tool inspired by the Hydra (a type of jellyﬁsh) and developed independently
of the Evo-Critter framework. The primary objective of this tool is to elucidate the
eﬀect of energy loss in primitive neural systems alone; therefore, less emphasis is placed
on body plan morphology. Energy as a constraining resource is secondly demonstrated
in the context of Evo-Critter via an extra `energy loss term' incorporated into the
ﬁtness function. This permits one to investigate not only the eﬀect of energy loss on
the emergence of neural architecture but also on the coupled emergence of symmetry
and other body plan features.
1.3 Thesis layout
This thesis is split into three core parts.
 Part I covers background material essential to the models and experiments developed
in later sections. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the `basics'  neurons, artiﬁcial
neural networks, central pattern generators, artiﬁcial evolution and genetic representa-
tions  to provide context. Chapter 3 sets out to provide the biological background core
to understanding the motivation of the thesis. Evidence from biology concerning tran-
sitions of nervous systems and architectural innovations, is provided in detail. Chapter
4 provides further literature on Hydra, the freshwater jellyﬁsh which can provide a
basis for the investigation of primitive nervous systems; it then introduces literature on
actual computer models concerning both the Hydra and undulatory organisms which
can be used for the study of evolution of neural control systems for bio-inspired agents.
 Part II explores how the body plan characteristics of an organism place constraint on,
and are constrained by, the nervous system. It begins with chapter 5, which introduces
and describes Evo-Critter, a model designed and implemented to explore nervous sys-
tem body plan morphology couplings in a `ﬁsh-inspired' physically realistic undulatory
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agent. Chapter 6 then takes this model and begins to explore questions 1 and 2 posited
above (Section 1.1). Thus an investigation is made into how the body plan charac-
teristics, and an abstract notion of body symmetry, evolve in concert with the neural
control system. Then, in chapter 7, an exploration is made of the eﬀect of propriocep-
tive feedback on the behaviour of the undulatory agent, with an emphasis on neural
architecture, movement kinematics, and neural dynamics (essentially question 3 from
above).
 Part III provides an exploration of energy as a constraint in the emergence of neural
organisation. Thus, it considers Question 4 from above. It begins with chapter 8, which
provides a model of a Hydra, a type of jellyﬁsh, to broach this subject in the context
of a radially symmetric organism, and secondly, extends the Evo-Critter framework, to
broach this subject in the context of a bilaterally symmetric organism.
In Chapter 9, a discussion, scope for future research directions and some of the wider im-
plications of the research are all provided. Within these sections, the contributions of each
chapter are initially highlighted; having answered the research questions  having elucidated
the evolutionary emergence of neural organisation in computational models of primitive or-
ganisms  everything is tied together and where required is further clariﬁed. In other words,
the whole picture is presented. Several extensions to the work conducted in this thesis are
then presented and addressed as highly signiﬁcant research avenues. It is hoped that myself
and others will be able to take on board such avenues and further consolidate the contribu-
tions presented. Finally some of the wider implications of the research pertaining to both
neuroscientists and members of the artiﬁcial life community are brieﬂy considered.
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Part I
Background
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Chapter2
Basic Principles
Synopsis
This chapter provides an overview of the fundamentals, both biological, and computational,
essential to the models discussed throughout Parts II and III of this thesis. It begins in Section
2.1 by brieﬂy describing the nervous system, since this is core to the whole thesis. Then, in
Section 2.2, the artiﬁcial neural network is introduced as an approach to abstractly model
biological nervous systems; an emphasis is placed on dynamic recurrent neural networks,
since these are primarily used for the Evo-Critter model, developed in Chapter 5. Central
pattern generators are then brieﬂy introduced as a type of network crucial for locomotion in
most metazoan organisms. Finally, from Section 2.3, artiﬁcial evolutionary algorithms are
introduced as a means to optimise neural networks, with diﬀerent types of encoding (direct,
indirect or implicit) introduced as having diﬀerent levels of biological plausibility. Direct and
implicit encoding schemes are used for the models presented in this thesis.
2.1 Biological nervous systems
Nervous systems are comprised of vast complex networks of interconnected nerve cells. These
networks allow for the transmission of information from sensors such as the eyes and major
control architectures such as the brain, to points or eﬀectors where it is needed. Principally,
this endows the host organism with a control mechanism and thus enables it to survive. An
example of such a nerve net is captured by Cajal1 in one of his well renowned illustrations,
1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Santiago_Ramon_y_Cajal
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Figure 2.1: A Cajal illustration of a nervous system network (http://www.banquete.org/).
see Fig. 2.1.
The fundamental components of all nervous systems are the nerve cell and the neuritic
process, namely the axon and the dendrite. During neurogenesis, nerve cells interconnect
forming vast complex networks through which information is propagated in the form of
electrical nerve impulses. A nerve impulse arises because of local disruptions in cell membrane
potentials. In a given cell, it begins in the main cell body or soma and then propagates down
the length of the axon, until the axon terminates at the pre-synaptic membrane. This `pre-
synapse' then forms a synaptic connection to a post-synapse, which is located at the end of
the connected post-synaptic neuron's dendrite. The impulse then continues its journey as
follows: (i) chemical neurotransmitter is released from the pre-synaptic membrane into the
synaptic cleft; (ii) this neurotransmitter then travels to and binds with receptors located on
the post-synaptic membrane; (iii) this causes a disruption in the post-synapse's membrane
potential; (iv) consequently the `nerve impulse' is essentially `re-propagated'. It thereafter
continues its journey to the soma of the post-synaptic neuron. The whole sequence of events
repeats in a vastly parallel manner as and when impulses propagate through the network.
An example of this process for a single synapse is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
Through various arrangements of neuronal connectivities, neuron types, varying synaptic
eﬃcacies, conduction delays and a variety of diﬀerent neuro-transmitter substances, diﬀerent
functional properties including learning and memory are made possible. Ultimately, the
host organism endowed with these abilities is able to survive and adapt to a variety of
environmental conditions.
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Figure 2.2: Propagation of a nerve impulse from a pre-synaptic neuron to a post-synaptic
neuron. Directions of nerve impulses have been marked with arrows. As shown, at the
pre-synapse, chemical neurotransmitter vesicles are released. These are detected by the post-
synapse; the impulse then continues its journey to the soma of the post-synaptic neuron.
2.2 Artiﬁcial neural networks
Artiﬁcial neural networks set out to model the fundamental aspects of biological nervous
systems. Chieﬂy, they consist of neurons (`units') which become connected together via
synapses (`connection weights'), and the overall result is a directed graph with `signals' that
propagate uni-directionally. All artiﬁcial neural networks share a number of common features,
but depending on how they are implemented they are more or less biologically plausible.
2.2.1 Simple feed-forward networks
The most `primitive' of artiﬁcial neural networks is the perceptron. This primarily consists
of a layer of transfer logical units (McCulloch-Pitts neurons [78]) each of which implements
a binary, linearly separable function [102]. Overall, the network has N inputs and a binary
output, which is then linearly separable by a hyperplane. Whilst this is ideal for simple
`yes/no' binary problems, a slightly more advanced abstraction is required for more complex
computational tasks, for example, the control of some artiﬁcial life agent. An example of
a more advanced abstraction is the multi-layered perceptron (MLP) (e.g. [49]), see Fig.
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2.3a. This extends the computational power of the perceptron by employing units having
non-linear `activation' functions in a hidden or middle layer conﬁguration whilst units in an
output layer maintain linear output functions. In practice, the overall construction allows for
a projection of non-linearly separable input data into a higher dimensionality. This renders
the data linearly separable and therefore classiﬁable. A hidden unit's output is computed as
yj = g
(
C∑
j=1
wijyi + bj
)
(2.1)
g(x) =
1
1 + e−x
(2.2)
where bj is a bias term employed to ensure that the neuron will always generate some output
even if the input is 0; w is a weight matrix, hence wij is a single connection weight from neuron
i to neuron j. The sigmoid function in Eq. 2.2 is often referred to as a threshold function.
The individual weights of the whole network are then tuned in a process of optimisation,
minimising the network's output error; this forms the basis of `training'. The actual network
architecture  connectivity and number of hidden neurons  can also be optimised.
2.2.2 Dynamic recurrent neural networks
Recurrent neural networks are so named given their inclusion of feedback or recurrent connec-
tions. Further, in contrast to MLPs and other non-dynamic networks which operate entirely
in `one-shot' static processes, dynamic recurrent neural networks operate in `time'; this means
that their outputs transiently pass through a number of intermediate states before settling
into a ﬁnal attractor state.
Dynamic recurrent neural networks further possess `fading memory': the state of the
network at any given moment in time, progressively `fades' such that earlier states `resonate'
throughout the system (like the waves created by a pebble thrown into a pool of water).
Consequently, the `output' or current state of the network depends not only on the current
`input', but also on all previous inputs and all previous transient states. This type of network
is useful for tasks that require some patterned activity generated over time, for example, the
control of undulatory locomotion, or for the control of artiﬁcial agents operating in a dynamic
environment. An idealised schematic of a network that might be used in this way is presented
in Fig. 2.3b.
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(a) A structured, multi-layered perceptron.
The main component of a given unit is the
sigmoidal function which serves to `squash'
the signal arriving at an incoming connec-
tion.
(b) An unstructured network architecture with
varying levels of recurrency for a hypothetical
agent having sensors and eﬀectors.
Figure 2.3: Structured versus non-structured neural architectures.
The continuous time recurrent neural network (CTRNN) often attributed to Beer [10, 11]
is the type of dynamic network used throughout most of the experiments undertaken in this
thesis. A neuron in a CTRNN features a transient membrane potential, thus it reﬂects the
non-static nature of a biological neuron. It is further modeled on the leaky integrator concept
in which the membrane potential fractionally decreases at each time step (it `leaks') by an
amount proportional to a time constant. Conceptually, within computational neuroscience,
this is argued to be one of the more plausible models of membrane potential [12].
The process of leaky integration for a neuron, j, can be summarised as,
τj
duj
dt
= −uj +RIi(t) (2.3)
where uj is the membrane potential; τj is the time-constant controlling the rate at which u
changes over time; RI is the resistance of the synaptic connections on the in-coming pre-
synaptic current. The above deﬁnitions can then be expanded as follows,
τj
duj
dt
= −uj +
C∑
i=1
wijai + Ij (2.4)
ai =
e2xi − 1
e2xi + 1
(2.5)
xi = ui − bi (2.6)
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where wij is a connection weight from neuron i to neuron j; ai is the activation of neuron i
which is typically computed using the hyperbolic tangent function, Eq. 2.5, bi is a bias term
and Ij is some external input current. The variables uj and τj are the neuron's membrane
potential and time constant. The Evo-Critter framework introduced in Chapter 5 uses such
a CTRNN model.
2.2.3 Spiking neural networks
Spiking neural networks are often cited as the latest generation of artiﬁcial neural network,
e.g. [123]. They are based on the idea of nerve impulses, spikes of activity generated by
individual neurons at diﬀerent time intervals. This of course reﬂects the spiking activity of
real biological neurons, therefore, out of all neural network models, spiking neural networks
are often considered the most biologically plausible. Unfortunately, they are diﬃcult to
implement and often require substantial computational overhead. Fortunately, a number of
simulation environments designed to explore spiking neural networks are readily available,
for example, the Neuro Simulation Toolkit (NEST) [44].
One of the most simple spiking neuron models is the `Integrate-and-Fire' neuron, which
revolves around the leaky integrator concept introduced above. In essence, this works by
accumulating (i.e. integrating) the membrane potential of a neuron. When this reaches a
certain threshold the neuron `ﬁres' (spikes) after which it is immediately reset to its resting
potential. A straightforward implementation takes the standard CTRNN model as given in
Eq. 5.14 but makes the following changes. Firstly, the activation function given in 2.5 is
replaced with the following threshold function:
aj(t) =
1 uj(t) = ϑ0 otherwise (2.7)
where aj(t) is the activation of neuron j at time t and ϑ is a constant threshold. The binary
value 1, represents a pulse, a ﬁring of the neuron. When the neuron ﬁres at time t(f) the
membrane potential is immediately reset to its resting potential,
u(t(f)) = ur (2.8)
where ur is a predeﬁned constant. The process of leaky integration can then be repeated.
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The Hydramat model introduced in Chapter 8 employs an integrate and ﬁre model for the
neural control.
2.2.4 Central pattern generators
Central pattern generators (CPGs) are a class of neural network that by virtue of their
inherent dynamics are capable of generating rhythmic or oscillatory patterns of activity
without any external input [76]. These can be successfully implemented with CTRNNs
given the ease with which CTRNNs can generate patterned activity. In nature, CPGs are
utilised for ﬁctive patterns of activity, for example breathing, pacemakers, and locomotion.
The diverse range of structures requiring rhythmic process highlights how CPG motifs will
not only emerge to provide optimal neural dynamics, but with the secondary constraint of
more optimally ﬁtting with the surrounding body structure. Finally, CPGs are very well
understood thus are suitable for study in simulation where, for example, the emphasis is on
neural control of locomotion. As such, they are heavily utilised in the simulations outlined
in this thesis. A depiction of a very simple CPG is presented in Fig. 2.4.
BIAS
RL
t=1 Bias activates neuron R
t=2 R activates L via an excitatory connection
t=3 L inhibits R via an inhibitory connection
t=4 Bias activates neuron R
t=5 R activates L via an excitatory connection
t=6 L inhibits R via an inhibitory connection
etc. 
.
.
.
.
Figure 2.4: A depiction of a simple CPG neural oscillator for inhibitory neuron L and excita-
tory neuron R. The dynamic generates oscillating activity for L and R directly in antiphase
with each other.
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2.3 Neuroevolution
Artiﬁcial neural networks need to be optimised if they are to carry out some task correctly.
This process can involve the optimisation of any number of neural parameters, but typically
includes the weight matrix and/or synaptic connectivity. One way of doing this involves the
use of evolutionary algorithms, so named since they are inspired by natural evolution. A
good but slightly dated review can be found in [127]. A more up to date review can be found
in [41].
2.3.1 Basic operation
In an evolutionary algorithm, a population of individuals compete to pass on their parameter
values (genes); this is based on the notion of survival of the ﬁttest. Individuals represent
solutions to a given problem or task and will survive if they meet some ﬁtness criterion; this
is often a ﬁtness function or the ability to undertake some target behaviour. Thus in terms
of a neural network, the ﬁtness function might simply be the sum squared error output that
needs to be minimised, or perhaps the distance that a virtual agent has to `swim' forwards.
This manifestation of error output or behaviour is due to the phenotype, the actual physical
entity as encoded for by the genetic code or genotype; thus only the phenotype is evaluated.
In ﬁnding the correct phenotype, the algorithm searches over the genotype space which is
the space encoding those parameters (e.g. connection weights) needing to be optimised. In
such algorithms, the process of selecting progressively better solutions is akin to survival
in evolutionary terms (i.e. the poorer solutions or individuals die out over time). Those
individuals having better ﬁtness are selected with a higher probability, to eventually form an
oﬀspring population. This oﬀspring population then becomes the `parent' population in the
next consecutive round (generation) of the algorithm.
Together with selection, individuals probabilistically reproduce by having certain of their
parameter values recombined. In eﬀect, this enhances genetic diversity since it expands the
gene pool; thus, the likelihood of a ﬁtter solution being acquired as a result is increased.
Individuals are also subjected to probabilistic mutation. This involves changing the value
of a parameter: if it is real valued, then a small amount of normal or uniform noise can be
added to it. If it is boolean, then it can be ﬂipped. The whole process is visually depicted in
Fig. 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: A generic evolutionary process. In this toy example, individuals have certain
phenotypic traits such as shape and colour. They are evaluated and selected in favour of the
colour blue. The gene parameters responsible for these features are then adapted and the
whole process repeats in a loop. The eventual result will be an optimised set of individuals.
2.3.2 Encoding schemes
Depending on the type of neural network being optimised and the genetic representation
itself, a variety of encoding schemes can be used for the optimisation process. An encoding
scheme basically describes how the phenotype should be numerically quantiﬁed. The diﬀerent
types (direct, indirect, implicit) are outlined here.
2.3.2.1 Direct
Direct encoding schemes provide a direct one to one mapping between the genotype and phe-
notype. For example, if there are 50 phenotype traits (for example, 50 connection weights),
the genetic representation will consist of 50 parameters. A problem with this is that the
search space becomes intractable with larger networks; it is therefore considered the least
biologically plausible of all representations. An example is Neuroevolution of Augmenting
Topologies (NEAT) developed by Stanley and Miikkulainen [115].
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2.3.2.2 Indirect
Indirect encoding schemes provide a generative process in which the phenotype is progres-
sively developed from the genotype. An example is that implemented by Kitano, who, in
his seminal work, outlined how a genotype rule grammar can be used to build up larger
neural architectures [61], see Fig. 2.6. Since indirect approaches are not 1:1 mappings, the
problem with scalability is intrinsically countered and, given the developmental abstraction,
more conceivably ﬁts with biology.
S
A B
C D
c p a a
a c a e
a a a a
a a a b
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
S →
[
A B
C D
]
A→
[
c p
a c
]
B →
[
a a
a e
]
C →
[
a a
a a
]
D →
[
a a
a b
]
a→
[
0 0
0 0
]
b→
[
0 0
0 1
]
c→
[
1 0
0 0
]
e→
[
0 1
0 1
]
p→
[
1 1
1 1
]
Figure 2.6: An example encoding of a neural architecture using Kitano's Graph Generation
System, showing how rules are progressively employed to build up the overall connectivity of
a neural network. Adapted from Figs. 3 and 4 of [61].
Others have approached encoding in a similar fashion. For example, Gruau [48] devel-
oped a system in which rules are encoded in `cells' representative of neurons that can undergo
division and/or invoke neuritic growth. These cells are progressively interpreted and the ar-
chitecture of the neural network is built up. Others have been more interested in geometrical
information, for example, using the angles of outgoing connections and the x,y coordinate
positions of neurons in determining connectivity [95]. Rust et al. [103] and further Astor and
Adami [6] have independently developed models that grow synaptic connections according
to chemical gradients present within the environment. Chvál [28] uses Lindenmayer systems
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to provide a generative mapping. Eggenberger [35, 34] employs a gene regulatory network
with an emphasis on how local gene interaction can generate relatively complex networks.
2.3.2.3 Implicit
In implicit encodings, properties are implicit within the system as a result of other proper-
ties. For example, connectivity and/or connection weights might be derived as a function
of interneuronal distance in which case these parameters are not explicitly encoded, but are
implicitly given by neuron positional information. This approach, depicted in Fig. 2.7, is
used as the basis for all models presented in this thesis. A further example is the Analog
Genetic Encoding scheme (AGE) [41]. In AGE, sequences of characters of arbitrary length
describe diﬀerent neuron types. These sequences are joined together but are delimited by
pre-speciﬁed characters; this forms a single long string representation of characters. A weight
value is then derived according to an interaction function which takes two such character se-
quences from the whole string and outputs the weight value. In other words, weight values
are implicit in how the character sequences interact with each other.
The representations used by the models in this thesis utilise properties of both implicit
and direct encoding schemes. Firstly, they are implicit in the sense that they rely on neuron
positional information to derive weight values and connectivity. Secondly, they are direct
in the sense that several neural properties such as time constant and bias value are directly
represented.
i j
i j
(x , y) (x , y)
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Figure 2.7: A basic example of implicit encoding. In this scheme, the (x,y) coordinate
positions of neurons i and j are genetically represented and evolved. The weight value is
derived from the Euclidean distance between the two neurons; the further the two neurons
are apart, the smaller the weight value. Thus, in scenario B, the connection weight (the `line')
is smaller than in scenario A. In other words, the weight values are not directly encoded, but
are implicitly derived from functions of other parameters.
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2.4 Summary
This chapter began with an overview of the nervous system, describing its constituent compo-
nents, the neuron and the synapse. It was explained how artiﬁcial neural networks composed
of `units' and connection `weights' can be used to model neural systems. In explaining these,
an example of how a network might control an artiﬁcial agent moving around in a virtual
environment was provided, since, note, the models developed in this thesis are all based on
artiﬁcial agents. Neuroevolution was then introduced as a means to `evolve' the network.
Direct and indirect encoding schemes were introduced with the latter being cited as the more
biologically plausible given its development centric nature. Kitano's grammar based approach
and Gruau's cellular encoding scheme (amongst others) were identiﬁed as examples. Finally,
two examples of implicit encoding schemes were given. Firstly, a `toy' example in which
connection weights are derived according to interneuronal euclidean distance; secondly, AGE
in which weights are dervied from functions of parts of the genotype.
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Chapter3
Related Biological Background
Synopsis
This chapter sets out to provide the biological context and motivational grounding for the
experiments undertaken in Parts II and III of this thesis. Accordingly, it goes into some depth
explaining, with regards to evolutionary transitions, the intricacies of neural organisation.
Thus, the ﬁrst point of focus explores theories and literature outlining the evolutionary
transition of symmetry breaking, the theory that radially symmetric organisms evolved a more
advanced bilateral symmetry; a focus is placed on the commensurate changes to the nervous
system. Essentially, the literature exempliﬁes how in a given animal, the nervous system is
strongly coupled to its body plan morphology. Both the jellyﬁsh and ﬂatworm are introduced
as examples of radial and bilateral organisms respectively since these are considered baseline
in neural organisation (these two organisms also provide motivational grounding for the
models described in later chapters). The second point of focus presented in Section 3.3
considers how, in terms of the wire length and metabolism, energy is a constraining resource
in the evolution of neural organisation. This idea is further expanded upon and investigated
in Part III of this thesis.
3.1 Evolutionary transitions
Survivability is the fundamental hallmark of a well adapted organism. Even with slight envi-
ronmental perturbation, the organism is able to reproduce successfully and pass on its genetic
characteristics. This of course is evolution in a nutshell. Yet the ability for an organism to
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survive is progressively shaped by the niche that it ﬁnds itself in; a jellyﬁsh, for example,
survives in an aquatic environment because of millions of years of evolutionary reﬁnement
and would not survive if it were suddenly removed and placed elsewhere. Likewise, a giraﬀe
would probably not survive if trees  and tall ones at that  were to suddenly vanish. Organ-
isms survive because environmental selection pressures have resulted in evolution selecting
in favour of particular traits.
Arguably the most important trait of a given animal is its body shape since this ﬁrstly
potentiates some ability for the animal to ﬁt in and act correctly in the environment. It
can be thought of as an interface residing between the animal's need to survive, and the
environment. At the same time, in order that the body can be made to successfully interact
with the environment, the animal has to have an eﬀective control system  a nervous system;
without it, the body, no matter how carefully crafted, would be useless. These two aspects
evolve together in a highly coupled manner, so that a change in one invariably results in
a commensurate change in the other. Consequently, during certain moments or periods
of evolution whereby the genetic makeup of the animal underwent drastic changes, so called
evolutionary transitions, adaptations in nervous system architecture, went hand in hand with
adaptations in body plan morphology (e.g. [5]).
Such body plan morphologies revolve around types of symmetry with radial and bilateral
being the two core types, Fig. 3.1. In animals having these types of symmetry, the nervous
systems are architecturally distinct given that they are coupled to their respective body plans
in distinctive manners. For example, the jellyﬁsh which has a radially symmetric body plan
has a two dimensional and highly diﬀuse nerve net whilst in bilaterally symmetric organisms
such as the ﬂatworm, the nervous system is far more organised having distinct brain-like re-
gions. In the literature, there is often conﬂicting evidence regarding which type of organism
came ﬁrst; clearly both the jellyﬁsh and ﬂatworm have been evolving for millions of years,
both symmetries have a distinct place in nature. Yet at some point during evolutionary his-
tory, some environmental constraint emerged that made it advantageous for certain animals
to become bilaterally symmetric. Hence the evolutionary process that resulted in a change
in body plan symmetry  symmetry breaking  together with a coupled adaptation in ner-
vous system architecture is often cited (e.g. [40]) as being fundamental in early evolutionary
transitions of neural organisation.
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(a) Radial (b) Bilateral
Figure 3.1: A comparison of body-symmetries (©Pearson Education Inc., publishing as
Benjamin Cummings). In radially symmetric organisms, a mirror plane can be turned 360o
along a single pole of symmetry. By comparison, in bilateral animals, a mirror plane splits
the animal into two halves.
3.2 Body symmetry
At some point during evolutionary history, bilateral organisation emerged as an advantage.
This organisation is in contrast to cnidarian which exhibits only one pole of symmetry (an
oral-aboral axis), meaning that a mirror plane running through the pole can be turned 360o
with the result being mirrored symmetry at all angles. In contrast, bilateral symmetry is
physiologically characterised by the presence of a dorso-ventral axis and an anterior-posterior
axis (e.g. [72]), thus, the process that led to the emergence of this axis development is key in
understanding bilateral organisation, and the evolution thereof [82]. Bilaterian organisms are
also characterised by their triploblasty (they have three germ layers; cnidaria are diploblastic,
having only two) [77].
It is important to understand the emergence of the (primitive) body plan because the
nervous system is heavily coupled to it; to understand evolutionary transitions of body plan
morphologies is to understand evolutionary transitions of nervous systems. However, because
of the inherent physiological properties of a nervous system, we must keep in mind that some
aspects will always be `emerged novelties' [51], nevertheless, any major evolutionary transition
of nervous systems beyond such plastic lifetime eﬀects would have been commensurate with
change in body plan morphology. An example is how the formation of a dorso-ventral axis
in Bilateria is actually a precondition for a central nervous system [82]. More simple is the
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invertebrate Hydra1; indeed most literature considers a hydra-like animal to be the common
ancestor of both extant Cnidaria and Bilateria, e.g. [40]. It therefore serves as an excellent
model organism.
3.2.1 Phylum Cnidaria
Together with the advantage of being considered ancestrally common to the Radiata and Bi-
lateria, the Hydra and the Cnidaria in general are cited as good model organisms for studying
nervous system evolution [74, 63] because of their well understood primitive diploblasty, dif-
fuse nerve net and radial symmetry. Furthermore, in the case of Hydra, nerve cells are
coupled to the body plan morphology in every sense of the word: the epithelial cells undergo
continuous movement and since the nerve cells reside within the epithelial tissue, they too
are constantly displaced [63]. And on a molecular level, experimental evidence indicates
that nerve cells within the Hydra become diﬀerentiated in very region-speciﬁc manners (e.g.
[17, 65, 66, 16]) and of course, region is deﬁned by the body itself. At a lower level, the nerves
themselves are also regarded as primitive given their ability to propagate signals bidirection-
ally (amacrine process), and further have no distinguishable axonal or dendritic processes
[116].
3.2.2 Emergence of bilateral organisation
Given the above evidence, more advanced bilateral organisation and indeed more advanced
neural organisation is supposed to have emerged as a condition secondary to the Cnidaria (e.g.
[4]), with the ﬂatworm often regarded as basal in bilaterian organisation [100]. At the more
advanced end of the spectrum is the vertebrate organism agnathan, a type of lamprey, which
is basal with regard to neuromeres (embryonic compartments or segmented units) [86]2. Note
however, that whether bilaterian body plans emerged out of cnidarian body plans or vice-
versa is conjectural at best [33], especially if we consider how some Radiata exhibit biradial
symmetry (e.g. the Ctenephora or comb-jellies), if not actual bilateral symmetry [77]. The
debate is expansive and beyond the scope of this thesis. Also, we must always keep in mind
1The Hydra is a radially symmetric organism of the class Hydrozoa and phylum Cnidaria. The Cnidaria
also comprises the Anthozoa (sea anenomes and corals) and the Scyphozoa (jellyﬁsh).
2The lamprey is a very interesting study organism because its central pattern generating neural dynamics
are well understood and established (e.g. [46]). We will therefore pick up on the lamprey as a model organism
at a later point.
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that evolution can hone in on particular design principles and traits that are functionally
useful even if they have emerged along diﬀerent lineages; in other words, evolution may
converge on common design principles [90].
It is generally accepted that bilateral body symmetry is a complex property that at some
point emerged during evolution. And given the propensity of arguments suggesting that
the common ancestor was hydra-like, many evolutionary and developmental biologists have
turned to the Hydra as a living fossil which can be used to elucidate the how and the why
of nervous system evolution. In doing so, an abundance of common genetic markers present
in both Hydra and more advanced Bilateria have been identiﬁed; this is indicative of genetic
similarity [82]. It is known for example, that certain gene complexes  most notably, so called
homeobox genes  are present in all metazoan organisms [108] (yet some are also bilaterian
inventions [97]); for example, the gene cyngsc which is present in Hydra, is homologous to
goosecoid, a gene found in bilaterians, responsible for axis formation and axial patterning
[23]. Further genetic similarities have also been found in terms of the number of germ layers
[114] and in terms of head formation [84]. Physiological evidence also indicates similarities in
sensory systems and neuronal pathways [99][60]. In sum, these molecular and physiological
studies exemplify an abundance of genetic conservation [50].
Genetic conservation Genetic conservation fundamentally implies that features have
been maintained over successive evolutionary generations because of their ﬁtness-enhancing
properties. This implies that body plan morphology and neural circuitry, and the coupling
between, has emerged in a way that is robust; the jellyﬁsh and ﬂatworm are robust to their
own particular niches, given that none of their principle features  radial/bilateral symmetry
and diﬀuse/organised nerve net  have been lost. In line with this, Ghysen [45] explains how,
in order for diﬀerent life-forms, lifestyles and habitats to emerge, neural circuits previously
attained during evolution need to be robust so that their overall functional coherence can be
maintained. In order to maintain this coherence, he explains, mutations occurring in the most
genetically conserved parts of the animal's DNA need to be `screened', so that problematic
 in the sense of ﬁtness depleting  changes within the genome can be prevented.
Genetic and developmental novelty In parallel to genetic conservation, diﬀerent species
can also maintain genetic novelty. For example, Bosch and Khalturin [21] found that Hydra
have certain genes responsible for hydra-speciﬁc characteristics. Yet novelty can also come
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about during development. For example, Katz [60] examines how the progressive acquisition
of behaviour in the leech (swimming and crawling) is reﬂected by changes in neural circuitry
given varying connection strengths. The sea cucumber stichopus japanicus is a further ex-
ample. During life, it undergoes a very drastic change in body plan morphology and neural
circuitry; it starts out as a symmetric larva but then later establishes penteradial symmetry
[87] (a relative to this animal is the star-ﬁsh). Meinhardt [80] further suggests how axis
formation in higher organisms might actually be the result of a self-organising process.
3.2.3 Theories for the transition
What evolutionary forces were instrumental in shaping the nervous system? What need is
there that a certain animal should be elongated? These questions are crucial in understand-
ing the transition from simple, radially symmetric organisms, to more advanced, bilaterally
symmetric organisms (and the commensurate changes to the nervous system). Of course, we
might turn towards fossil evidence, but this helps little in our understanding, since features
of a given animal can only be observed once they have evolved [32]. Fossils only provide
records of emerged features. Fortunately, we can turn to extant organisms such as the Hy-
dra and ﬂatworm, and based on gene homologues, theoretical frameworks and models can be
constructed which attempt to underpin the evolutionary processes and forces responsible (see
[51] and [32] for comprehensive reviews). Many suggest an elongation of the organism out
of functional necessity so that it might crawl  it is endowed with directional ability , with
for example, a commensurate build up of nerve tissue in half of the animal (polyp with a
half nerve net scenario attributed to Lacalli [67]). Directional ability is heavily regarded to
be the main driving force of neural organisation in the ﬂatworm [101]. The nerve cord might
also be derived from the nerve ring of Cnidaria  Koizumi [64] has postulated that the nerve
ring of Hydra might be a primitive central nervous system and Mackie [74] considers the
nerve ring of more advanced aglantha jellyﬁsh to be a central nervous system. Whatever the
theory, it is clear that the nervous system is heavily coupled to the body plan morphology.
3.3 Energy and eﬃciency
It is conjectured that the architecture of a nervous system is shaped by body plan morphology.
Along with this, it needs to provide functional advantage. Yet, if the organism is to evolve,
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it needs to live in an energy eﬃcient manner; it needs to conserve a certain level of energy if
it is to survive. Therefore, not only does the neural architecture need to optimally ﬁt with
the body plan morphology, it also needs to be wired  and needs to operate  in a way that
conserves energy. The ability to process information eﬃciently can be observed at all levels
of variation, from the single cell [39] to the multicellular Hydra, in which nerve cells are
proximal to the tentacles and therefore located such that they are more functionally `useful',
e.g. [64].
Cost-eﬀective information processing was suggested as the evolutionary driving force in [8].
The recent study by Niven et al. [93, 94] on ﬂy photoreceptors was one of the ﬁrst to analyse
the balance between energy costs and performance in the evolution of nervous systems. One
of the interesting conclusions is that the ﬁxed cost of maintaining a cell ready to signal
increases with its maximum information rate. Thus, even if the improved functionality is not
used or required, it has to be paid for if it is available. Another argument is that selection
pressure has likely arisen from a need to minimise energy consumption [121, 122]. This is
also supported by the observation of decreasing brain size and complexity [92] when the need
for this evolutionary trait diminishes. Often also is the assumption that evolution drove
a minimisation of conduction delays in axons, passive cable attenuation in dendrites, and
the wire length [26]. Interestingly, it has been suggested that eﬃciency maximisation and
energy minimisation together may be responsible for the small-world characteristics [124] of
the larger-classed brain networks [8].
Wire length The longer a piece of wire, the more energy it will lose. Thus, the longer the
neuritic process connecting two neurons, or the further a spike has to propagate to get to a
target destination, the more energy expended as a result. In terms of development, Chen et
al. [25] explore the possibility that laying down `wire' is energetically expensive; thus, it is
proposed that evolution economises via a minimisation of wire length. Optimal wire length
may also reduce metabolic costs [68]. The total energy cost can be formulated as follows
([25, 26, 27] )
Ctot = Cint + Cext (3.1)
in which the total cost Ctot, is equal to the internal cost, Cint (connections between neurons),
added to the external cost, Cext (connections between neurons and peripheral devices like
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sensors and eﬀectors). The internal cost is calculated as
Cint =
1
2α
∑
i
∑
j
Aij |xi − xj|ζ (3.2)
where matrix A represents connectivity between neurons i and j, and xi and xj are neuron
locations. The parameter α is an unknown coeﬃcient but is typically proportional to the
number of synapses between two neurons; ζ is typically set to 2 [25]. The external cost is
then similarly calculated as,
Cext =
∑
i
∑
k
Sik |xi − sk|ζ + 1
α
∑
i
∑
l
Mil |xi −ml|ζ (3.3)
where matrices S andM are representative of connections from neurons to sensors and motors
respectively. Chen et al. and Chklovskii [25, 27] independently show via a minimisation of
such a cost, that the layout of a model of 279 non-pharyngeal neurons of the Caenorhabditis
elegans closely matches biological data. This highlights the importance of wire length in an
energy conserving framework.
Metabolism A further important factor concerning energy cost is metabolism; in terms of
neural processing, this equates to the amount of energy expended during the computational
eﬀorts of the neural system. In [68], it is found that even during rest, neural processing is
metabolically expensive with a signiﬁcant 20% of total energy consumed by the brain during
a resting state. A further example is the ﬂy, in which consumption of energy in bright light
due to the activity of the ﬂy's photoreceptors alone is 8% of the total energy consumption.
Both of these proportions are signiﬁcant [68]. In related work, Olshausen and Field [96]
consider how sparse coding of sensory input can be energy saving given lower ﬁring rates of
the sensory neurons, i.e. less neural activity.
3.4 Summary and Conclusion
This chapter began by elucidating the need to understand the evolution of body plan mor-
phology; that, if we are to understand the evolution of the nervous system, we need to
examine body plan morphology transitions, given the tight coupling between both. This was
presented in terms of the evolutionary transition from radial symmetry to bilateral symmetry.
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Literature was then presented describing how, given the vast number of genetic homologues
between species, neural organisation must have evolved from a common ancestor which was
likely to have been hydra-like; further, that neural circuits have likely evolved in a way that
is both robust (due to genetic conservation) and eﬃcient. Several biological theories were
then given, to outline how evolution may have progressed from simple to more advanced
organisms. Finally, energy conservation as a driving factor in the evolutionary process, with
a focus on the minimisation of wire length, was further presented.
In conclusion, the importance of the couplings existing between the body plan morphol-
ogy, its symmetry, and the nervous system was ﬁrstly clariﬁed; further, a need to untangle
precisely why these couplings emerged was highlighted. Later in this thesis, several method-
ologies set out to explicate this `why?': computational models of primitive organisms are
introduced and described. These models principally feature nervous system abstractions
spatially constrained by abstract body plan morphologies. Thus conceptually, it will be
demonstrated how architecture  being at the fore of our understanding  inﬂuences neural
dynamics, the dynamics of the motor system, and ultimately the behaviour of the agent.
The signiﬁcance of energy as a constraining factor on the evolutionary emergence of neural
architecture was secondly introduced, with literature concerning wire length and metabolism.
It can be argued that on account of this literature, current methodologies are perhaps `lack-
ing'. Typically, they only consider `static' neural network treatments without considering
any kind of online agent behaviour, the eﬀect of body morphology and moreover nor do they
consider the eﬀect of environmental selection pressure. Thus many of the pictures presented
by current studies might beneﬁt if they also consider such unexplored properties and pro-
cesses. The investigations presented in this thesis aim to ﬁll in some of these gaps: models
incorporating a more diverse range of features including body morphology, body symmetry,
and energy are accordingly brought forward in later chapters.
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Chapter4
Towards Models of Primitive Organisms
Synopsis
The core aim of this thesis is to shed light on how, in models of primitive organisms, neu-
ral organisation should emerge when constraints of the body and the constraint of energy
conservation are taken into consideration. Having discussed in the prior chapter how these
processes are heavily coupled, it is important to think about modelling neural organisation
in similar terms - that of body plannervous system couplings, the behaviour that should
ensue, evolutionary selection pressure, and, the actual types of organism that we can base
our models upon; we also need to think in terms of computational neuroethology [30] since
behaviour is core to the evolutionary process. This chapter therefore begins with an overview
of the Hydra and related models, since this organism is considered basal in nervous system
evolution and is further used as the basis for a model introduced in Chapter 8. An overview of
models of bilaterally symmetric organisms with an emphasis on biophysically realistic undu-
latory behaviour is then given. The Evo-Critter agent which is used to assess body plan and
nervous system couplings (see Chapter 5) is based on the same type of undulatory behaviour.
4.1 The Hydra
The Hydra is often regarded as basal in nervous system and body plan evolution [73]. Be-
cause of this, it serves as an excellent basis in modelling an evolutionarily early stage of the
nervous system. The genus Hydra is a freshwater organism of the phylum Cnidaria and of
the class Hydrozoa, and for the most part maintains a sessile lifestyle. It is characterised by
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its diploblasty, radial symmetry and diﬀuse nervous system architecture, see Fig. 4.1. It also
utilises tentacles to sting, paralyse and capture zooplanktic prey. The nervous system itself
is diﬀuse with nerve cells residing within the epithelial tissue, however, denser aggregations
of nerve cells also reside around the hypostomal (mouth) region and pedal disc (foot) region;
see for example [63, 116]. These cells become diﬀerentiated from interstitial precursor cells
in a position dependent manner, for example, cells near to the hypostome may diﬀerentiate
to become sensory cells [83, 16, 14, 17]. The Hydra also maintains remarkable tissue dynam-
ics: during its lifetime, the epithelial cells undergo constant migration eventually becoming
sloughed oﬀ at the body extremities [15]. Peripheral nerve cells are then also lost because of
their presence within the epithelial tissue. Interstitial cells then diﬀerentiate to replace them.
Ectoderm
Mesoglea
Endoderm
Tentacles
Gastric
cavity
Hypostome
Pedal disc
Diffuse nerve
net inside of
mesoglea
Denser aggregation of 
nerve cells
forming a ring
Figure 4.1: A diagram of Hydra (left) and a photo of green Hydra (right) (photo© Peter J.
Bryant http://nathistoc.bio.uci.edu/Cnidaria/HydraV.htm)
In terms of a computational model, Albert [3, 1, 2] was the ﬁrst to construct an agent
resembling a Hydra, in which a tube would have to react to food particles falling from the
top of a virtual aquatic environment. His motivation was to emulate an early stage of neural
evolution, namely, the stage at which the nervous system emerged from a non-nervous sponge
or porifera-type ancestor. At no stage did this model incorporate an evolutionary process;
Albert was only interested in a snapshot of evolutionary history. The model also incorporated
epithelial conduction since this is utilised by the sponge [70], yet is also known to be part of
the Hydra's neuro-anatomy [75]. Neural and muscle cell models were further incorporated.
Connections would then be formed between neurons according to number and lengths of
potential partner cells and processes. The tube would then be able to undertake basic
movements given stimulus thresholds within the muscle cells; the most successful individuals
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were those that could catch the most pieces of food. A main ﬁnding was that ﬁtness could
be increased by having a larger number of nerve cells, and, above a certain number of nerve
cells, by lengthening the allowed connections. This demonstrates the advantage of having a
nervous system alone, before even considering the speciﬁcs of its organisation. A depiction of
Albert's simulation environment is provided in Fig. 4.2 and a diagram of the agent's cellular
histology is given in Fig. 4.3. The work reported in the ﬁrst half of Chapter 8, is based on
the work of Albert yet further incorporates evolution and a novel energy measure abstraction
(also see [59]).
Figure 4.2: The simulation environment developed by Albert which sets out to model a Hydra
(Figure 3 of [1]). The agent is tasked with catching food particles falling from the top of the
environment.
Schramm et al. [55] further model the neurogenetic processes of Hydra, basing the de-
velopmental program on a genetic regulatory network (GRN) originally developed in [105].
The model permits basic cellular events  cell growth, cell migration and axon growth; thus
the GRN is evolved until the correct ordering of events ((i) cell growth, (ii) cell migration,
(iii) cell diﬀerentiation, (iv) connection formation [63]) can be established. The weights and
connectivity of the network are further evolved for a food catching task.
The work of Leung and Berzins [69] considers a model of organism growth based on
surface mesh generation. Their approach uses meshes to generate geometries associated
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Figure 4.3: A diagram of the histology of the model developed by Albert (adapted from
Figure 1 of [1]). As shown, a cellular matrix is embedded into the agent's skin which then
gets `wrapped' around to form a cylindrical geometry.
with biological forms or organisms; it works via an abstract notion of morphogens which
serve to identify precisely where components of the mesh should be deformed. Their aim was
to evolve morphologies for models of organisms including Hydra with the eventual aim of
investigating morphological symmetry breaking. Some visualisations of their work are given
in Fig. 4.4.
4.2 Modeling bilateral organisms
A core interest of the research presented in this thesis regards body plan morphology and
nervous system couplings in both the `simplest' radially symmetric organisms and in the
more `advanced' bilaterally symmetric organisms. As an example of a radially symmetric
organism, the Hydra has already been discussed above. In terms of bilaterally symmetric
organisms, as mentioned in Chapter 3, the platyhelminthe (ﬂatworm) is often cited to be
baseline [100]. Problematically however, the ﬂatworm's movement kinematics (`pedal loco-
motion') are very diﬃcult to model; yet, an accurate representation of behaviour is essential
if we are to understand how body plan morphology, neural system and environment become
coupled together. And so we must turn to something simpler, a form of locomotion that
is well understood, even if not principally the type employed by the simpler of bilaterian
invertebrates. Provided that we can still use it to study principles of neural organisation and
nervous system body plan couplings, it will suﬃce.
A simpler type of locomotion that is well understood, is undulatory. In undulatory loco-
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Figure 4.4: Example development in Leung and Berzins model of organism body morpho-
genesis showing how a Hydra-like body can be constructed in stages from an initial `blastula'
sphere (Figure 9 of [69]).
motion, a wave of contraction commencing at the head of the animal propagates towards the
tail where its amplitude is greatest. The animal therefore uses its whole body in generating
thrust and not just a part of it [85]. A common example of an animal seen to utilise undula-
tory locomotion is the eel, the mechanics of which have been extensively explored by Müller
[85], who demonstrated how several ﬂow ﬁelds are generated around the eel as it propels
itself forwards. Gillis [46] also explains how the size and shape of the animal can aﬀect the
nature of the propulsive forces generated during undulatory locomotion. Thus, for a given
animal, the evolutionary advantage of having certain body characteristics is paramount to
its survivability.
Many models address the underlying physical mechanics of undulatory locomotion. The
agents central to these models are typically immersed in virtual `water', so that their ability
to swim can be analysed. In the context of an evolutionary scenario, the agent's ﬁtness is
often attributed to the distance that it can swim. We will ﬁrst explore undulatory locomotion
models motivated by biophysical realism; secondly, artiﬁcial life models of the Karl Sims [109]
variety will be introduced.
4.2.1 Biophysical models
Many of the undulatory locomotion models focus on two dimensional abstractions of lamprey
with an emphasis placed on biophysical realism. In the earliest examples, neural control cir-
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cuits were typically hand-coded to reﬂect true lamprey central pattern generators and data
gathered from real-life experiments. Most prominent is the work of Ekeberg [36, 37, 38]
whose models are comparable to pharmacological data. Implementation-wise, they utilise a
set of rigid links connected by joints and springs, see Fig. 4.5. Each link is actuated by a
neural circuit which, via the alteration of a spring constant, controls the level of permitted
spring distension; the circuits are also endowed with sensory feedback via `stretch receptors'.
Ekeberg's ﬁndings were comparable to undulatory behaviour in real lamprey; but interest-
ingly, he also found that the amplitude of the undulatory wave, from the head to the tail,
increases as a result of the body kinematics and not as a result of the neural system [36].
In other words, the passive body dynamics are utilised in attaining optimal behaviour. A
visualisation of a model based on Ekeberg's is shown in Fig. 4.6.
Figure 4.5: The physical construction employed by Ekeberg and others in the modeling of
an undulatory organism, showing how a chain of rigid links are controlled by a set of springs
(taken from Fig. 2 of [37]).
Figure 4.6: An example two dimensional biophysical model of a lamprey of the type employed
by Ekeberg and Ijspeert shown at successive behavioural time-steps to move from right to
left (adapted from Figure 3 of [54]).
The work of Ekeberg was then extended by Ijspeert et al. [54] who incorporated a genetic
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algorithm (GA), for the purpose of optimising the neural controller. Their motivation was
to ﬁnd out whether controllers trained by the GA would function as well as the hand-coded
controller developed by Ekeberg. This GA worked in three phases: (a) the evolution of a
segmental oscillator in isolation, since they argued, biological CPGs are known to oscillate in
isolation (also see [76]); these segmental oscillators would then be replicated for each body
segment (actuated link), thus the parameter space of the GA could be drastically reduced;
(b) evolution of connections between a set of segmental oscillators; (c) evolution of sensory
feedback from stretch-sensitive cells noting from Ekeberg's experiments that agents having
feedback would swim more eﬃciently. Their ﬁndings did indeed demonstrate that the GA
would ﬁnd successful controllers.
Ijspeert and Kodjabachian [52] later incorporated a developmental process employing
`Simple Geometry Oriented Cellular Encoding' (SGOCE)[62] [24]. SGOCE is based on
Gruau's cellular encoding scheme [48] but has the addition that geometry constrains neuronal
connectivity. Primarily, their ﬁndings demonstrate how a variety of CPG controllers can be
evolved and developed. A less crucial ﬁnding is how agents would always evolve to have some
`residual' ﬁtness, even in those without properly evolved CPG circuits; this was found to be
due to all agents having initial body contortions which would have the eﬀect of `pushing' the
agent slightly forwards.
Grillner et al. [47] have realistically implemented a model lamprey, relying on models
of spinal CPGs, sensory mechanisms, a postural control system (pitch and head tilt), and a
command system to initialise locomotion. The model captures both the realism of spiking
neural dynamics and the realism of biophysical locomotion. However, it lacks an evolutionary
mechanism.
On related tracks, Sfakiotakis and Tsakiris [107] developed Simuun for the simulation of
snake-like mechanisms, a toolbox built around Simulink1. Their motivation was to develop a
tool that can be used for biologically grounded and computational neuroethological studies.
Ijspeert and Arbib [53] developed a mechanical model of a salamander capable of locomoting
on both land and water, featuring a neural control system and novel vision-based control
circuit. Their study highlights the eﬀect of body movement in terms of its inﬂuence on
perception. A further aim of their study was to shed light on the central nervous system of
vertebrates, and its relationship to body kinematics. Terzopoules et al. [118, 119] constructed
three dimensional artiﬁcial ﬁshes using soft bodied spring systems, with novel features such as
1See http://www.mathworks.co.uk/products/simulink/
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perception and foveated retinal image streams. Although highly advanced, this work lacked
any neural control mechanism; nevertheless, it demonstrated a richness and diversity in the
types of behaviour that could emerge (predator prey relationships, ﬁsh-schooling etc.).
4.2.2 Karl Sims models and other solid body approaches
In his seminal work on the coevolution of creature morphology and neural control, Karl Sims
[110] built physically realistic three dimensional models of `creatures' constructed out of solid
units - blocks and spheres and rods, etc., that would operate in highly physically realistic
environments obeying such laws as gravity. Many have taken his solid body representation in
inspiration for their own simulation environments, whilst asking questions that have mostly
concerned the coevolution of `brain' and `body'; this ﬁeld is often referred to as embodied
cognition. Although these models were not developed for the sole purpose of studying undu-
latory locomotion, they can still be used to successfully do so. Therefore, we may refer to
models having simulation environments similar to that employed by Karl Sims as `Karl Sims
style models'. They diﬀer from the simpler two dimensional models in terms of the physi-
cal representation but more importantly they also attempt to broach the issue of creature
morphology, with `creatures' that are not always biologically realistic but always physically
possible. A good review of such models is provided in [117].
Towards morphology and control Crucially, the solid body approach to agent modelling
adopted by Karl Sims can be used in the investigation of creature morphology and control.
One pitfall of the simpler two dimensional biophysical models introduced above is that their
body plan characteristics are statically deﬁned. Thus some of the more interesting investiga-
tions involving coevolution of body plan morphology and neural control are not possible with
these models. In comparison, the large variety of coevolved conﬁgurations made possible by
Sims' models, allows for behaviours such as swimming, jumping, and running [110], see Fig.
4.7. In the Sims genotype, several parameters including joint type, part dimensions, and
part positions in relation to connected parts, are encoded. For the neural system, abstract
neuron types implemented as logical functions (sum, min, max, sum-threshold, abs, etc.) and
connectivity between them are also represented. Sensors and eﬀectors remain position ﬁxed.
A sensor measures aspects of the world relative to the part that it belongs to, or, in the case
of an eﬀector, a particular joint is actuated. In terms of swimming behaviour (which is what
we are primarily interested in), many combined creature morphologies and controllers can be
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Figure 4.7: Examples of swimmers evolved by Karl Sims. The rightmost has apparent
undulatory locomotion. (Taken from Figure 6 of [110]).
evolved with some of the agents exhibiting undulatory behaviour (see Fig. 4.7).
The work of Taylor and Massey [117] replicates the work of Sims, but primarily focuses
on the evolution of creatures optimised for swimming. An interesting discussion about the
importance of having an adequate ﬁtness function is also provided. This goes as follows:
a higher number of behavioural iterations used during the evaluation process requires more
computational overhead; yet, there is a trade-oﬀ between too much overhead and too little. If
the computational time is too short, the evolutionary process may result in creatures getting
stuck in local optima. Also, because of numerical inconsistencies and implementational arti-
facts, creatures might `fold over', `twist around', or `explode'. All of these factors, they argue,
have to be taken into account. One useful suggestion is that simulations can be aborted early
if such artifacts are detected. Indeed, this methodology is successfully incorporated into the
Evo-Critter framework (see Chapter 5).
Further is the work of Bongard [18, 19] who has explored in detail the coevolution of
creature morphology and control. Together with Pfeifer, he models an artiﬁcial ontogeny,
developing agents operating in a physically realistic environment [18]. The agents are con-
structed out of spheres which serve as the main structural units. If and when these units
reach a certain size, they split into two  a reﬂection of organism growth. Neuron units
include `sensory', `motor', `internal', `bias' and `oscillatory', providing for a variety of control
architectures. Growth gene products determine where `child' units connect to `parent' units.
The genome is treated as a genetic regulatory network and cellular encoding [48] is used
for the neural network; weights and connections are deﬁned by virtual gene products. In
simulation, they discover how a body axis will evolve in a target-dictated direction and loco-
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motion towards this target proceeds with waves of oscillation occurring along the body axis.
A more crucial ﬁnding is that modiﬁcation to creature morphology alone is often suﬃcient
in signiﬁcantly enhancing ﬁtness.
Finally, some very exciting yet still preliminary work is that being developed by Schramm
et al. [106] who apply a genetic regulatory network in the evolution of body plan morphology
of a locomoting agent. The body plan is constructed out of individual spheres, analogous to
biological cells, with springs connecting them. These cells can then replicate or die as seen
ﬁt by the evolutionary process. The movement mechanism works by alternating the natural
resting lengths of the lateral, outer springs, to one of two values, with a periodicity deﬁned
by an evolved parameter. Using this setup, a variety of animats capable of both undulatory
and peristaltic forms of locomotion can be evolved (peristaltic being the form of locomotion
observed in the caterpillar); crucially, this exempliﬁes a direct coupling between the control
mechanism and the body plan morphology. An example visualisation showing such an agent
having undulatory locomotion is given in Fig. 4.8. In future work, they hope to replace the
rudimentary control mechanism with a neural network (e.g., a CTRNN), together with a
neural growth process.
Figure 4.8: A sequence of behavioural iterations for one of the animats developed by Schramm
et al. showing an agent constructed out of spheres and rods locomoting from left to right
(taken from Figure 7 of [106]).
4.3 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter began with a description of Hydra, the freshwater jellyﬁsh organism regarded
as baseline in primitive neural organisation. A few studies exemplifying its use as a model
organism were then described, with the work of Albert outlined as the most signiﬁcant. The
process of modeling bilaterally symmetric organisms was secondly discussed. In line with
this, the ﬂatworm was identiﬁed as a model organism but the diﬃculty in modeling its pedal
locomotion was highlighted as problematic. Undulatory locomotion was therefore proposed
as a much simpler and far better understood locomotion mechanism. Biophysical models
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with an emphasis on reﬂecting real biological organisms (e.g. the lamprey or salamander)
were thus initially described. Secondly, artiﬁcial life models of the type proposed by Karl
Sims were introduced as ideal tools for studying embodied cognition.
In conclusion, several models investigate neural organisation and the coupling to body
plan morphology at a variety of levels of abstraction. However, on a spatial level, many of
them fail to address how the nervous system should emerge in concert with the body plan
morphology and body symmetry and thus fail to wholly explain the drive towards optimal
agent behaviour. Moreover, they fail to exemplify how on an evolutionary time-scale, certain
types of body characteristic, for example symmetry, should emerge at various points of evolu-
tion (`points of transition'). Many of the studies fail to address how the environment should
shape these couplings  why is it that a certain body planneural architecture combination
should proliferate in a given environment? There is a need to understand this. Finally, as
far as the author is aware, none of the studies address how a minimisation of energy loss (or
alternatively its conservation) places constraint on the emergence of the couplings and the or-
ganisation of neural structure. However, if we are to understand the evolutionary emergence
of neural organisation, there is a clear need to broach this.
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Part II
A Model for Body and Nervous System
Coevolution
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Chapter5
Evo-Critter: A Model of an Undulatory
Organism
Synopsis
This chapter introduces Evo-Critter, a simulation environment designed to explore how the
neural system and body plan morphology of an eel-like organism become architecturally
coupled during a process of simulated evolution. A mechanically realistic agent serves as
the eel-like organism (animat1) which is physically endowed with the potential to locomote
(i.e., `swim') in a particular direction; however, the underlying movement dynamics are not
hardcoded but come about due to continuous reﬁnements undertaken during an evolutionary
process. These reﬁnements concern the architecture of the neural system which is constrained
by the shell of the animat body, the computational properties of the neural system (some
of which are implicitly determined by the neural architecture), and certain features of the
animat's body plan itself. Taken together, these diﬀerent aspects present a richly coupled
system of interacting components, an interaction that needs to be optimally tuned in order
that optimal behaviour - in this case swimming - can be attained.
Models of undulatory locomotion have already been reviewed in Chapter 4. A distinction
was made between two classes of model: those placing more of an emphasis on understanding
biophysical processes, and those that are more concerned with behaviour that just looks
like it could be life-like but has little biological grounding. We should understand that
in Evo-Critter, the view is taken that both are important. On the one hand, physically
1
Note: Throughout this thesis, agent and animat are used interchangeably.
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realistic mechanisms are necessary since the agent needs to be appropriately constrained by
the environment. On the other hand, any behaviour that emerges is important since this is
what drives evolution. Thus the model is inspired by early two dimensional paradigms but
also takes note from the three dimensional `Karl Sims style' [109] creatures, since these are
predominantly used in investigating morphology and control.
In answering the questions posited in Section 1.1 of the introductory chapter, Evo-Critter
has formed a core part of the research described in this thesis. An example of an animat
having been evolved is presented in Fig. 5.1. To begin with, some intuitive yet important
background information on ﬁsh kinematics and morphology is given, after which the model
itself is described in detail.
Figure 5.1: An example of an Evo-Critter agent swimming forwards via undulatory loco-
motion. Snapshots of the simulation environment are taken every 25 behavioural iterations.
5.1 Body mechanics
First of all, a ﬁsh will swim forwards because the oscillating movements of its tail generate
thrust. However, its velocity is proportional to the amplitude and surface area of the beating
tail, since this pushes against the water so is naturally opposed by it. Hence an evolutionary
advantage of ﬁsh tail ﬁns being ﬂat and having a large surface area is apparent. We can
then imagine how an aquatic organism's length will also govern the eﬀectiveness of its swim-
ming, since this will change the afore-described surface area and therefore the kinematics of
its swimming behaviour. The anguilliform anguilla for example is long and elongated and
resultantly utilises undulatory locomotion for its swimming behaviour, see Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Undulatory locomotion of the type observed in the anguilliform anguilla. The
animal is shown to move forward through time (Credit: Florida Museum of Natural History).
On the other hand, a non-anguilliform ﬁsh is less elongated and propels itself forward by
beating its tail, with carangiform and ostraciiform types of locomotion being examples of
this, see [46, 79, 120].
With kinematics in mind, diﬀerences in length of the animat's body plan are accounted
for in the model. Furthermore, the animat is constrained to be segmented, since in all but
the simplest organisms, segmentation or metamerism is argued to be generic in metazoan
organisation, [88, 126].2 Thus the model also incorporates the evolution of the number of
body segments and the respective length of each segment, both of which will evolve out
of functional necessity. Model individuals having a smaller number of segments might be
expected to swim more like carangiform ﬁsh whilst those having a larger number of segments
might be expected to exhibit more anguilliform type behaviour.
5.2 Simulation environment
For speed and eﬃciency, the simulation environment is implemented in C++ and consists of
the animat geometry, the physics engine, the nervous system, and the evolutionary process.
They are explained in the following subsections.
2As referenced in [126], Clark [29] discusses how segmentation may facilitate some types of behaviour, for
example, undulatory locomotion, arguing that localised motor contractions are more energy eﬃcient whilst
also allowing sequential segment contraction.
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5.2.1 Geometry
The animat is three dimensional, constructed out of `points' and `edges'. Edges are connected
together to form 4-sided layers which are then connected to form cuboids (`body segments').
These cuboids are ﬁnally connected to form the overall elongated morphology, see Fig. 5.3.
Although the layers are essentially two dimensional squares, they are constructed in a `circu-
lar' (polygonal) fashion; this is for the sake of implementational convenience since historically,
the individual layers were N-sided polygons (and squares are 4-sided polygons). The equa-
tions governing this initialisation are simply:
x = sin
(
αpi
180
) · r (5.1)
z = cos
(
αpi
180
) · r
where x and z are the geometrical coordinates of the point, α is the angle, and r is the
radius (thus the ﬁrst, second, third and fourth vertex points making up a layer are initialised
with the angles 90o, 180o, 270o and 360o respectively). Further, the geometrical elements are
initialised such that the layers are stacked in a vertical `upright' conﬁguration (i.e., head at
the top, tail at the bottom); again, this is for implementational convenience. The radius r of
a layer is calculated as
r =
A/ω
1.5
(5.2)
where A is the total length of the animat, set to 25, and ω is a width factor, set to 20.5.
These values were empirically chosen during a testing and debugging phase in consideration
of both the agent's elongation and, more crucially, in consideration of numerical stability;
certain spring lengths would cause the agent's springs to become numerically unstable during
its behaviour. The length of a segment is given by
Slengthi =
(
A
0.5 · (s+ 1)
)
· Fi (5.3)
where s is the number of body segments within the integer range [3, 4 . . . 20] and Fi is a
parameter that varies the length of the segment such that 0.2 6 Fi 6 2.0. In the model, s
and Fi are evolved parameters.
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Figure 5.3: Agent geometry and highlighted water force model. Each animat segment has
a `compass system' which is used for deriving the directional components of opposing water
forces. Two such faces have been ﬁlled in with green colour; example vector components
used in calculating water force are highlighted with red arrows. `T' represents the tangent
component and `N' represents the normal component.
5.2.2 Physics
All agent physics are handled by a mass-particle based physics engine, which has been im-
plemented entirely from scratch. This is based on point masses and springs. In terms of the
agent, each vertex point is secondly a point mass, and each edge is secondly a spring; thus
the animat is shaped by a `spring mesh'. The engine handles the agent's movements and how
it should interact with the surrounding environment (friction or drag). This `soft-bodied'
approach is less complicated than a rigid body simulator which must consider more complex
aspects, for example, collision detection; it is far easier to implement. To the best of the
author's knowledge, there is only one other related piece of work that implements the overall
construction of a 3D ﬁsh model in the form of a spring mesh, see [119].
In the model, three primary forces act upon the point masses. Firstly, the spring move-
ments are subject to the internal forces of the connected point masses; a point mass has
a velocity so is largely carried by its inherent momentum. Secondly, speciﬁc springs are
subjected to forces because of neural system `actuation'; this is the key way in which move-
ment of the agent is realised. Thirdly, the springs are subjected to forces from the external
environment. During a single time step, all forces are accumulated before being integrated.
Spring system Each spring in the model obeys Hooke's law. This states that,
F = kdqX (5.4)
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where F is a force vector, k is the spring constant set to 200, and d is the diﬀerence between
the current spring length and the spring resting length; q is a dampener set to 0.4. The values
k and q were empirically chosen for their numerical stability. Finally, X is the normalised
vector between the two end point masses. A spring is thus compressed by applying equal but
symmetric forces to each of the two end point masses, forcing them together. The point mass
dynamics, namely acceleration a, velocity v and position p, are then integrated according to
the following diﬀerentials:
a˙ =
A
m
v˙ = a · δt p˙ = v · δt (5.5)
where A is a force accumulator which gets updated each time an internal or external force
is to be applied; m is mass set to 5.0. Once all forces have been accumulated for all point
masses, an integrator is applied in one sweep and the point mass positions are updated.
The value δt is the integration timestep. Tuning this value alters the dynamics of the spring
system: too small and the simulation takes too long; too big and the spring dynamics become
unstable. In all simulations, it is set to 0.05. A simple Euler integration method is employed.
The water force model Given the environment, the animat succumbs to the friction or
rather, the drag of the surrounding `water'. In eﬀect, this slows the animat down, ultimately
aﬀecting how it should locomote. External `water force' pushes against each face of an animat
segment, the magnitude of which depends on the opposing force of the face pushing back. It
is suﬃcient to use the face's velocity as an approximate measure of this `pushing-back' force
magnitude, since, from this vector alone, the opposing water force can be computed. The
face velocity is taken to be the average over all four constituent point mass velocities (one
at each corner of the face). Note that this whole approach assumes that water is static with
zero momentum. The approach is simple, reliable and eﬃcient in its implementation and is
further the approach taken by others (e.g. [107]).
In terms of the implementation, the face's velocity vector is initially split into two velocity
components, the tangent component and the normal component (as highlighted in Fig. 5.3):
t = tˆ · v n = nˆ · v (5.6)
where tˆ and nˆ are normalised tangent and normal vector components of the segment face (t
and n are represented by `T' and `N' in Fig. 5.3) and v is the velocity of the face. From real
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values t and n, force magnitudes are then computed,
Ξ(t) = −γtsgn(t)t2 (5.7)
Ξ(n) = −γnsgn(n)n2
where the γ parameters control the levels of each. The function sgn basically indicates the
sign of a given vector component. These are required in order to determine the direction in
which water should push back against the undulatory agent. The actual water force, w, to
be applied to each of the four point masses making up the face is derived from force, f , as
follows:
f = Ξ(t)tˆ+ Ξ(n)nˆ (5.8)
w = fcdA (5.9)
where c is a viscosity coeﬃcient, d is drag, and A is the area of the segment face. The
viscosity coeﬃcient can be thought of as the thickness of the ﬂuid. Note that in the model
c and d are set to 1 since it is suﬃcient to tune the γ parameters. As noted in [107] the
ratio of γn/γt is also important in determining how the resulting animat should undertake
undulatory locomotion ﬁnding that γn/γt should be >1 i.e. γt  γn. In the model, it was
found to be suﬃcient to set γt = 0.9. Any smaller and the dynamics of the physics engine
would become unstable. Any larger and the animat would swim far too slowly. The value,
γn = 1.0, was also found to be appropriate.
5.2.3 Neural system
Spatial distribution The neural architecture is embedded within the animat wire frame
but is intrinsically segmented in the following fashion. Inside of each segment are ten neuron
units, four of which are motor neurons and six of which are general interneurons. Spatially, the
interneuron positions are randomly distributed and this distribution aﬀects both connection
strength and neuron to neuron connectivity. For a given general interneuron, the (x,z) part
of its three dimensional (x,y,z) coordinate triplet is initialised using the equations speciﬁed in
Eq. 5.1 with radii and angle values that have been uniformally generated. The y-coordinate
is then further initialised as a random real value (recall that the animat is initialised in an
upright position, with the head at the top and the `foot' at the bottom meaning that a
neuron's y-coordinate represents the position of the neuron along the length of the animat
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body). These positional parameters are optimised over a period of simulated evolution; the
motor neurons remain position-ﬁxed. Note further that if the length of a body segment
changes, which can happen because of a change in the value Fi (see Eq. 5.3), then the neural
spread within the segment is commensurately altered. If the segment length increases, then
the neural spread over the y coordinate plane is `expanded'. If it decreases, then the neural
spread over the y coordinate plane is `compressed'. Speciﬁcally, whenever the segment length
Fi changes, the y coordinate of each neuron within the segment i is updated as follows:
ny ← ny · Fi (5.10)
In other words, the architecture of the neural system is directly coupled to the geometrical
properties of the body segmentation. This is an abstraction of development, so that changes
in body characteristics are reﬂected by changes in the neural architecture.
Connection strengths The weight values are computed from the interneuronal euclidean
distance. The closer two neurons are to each other, the higher the weight value between
them,
wij = ξ/dij (5.11)
where ξ has been empirically set to 20.0 to ensure that a suitable range of weights can be
generated. Given that the maximum possible length of a segment as deﬁned by Eq. 5.3 is 25
and that the radius of a layer as deﬁned by Eq. 5.2 is ≈ 8.3, the maximum possible distance
between two neurons is ≈ 26.34 which therefore gives the smallest possible weight w = wmin
that can form as ≈ 20.0
26.34
= 0.76. Note further that given the operation of Eq. 5.10, if the
length of the segment decreases from Smaxi , w will increase, whilst if the length increases from
Smini , w will decrease (see Spatial distribution).
Connectivity Connectivity also comes about as a function of distance given the sigmoid,
σ(λ, s, dij) =
2
2 + exp((λ/s) ∗ dij) (5.12)
where λ is an evolved parameter, s is a scaling parameter, which is set to the total length of
the agent, and dij is the euclidean distance between neurons i and j. As shown in Fig. 5.4, a
connection is established if the function produces a value >0.5. The scaling parameter serves
to alter the magnitude of the λ parameter as the length of the animat changes. This ensures
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Figure 5.4: A graph showing how connectivity between two diﬀerent neurons depends on
both the λ parameter (labelled) and the interneuronal distance. All neuron pairs generating
values above the dotted line become connected.
that the eﬀect of the λ parameter is consistent across a variety of elongations. Note further
that a set of four λ values is employed each of which caters for one type of connection: λII ,
λIE, λSE, λAA where I=interneuron, E=eﬀector neuron, S=sensory neuron; AA indicates
connections between interneurons in adjacent segments. Note that connections can form
between the motors and interneurons/sensors but not between the motors themselves.
Motor symmetry In Chapter 3, the importance of body plan symmetry as something
that changes during evolution and its coupling to the nervous system was introduced and
discussed. It was further remarked how the jellyﬁsh, with is radial body plan, is viewed
as being baseline in terms of body symmetry. Symmetry is also accounted for in the Evo-
Critter system and is represented by a `motor symmetry conﬁguration'. Loosely speaking,
the motor symmetry conﬁguration determines which motorneurons become driving eﬀectors
during movement behaviour (note: motorneurons not emerging as eﬀectors can serve as
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additional excitatory interneurons, but have no direct inﬂuence on movement behaviour).
Example motor symmetries are visualised in Fig. 5.5 and several are described below:
1. All motor neurons evolve to become driving eﬀectors. The symmetry of the agent is
considered radially symmetric. The part of the genotype encoding motor symmetry is
1111 (Fig. 5.5C).
2. None of the motor neurons evolve to become driving eﬀectors. The behavioural evalu-
ation is aborted since it is impossible for the agent to move in this situation. The part
of the genotype encoding motor symmetry is 0000.
3. Motors on either side of the animat evolve to become driving eﬀectors. The symmetry
of the agent is considered bilaterally symmetric. The part of the genotype encoding
motor symmetry is 1010 or 0101 (Fig. 5.5A).
The motors are actually considered part of the body plan, thus, an emergence in the above
property provides a rudimentary means of studying symmetry breaking, a core evolutionary
transition of nervous systems (see Chapter 3).
Figure 5.5: Examples of diﬀerent active motor conﬁgurations. Boxes A-D represent example
motor symmetries, as viewed from the end of the agent, with ﬁlled circles as eﬀectors and
unﬁlled circles as general interneurons. The right hand wire frame diagram exempliﬁes the `A'
conﬁguration highlighting how both left and right sides become actuated during movement.
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Computational motor system Each face of a segment has a motor neuron located at its
centre. Thus each segment has four motor neurons. In a given segment face, a motor neuron
actuates a vertical spring-pair, see Fig. 5.6. The amount of force applied to each spring
in this pair is proportional to the motor neuron's membrane potential but is normalised to
within the range [0, 120]; values higher than 120 result in the spring dynamics becoming
unstable. Also, a spring is only ever actuated if the motor neuron's membrane potential is
between 0 and 1.
Figure 5.6: Motor force system: the eﬀect of a motor M in the centre of one of the segment
faces contracting spring P1⇐⇒P2 by applying equal but opposite forces F1 and F2 to point
masses P1 and P2 and contracting spring P3⇐⇒P4 by applying equal but opposite forces
F3 and F4 to point masses P3 and P4.
Sensory system The animat has a very rudimentary sensory system consisting of 4
sensory neurons that remain position-ﬁxed at the head of the animat (one at the top-middle
of each segment face). The head segment therefore has 14 neurons rather than the normal
10. Current is injected into all sensors according to the angle of the target from each, see
Fig. 5.7a.
This approach is based on the bearing-based tracking model [53] computed as
Is = exp(−α(∆φ− 90)2) (5.13)
where α is set to 0.0005 and ∆φ is the angle of the target from the sensor. As shown in the
ﬁgure, the sensor maintains a 180◦ receptive arc along the sensor plane. If the target is exactly
perpendicular to the plane, i.e. the animat is pointing directly towards the target, then Eq.
5.13 results in an input current of 1.0. When there is a deviation from this orthogonality, if
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Figure 5.7: (a) A diagram showing how angular information is used for sensory input. The
end of the head segment is depicted. The ﬁlled circles at the top represent sensory neurons.
For a given sensor, the short blue arrows represent the unit vectors used to calculate the
angle of the target from the sensor. The large dotted arcs on PLANE 1 highlight how a given
sensor has a 180◦ receptive arc. The sensors on PLANE 2 have concordant arcs but they
have been omitted for clarity; (b), A graph showing how the current is generated for one
sensor.
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0 < ∆φ < 90 or 90 < ∆φ < 180, then Is < 1. This calculation is highlighted for one sensor
in Fig. 5.7b. The bias value of each sensory neuron is set to 0.5, and the time constant is
set to 1.0. These have been empirically set to ensure that the sensory neurons will become
activated over a range of angles.
Other models have also incorporated such vision systems, for example, Beauregard and
Kennedy [9] have incorporated a similar abstraction, modeling a 2D lamprey able to under-
take tracking of a moving object; also, Ijspeert [53] has incorporated a similar model in the
the visual system of a simulated salamander.
Computational model The neural system is based on a continuous time recurrent neural
network (see Section 2.2.2). The membrane potential uj of a neuron is modelled as follows
[13]:
duj
dt
=
1
τj
(
−uj +
C∑
i=1
wjiai + Ij
)
(5.14)
where τj is a time constant,wji is a vector of presynaptic connection weights and Ij is an
external input current. The value ai is a presynaptic neuron's membrane activity computed
as follows:
ai = tanh(ui − βi) (5.15)
where βi is a bias value. If a neuron is inhibitory then all of its outgoing connection weights
are made to be negative. There are three other important aspects of the model:
1. The motor neurons in each adjacent animat segment are all excitatory. This is in
view of biological muscles which are considered excitatory, only ever having periods of
contraction (excitation).
2. Motors in each animat segment have equivalent parameters (the motors in segment N
have the same bias values and time constants as those in segment M). This restriction
cuts down on computational overhead. Also, the view is taken that muscle tissue is
muscle tissue and that the corresponding neurons should have as little computational
disparity between them as possible.
3. All sensory neurons have the same time constant and threshold values (1.0 and 0.5
respectively) to ensure that each triggers the neural system in exactly the same way.
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5.2.4 Simulation loop
The behaviour of the animat is conceptualised in one `giant algorithm' named the Simulation
Loop. This takes care of updating the simulation including the neural dynamics of the
CTRNN, the dynamics of the physics engine, and ﬁnally the animat's body posture and
geometry, see Algorithm 5.1.
Algorithm 5.1 Pseudocode of the simulation loop during one behavioural evaluation. In
total, 40 simulation steps are permitted, but within that, the CTRNN is integrated over 10
time steps and then for each CTRNN time step, the physics engine/animat movements are
integrated and updated over 20 time steps.
WHILE simSteps < 40
WHILE netSteps < 10
ctrnn . update
WHILE physSteps < 20
apply motor a c t i v a t i o n s
apply water f o r c e s
accumulate a l l f o r c e s
i n t e g r a t e phys i c s
update animat geometry
END WHILE
END WHILE
END WHILE
5.3 Evolutionary process
An evolutionary algorithm that harnesses both the power of adaptive mutation and local
selection is used to evolve all or part of the genotype presented in Fig. 5.8.
5.3.1 Local selection strategy
At an early stage of implementation, a simple binary tournament selection scheme was used
for the selection process. However, this was later swapped with a local selection process
of the type described in [104], since, (a) preliminary investigation showed it to have far
better convergence; (b) within the ﬁeld of Neuroevolution, a similar strategy has on prior
occasion been employed to great success, see for example [112, 111]; (c) the fact that local
selection results in gradual phenotypic change is a practical advantage since it allows for
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evolutionary process to be more easily tracked. Diagrams visualising the local selection
scheme are presented in Fig. 5.9.
Figure 5.8: The full Evo-Critter genotype. The arrows reﬂect dependencies between diﬀerent
parts of the genotype. Thus we can observe how neuronal parameter genes and segment
length factor genes all depend on the number of segments (`segment count').
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Figure 5.9: Visualisations of population ﬁtness before and after local selection has been
applied. Note that for the `after selection' visualisation, the ﬁtness values are shown imme-
diately before the next generation, i.e., prior to resetting them to 0. Color indicates ﬁtness.
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Process The local selection strategy is tournament based. For each successive 4 members
(the tournament size), the ﬁttest of the 4 replaces the other 3. After selection, this results in
contiguous `bands' of equally ﬁt individuals, see Fig. 5.9b. A random oﬀset of size tournament
size is also employed (i.e. 4). Thus suppose we have a population of size 8 with members
[a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h] and the `oﬀset' is randomly initialised to 0 and the ﬁttest member in the ﬁrst
subset of 4 members ([a,b,c,d]) is found to be individual c and the ﬁttest member in the
second subset of 4 members ([e,f,g,h]) is found to be individual h, then the resulting selectees
would be [c,c,c,c,h,h,h,h]. Or, if the oﬀset is randomly initialised to 1, the selection process
begins with the second individual; thus, the ﬁrst subset of 4 individuals would be [b,c,d,e] and
the second set would be [f,g,h,a] i.e. a circular array implementation is employed. Having
an oﬀset ensures that for a given population member, it has a fair chance of mixing well
with the rest of the population. The eﬀect is two-fold - an enhancement of diversity and an
avoidance of local minima.
5.3.2 Other evolutionary operators
Subsequent to selection, except for the ﬁttest member (the elite chromosome), discrete recom-
bination and adaptive mutation are applied to the selectee chromosome pool (the oﬀspring
population). Discrete recombination exchanges gene values between two oﬀspring candidates
selected uniformally from the oﬀspring population. The adaptation process relies on the
setting of two strategy parameters, τ0 = 1.0/
√
2.0 ∗D and τ1 = 1.0/
√
2.0 ∗ √D, where D
represents the dimensionality of the vector being evolved. These parameters have been shown
to be optimal in a process of self-adaptation [7]. Note that within the evolutionary frame-
work, diﬀerent gene groupings (λ parameters, neuron angles, segment lengths etc.) require
diﬀerent τ values since each gene grouping may have a diﬀerent number of genes. For any
real valued gene, the σ values are adapted as follows:
σi ← σi ∗ exp (N(0, τ0) +Ni(0, τ1)) (5.16)
The full animat genotype has a mixed boolean, real and integer valued representation, thus
boolean mutations incorporate bit ﬂips. The motor symmetry conﬁguration and the neuron
inhibitory values are all booleans. The segment count is integer whilst all remaining param-
eters are real. Furthermore, as depicted in Fig. 5.8, dependencies exist between diﬀerent
gene groupings. Because of this, the genotype is not of a ﬁxed length but ultimately depends
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on the number of body segments. This has been accounted for in the evolutionary process
as follows. When the number of body segments increases, a new segment length gene and
new neuron parameter genes (positions, time constants, biases and inhibitories) are created.
When the number of body segments decreases, the corresponding segment length gene and
neuron gene groupings are removed.
5.4 Evaluating neural and motor activity
For the experiments conducted in later chapters, a number of measures are made to assess
levels of neural activity. They are deﬁned as follows:
 Deﬁnition: Oscillation Count. This is deﬁned as the number of times that the
membrane potential, u, of a given neuron, i, changes from a positive state (>0) to a
negative state (<0) or vice-versa, during the behaviour of the agent,
oi =
|pi|∑
n=1
cn (5.17)
cn =

1 un−1 < 0
∧
un > 0
1 un−1 > 0
∧
un < 0
0 otherwise
(5.18)
where cnpi.
 Deﬁnition: Oscillation Period. This is deﬁned as the average time lapse between
a pair of successive membrane oscillations, as generated by a single neuron, i, during
the behaviour of the agent,
λi =
1
|pi| − 1
|pi|∑
n=2
(cn(t)− cn−1(t)) (5.19)
 Deﬁnition: Motor Contraction Count. This is deﬁned as the total number of
times that all motors (springs) become actuated by the motor neurons during the
behaviour of the agent (thus it discludes kinematic events triggered by passive spring
movements). Since as mentioned in Section 5.2.3 (Computational Motor System) that
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a motor neuron will only actuate a motor when its membrane potential is between 0
and 1, a more precise deﬁnition can be formulated,
m =
|mp|∑
i=1
|mq |∑
j=1
cij (5.20)
cij =
1 umi > 0
∧
umi < 1
0 otherwise
,∀cijM (5.21)
where mp and mq are column and row vectors of a matrix M storing the `contraction
events' of each speciﬁc motor.
5.5 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter introduced Evo-Critter, the system used for many of the experiments described
in this thesis. It began with identifying the need to have a simulation environment capable
of exploring body plan and nervous system couplings. Secondly, the kinematics of ﬁsh swim-
ming were described, with explanations of how diﬀerent types of ﬁsh locomotion, of which
undulatory is an example, require subtly diﬀerent body plan morphologies, control systems
and levels of elongation. The simulation environment was then introduced with descriptions
of how the animat is constructed out of springs and point masses and how a water force model
is used to model an aquatic environment. The neural architecture was explained as being
spatially embedded relying on geometric information to determine connection strengths and
interneuronal connectivity. At this point, the sensory and motor systems were also intro-
duced. It was explained that the sensory system relies on angular information to determine
the location of a target within the environment. An abstract notion of motor symmetry was
introduced as a means to assess functional symmetry, thus providing an abstract notion of
general body plan symmetry. An outline of the evolutionary process used to evolve the agent
was given, with explanations of how the genome is a mixed real, integer and boolean valued
representation and how local selection and self adaptation are two of the main features of the
implementation. Finally, three measures of neural activity used in the later chapters, were
deﬁned.
In conclusion, the Evo-Critter framework is a novel research tool that enables us to study
how the nervous system architecture of an undulatory agent should emerge when under
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the constraints of body plan morphology characteristics and symmetry. The framework is
extensible; it is easy to change the neural model, for example, from an analog to a spiking
variant; certain parts of the neural architecture are easily constrained; an energy consumption
term is easily added (which will be discussed in Chapter 8). Speciﬁcally, the contributions
are as follows:
1. The neural architecture is spatially embedded which makes it possible to directly link
the eﬀect of architecture to neural dynamics. Thus it contributes to our understanding
of how neural architecture directly relates to the behaviour of the agent.
2. The segmentation characteristics of the agent are evolvable; we are therefore able to
observe the eﬀect that these characteristics have on the behaviour of the agent and the
eﬀect it has on neural architecture. This contributes to our understanding of how body
plan morphology aﬀects the neural architecture and the resulting agent behaviour.
3. The local selection scheme enables us to more easily identify points of transition in the
evolutionary process.
4. The evolvable motor symmetry conﬁguration allows us to identify how symmetry of the
agent can facilitate optimal swimming behaviour. Furthermore, we can track how it
changes during the evolutionary process. Thus together with the local selection scheme,
we can observe `points of transition'. As discussed in Chapter 3, symmetry is a very
important study point given its rich association with the nervous system architecture
and the body plan morphology.
5. Crucially, the framework contributes to an understanding of how the nervous system
is coupled to body plan morphology and motor symmetry. The framework allows us
to ask such questions as  how does the body plan constrain the emergence of the
neural architecture? How does the motor symmetry then also change as a result of
this? Basically, the model provides us with the ability to understand diﬀerent types
of coupling, as reﬂected by the arrows in Fig. 5.8. In the following chapter, these
couplings are explored in more depth.
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Chapter6
Body plan morphology: a constraining factor
in the emergence of neural organisation
Synopsis
In this chapter, experiments that were conducted using the Evo-Critter system, with an
emphasis on the coupling between the agent's body plan morphology and nervous system, are
discussed in detail. Speciﬁcally, questions 1 and 2 as posited in Section 1.1 of the Introduction
are addressed. For convenience, they are repeated here:
1. Question: How does body plan morphology aﬀect the evolution of the nervous system
and vice-versa? Guiding principle: Since the body of an organism directly interacts
with the environment, it needs to have the correct niche-speciﬁc characteristics. At
the same time, before these characteristics can actually be exhibited, the body needs
to be properly actuated by a correctly tuned nervous system. Pointedly however, the
emergence of the neural architecture is also constrained by the emergence of the body
plan morphology (and vice-versa). This suggests that the evolutionary drive towards
an optimal combination of these elements and the coupling between them is highly
complex. The above question aims to address such coupling and the corresponding
eﬀects on body morphology characteristics and nervous system architecture.
2. Question: How does body-symmetry evolve in relation to the nervous system and other
body plan characteristics? Guiding principle: The symmetry of an organism's body
plan morphology will often preclude optimal behaviour (e.g. directional movement).
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At the same time, the nervous system and body plan will often adapt and ﬁt around
this symmetry in a particular way (and vice-versa) so that behaviour is made eﬃcient
and optimal. The above question investigates the process by which this occurs. Note
that much of the work concerning functional symmetry is presented in [56].
Note: At no point do the investigations described in this chapter incorporate a notion of
`energy' since this is investigated separately in Chapter 8. The reasoning behind this, is that
given the model, we need to ﬁrst understand the eﬀect of body plan morphology alone before
we also tackle the importance of energy.
The layout of this chapter is as follows: Section 6.1 begins by building upon the biological
literature presented in Chapter 3. An emphasis is placed on the signiﬁcance of nervous
system body plan morphology couplings, body symmetry and neural control. This provides
context for the actual aim of this chapter which is to shed light on the above questions.
Then, the types of coupling that are present in the Evo-Critter framework (environmental,
genetic, implicit) are identiﬁed in Section 6.2. The actual experiments that were carried out
are deﬁned in Section 6.3, and the ﬁndings are presented in Sections 6.4 and 6.5. A discussion
is ﬁnally presented in Section 6.6. Evo-Critter, the model developed in Chapter 5 is used
throughout.
6.1 Signiﬁcance of body plan nervous system couplings
In biological organisation, organismic components (`cells', `tissues', `organs', `systems', etc.)
are coupled; they are part of a holistic system. A morphological change in one component,
either via evolution or during development, will often impact on the organisation of another
component. Consequently, major evolutionary transitions have resulted in drastic shifts in
body shape and form, underlying component architecture and morphology. This is funda-
mental since it presents biological organisation as being richly dynamic, survival as being
dependent on the interoperability that exists between all morphological aspects (as opposed
to between only a few of them); the behaviour that results from this is crucial for the animal's
survival.
Thus, we must recognise that animal behaviour is ultimately shaped by the coupling exist-
ing between its nervous system and body plan morphology. Moreover, the body can actually
be thought of as an `interface' residing between the nervous system and the environment,
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since in an `exterior-sense' it is only the body that is directly presented to the environment.
Just as a jellyﬁsh needs to be large and ﬂat so that it can be carried by water currents, a
giraﬀe needs to have a long neck so that it can reach tall trees.
The interacting body then requires an eﬃcient nervous system for control, so that ba-
sically, the body can do what it is `designed' to do. To be eﬃcient, its architecture needs
to be coupled to the body in a way that allows for optimal behaviour. Given environmen-
tal pressure, the body might evolve in order that it can ﬁt better; and when this happens,
the nervous system will commensurately be adapted in order that it can maintain optimal
coupling. What this all means is that the coupling itself becomes driven by the environment.
6.1.1 Body symmetry
In Chapter 3, the signiﬁcance of body plan symmetry was highlighted. And, since symmetry is
inherently part of the body morphology, any change in the body will (i) eﬀect the distribution
of this symmetry and (ii) perpetuate change in neural architecture.
Now clearly, the symmetry of an animal inﬂuences its behaviour and therefore its chances
of survival. Some of the theories presented in Chapter 3 for example, posit that elongation
came about out of a need for directional movement. Often, this elongation presents the
organism with bilateral symmetry. At the same time, the symmetry of an organism will be
very niche-speciﬁc. A jellyﬁsh's radial symmetry for example, lends perfectly to its passive,
ﬂoating lifestyle. An eel on the other hand needs to locomote with direction via a utilisation of
undulatory locomotion and its bilateral body plan facilitates this. In Evo-Critter, symmetry
is represented using a notion of active motor symmetry (see Section 5.2.3). It is expected
that this will emerge in a way that is fully bilateral (see Fig. 5.5) since this is shown to be
optimal [20]. However, the question remains as to how the couplings existing between all
of these diﬀerent components  the motor symmetry, the body morphology, and the neural
architecture  should become characterised during evolution. Although the abstraction level
imparted by Evo-Critter cannot oﬀer a full explanation, it is hoped that the experiments
presented in this chapter will highlight their signiﬁcance.
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6.2 Emergent couplings
This section identiﬁes three types of coupling existing between the nervous system and body
plan morphology of a given animal, couplings that have been modeled to a greater or lesser
extent in the Evo-Critter system. They are identiﬁed as follows:
 Environmental. For any animal, the interaction between the neural system and the
body plan morphology is constrained by the environment. If component A changes
due to a selection force, then pressure on component B will force it to `re-adapt' (in
an evolutionary sense), to ﬁt more optimally with component A. In this way, we can
think of components A and B as being environmentally coupled. For the jellyﬁsh,
the environment enforces a large surface area which perpetuates a `drifting' lifestyle.
Consequently, the nerve net is `forced' to re-adapt to this large surface area by becoming
highly distributed. The nerve net and body plan morphology of the jellyﬁsh (and for
other given animals) can be said to be coupled via the environment.
 Genetic. These entail genetic interdependencies. In the model genotype (Fig. 5.8),
both segment length and nervous system genes (positions, bias values, time constants,
etc.) are genetically coupled to the number of body segments. Genes can therefore
aﬀect one another, so we can think of this as a type of gene regulation.
 Implicit. These reﬂect developmental abstractions. For example in Evo-Critter, the
neural architectural distribution within a particular body segment is constrained by the
length of the segment. When it increases, the distribution expands; when it decreases,
the distribution compresses. This idea serves to characterise developmental plasticity
which is crucial in theories of evolutionary development.
In many traditional artiﬁcial life models of biological organisms, addressing the above cou-
plings is diﬃcult since the nervous system is typically viewed as separate from the body.
Both the body plan morphology and nervous system architecture are often implemented as
architecturally static components which remain ﬁxed throughout the evolutionary process
(see Fig. 6.1a). In contrast, as depicted in Fig. 6.1b, a model such as Evo-Critter can cap-
ture the essence of the above couplings more appropriately, since it permits abstract levels
of dynamic interoperability to exist between all major components.
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(a) Traditional (b) Realistic
Figure 6.1: (a) A diagram highlighting how agents in a traditional artiﬁcial life framework
are constructed. The nervous system is typically static and separate from the body; (b)
A more realistic view in which the agent's nervous system is coupled to its body; dynamic
couplings are underpinned by forces existing between the body and nervous system. Dotted
arrows represent forces and pressures interacting between diﬀerent components.
6.3 Experimental setup
The goal of this chapter is to shed light on how the coupling between body plan morphology
and nervous system should evolve when diﬀerent components of the body plan morphology
are constrained. Evo-Critter is used as the research tool; 4 sets of 50 diﬀerently seeded
experiments were conducted; each placed a diﬀerent level of constraint on the evolutionary
process, as described:
1. evo-ALL. In this experimental setup, the full genotype as presented in Fig. 5.8 was
evolved. The underlying motivation was to explore how the full system of interacting
components on all levels of coupling  environmental, genetic and implicit  would
interact on an evolutionary timescale, and, the eﬀect that these couplings would have
on individual ﬁtness. The setup further provided a `benchmark' that the experimental
results from the other three setups could be compared to.
2. evo-NOBCBL. In this experimental setup, all parameters except for the number of
body segments and the length-factors of each segment (refer to Eq. 5.3), were evolved
(`no block count, no block length evolution'  historically, segments were also referred
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to as `blocks'). Given the evo-ALL results, how is ﬁtness found to be altered when the
segmentation characteristics are constrained?
3. evo-NOBC. In this experimental setup, all parameters except for the number of body
segments were evolved (`no block count evolution'). What impact does segment count
have on the ﬁtness of an agent? The motivation for asking this question stems from Fig.
5.8, in which dependencies between diﬀerent gene groupings introduce `regulation'; i.e.
the number of segments regulates the length of the genotype since for each additional
segment, additional neurons and additional segment length genes are incorporated.
By turning this aspect oﬀ entirely and then comparing the results to the evo-ALL
simulations, we can ﬁnd out whether such regulation has a positive or negative eﬀect.
4. evo-NOBL. In this setup, all parameters except for the length-factor of each seg-
ment were evolved (`no block length evolution'). Together with the results of evo-ALL
and evo-NOBCBL, we can ask how changes in ﬁtness are characterised by changes in
segment length.
The aim of the latter two experiments was to characterise, by counter-example, how changes
in segmentation properties (which we may equate to body morphology), aﬀect ﬁtness. Fit-
ness was given by the distance of the agent's head from a predeﬁned target; speciﬁcally,
20.0− d(animat, target), since the target was placed 20 units away from the head of the an-
imat. Therefore ﬁtter agents were those that could cover more distance between the starting
location and the target (see Fig. 6.2).
Figure 6.2: The simulation environment showing the target that the animat must locomote
towards. The arrow indicates direction, the square indicates the target.
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The population size was set to 80, the crossover rate was set to 0.2, and the mutation
rate was set to 0.01. The other properties of the evolutionary process were as described in
Section 5.3.
6.4 General ﬁndings
In this section, an overview of the main ﬁndings is given. More speciﬁc ﬁndings follow in Sec-
tion 6.5. Throughout the results, median recordings are preferred over mean recordings. This
is to ﬁrstly ensure that outliers are mitigated; secondly, generating median plots maintains
consistency in the analysis since box-plots which generate median data are used extensively.
Finally, note that `evolution of segment lengths' should be interpreted as `evolution of seg-
ment length-factors' (refer to Eq. 5.3 for clariﬁcation of what a segment length-factor is).
A visualisation of the behaviour of the best evo-ALL agent is provided in Fig. 6.3 and plots of
ﬁtness are given in Fig. 6.4. Comparisons between best ﬁtness values at the end of evolution
are given in Table. 6.1.
20.0-distance(animat,target)
15.91
Time
Figure 6.3: Animat behavioural sequences for the best animat from evo-ALL showing undu-
latory type locomotion in which a wave of propulsion passes down the length of the agent's
body. Snapshots taken every 25 behavioural iterations.
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Figure 6.4: (a) Medians over best individuals for each of the 4 sets of experiments (median
readings are taken to prevent outlier artifacts); (b) a box plot of the ﬁtness values at the end
of evolution.
Comparison evo-ALL evo-NOBC evo-NOBL evo-NOBCBL
evo-ALL - 0.0689 0.0393 0.4862
evo-NOBC - - 0.0003 0.025
evo-NOBL - - - 0.1394
Table 6.1: Statistical p-values generated from comparisons in best agent ﬁtness (ranksum
test, 0.05 conﬁdence level) at the end of evolution.
In terms of the plots, the results tell us that:
1. Fitness appears to be enhanced when evolution tunes the length of each segment.
2. Fitness appears to be degraded when evolution tunes the number of body segments.
3. General movement is undulatory. The movements of the ﬁttest evo-ALL agent are
visualized in Fig. 6.3.
Ranksum tests have been performed on the ﬁtness data at a conﬁdence level of 0.05. As
shown by Table. 6.1, there are three signiﬁcant diﬀerences: (i) evo-ALL vs. evo-NOBL;
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(ii): evo-NOBC vs. evo-NOBL; (iii): evo-NOBC vs. evo-NOBCBL. The least signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent simulation sets are evo-ALL and evo-NOBCBL. From these ﬁndings, we can infer
the following.
1. In terms of body morphology, when the length-factors of the individual segments are
alone coevolved (i.e. evo-NOBC), ﬁtness is enhanced. This indicates the positive eﬀect
that segment length has on the agent's ﬁtness.
2. In terms of body morphology, when the number of segments is coevolved in addition to
coevolving the length-factors (i.e. evo-ALL), ﬁtness is degraded, meaning that evolving
the number of segments is detrimental to the evolutionary process.
3. Evolving everything (i.e. evo-ALL) is better than evolving everything except for the
segment length-factors (i.e. evo-NOBL). As with point 1, this again indicates the
positive eﬀect that segment length has on the agent's ﬁtness.
4. Evolving everything (i.e. evo-ALL) is not signiﬁcantly better than when none of the
segmentation characteristics are evolved (evo-NOBCBL). We can think about this as
follows: Firstly, we have observed from point 2 above that evolving the number of
body segments can degrade ﬁtness. Secondly, we have observed from points 1 and
3 above that evolving the segment length-factors can enhance ﬁtness. Therefore, in
interpreting this, we can say that for evo-ALL, evolving the segment length-factors
enhances ﬁtness but this ﬁtness is then `pulled down' because of the addition of also
evolving the number of body segments.
Representations of the evolutionary ﬁtness landscapes, for those simulations that yielded the
ﬁttest individuals, are visualised in Fig. 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: Evolutionary processes for best simulations highlighting changes in ﬁtness, after
selection has been applied. Note: pm=population member. Each pixel at a given generation
is approximately one individual (subject to matlab formatting); colour represents ﬁtness.
Note: The visualisations are representative of ﬁtness after selection has been applied, since
this makes it easier to track the eﬀects of selection pressure (refer to Section 5.3.1 for further
clariﬁcation of the local selection scheme yielding these plots and for further clariﬁcation of
the actual visualisation technique).
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The case in which no segmentation characteristics were evolved (evo-NOBCBL)  Fig.
6.5d  is interesting since it shows a highly ﬁt selection `lineage' generated through evolu-
tionary time (note, such paths can also be observed in the other subplots, but they are not as
prominently visible). This path eventually leads to a ﬁt `descendant' (thus common ancestry
is also identiﬁable). As further highlighted in Fig. 6.6, such ﬁt individuals are shown to have
been successively chosen over a very small ﬁeld of the population. This demonstrates how,
in the evo-NOBCBL simulations, evolution struggled to ﬁnd ﬁtness enhancing features.
Figure 6.6: A visualisation of the changing population ﬁtness for the best evo-NOBCBL
simulation. Highlighted with the arrow is a highly ﬁt selection `lineage' (or optimal selection
path); it highlights how ﬁt individuals were successively chosen over a very small ﬁeld of the
population. The process is also visualised two-dimensionally in Fig. 6.5d.
In comparison and somewhat at the other extreme of what can happen, Fig. 6.5a shows
distinctive `bands of convergence' of ever increasing ﬁtness emerging at diﬀerent points of
evolutionary time. For example, generations 0-80 (approx.) are marked by a blue-green re-
gion. A transition then yields a yellow-orange region until generation 550 (approx.) at which
point, a transition to a dark-red region occurs. This succession in ﬁtness increase is indica-
tive of `transitions' in features yielding ever ﬁtter individuals across the whole population. In
comparison to the last example, this exempliﬁes how ﬁtter individuals are often more easily
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sought, and further exempliﬁes how transitions can occur during the evolutionary process.
6.5 Speciﬁc ﬁndings
In this section, speciﬁc ﬁndings are addressed including motor symmetry, body segment
characteristics (number of and respective lengths), neural architectures and neural dynamics.
Also, where relevant, the emergence of a particular feature within a single simulation is
explicitly visualised. This is in aid of attempting to understand the ﬁtness changes visualised
in Fig. 6.5.
6.5.1 Motor symmetry
For all experiments, the agent's motor symmetry was evolved (refer to Motor symmetry
in Section 5.2.3). As indicated by Fig. 6.7, the most prevalent type of motor symmetry to
have emerged in all cases was 0101 or 1010 (fully bilateral) which resulted in undulatory
movements or those similar to carangiform- or ostraciiform-type ﬁsh movements.
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Figure 6.7: Percentages of motor symmetries to have emerged for the best individuals in
each experiment type. Note: these readings are only approximately indicative of the motor
symmetry part of the phenotype, since some `active' motors may actually have emerged to be
`computationally dormant'. Not withstanding this fact, the results still capture evolution's
tendency to prefer fully bilateral motor symmetries.
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In total, 139/200 ﬁttest individuals emerged to have this full bilateral motor symmetry
(over 2/3 of all simulations). When we break down the ﬁtness statistics of individuals having
particular motor symmetries, we can further see that full bilateral symmetry generated the
ﬁttest of animat individuals, see Table 6.2.
Motor sym. evo-ALL evo-NOBC evo-NOBL evo-NOBCBL
15.911 15.675 14.767 14.848 Best
FB 10.914 10.896 9.337 9.712 Average
5.243 7.320 5.513 4.337 Worst
10.709 7.995 9.706 5.629 Best
4 7.411 6.760 5.815 5.266 Average
4.621 5.338 4.740 4.961 Worst
15.871 13.879 13.078 8.126 Best
3 8.826 10.387 6.113 6.884 Average
6.058 5.956 4.034 4.871 Worst
6.306 n/a n/a n/a Best
2 6.306 n/a n/a n/a Average
6.306 n/a n/a n/a Worst
Table 6.2: Fitness statistics for each motor symmetry type, for each experimental setup.
Measurements are not shown for a single active motor conﬁguration since no instances of this
type arose. For the column `Motor sym.', see legend in Fig. 6.7.
Although for undulatory locomotion a bilateral symmetry outcome is obvious, the actual
evolutionary process undertaken during the simulation demonstrates rudimentary symmetry
making or breaking since motors are actually considered in the model to be part of the
bodyplan. Thus it signiﬁes how evolution can and will hone in on particular body-symmetries
given the niche of the evolving agent. For those cases where a full bilateral motor symmetry
was not evolved, the animat either emerged to employ an alternative movement mechanism,
as highlighted by the behavioural screen shots in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9, or a motor may not have
been active at all, even when speciﬁed to be active by the genotype. This latter point is
expanded upon below.
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Figure 6.8: Animats to have emerged from evo-ALL with motor symmetries 1100. Seen to
`corkscrew' through time, spinning around the central axis.
Figure 6.9: Animats to have emerged from evo-ALL with motor symmetry 1111. Again, seen
to `corkscrew' through time, spinning around the central axis.
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Firstly, for those simulations that generated the ﬁttest individuals, visualisations of the
evolving motor symmetries are plotted in Fig. 6.10. A full bilateral motor symmetry arises
early in all four examples, however, there are marked `pockets' of individuals having a 0111
conﬁguration, in particular from generation 700 to around generation 780 in evo-ALL and
from generation 130 to 160 in evo-NOBL. These regions are indicative of evolutionary events
such as a mutation and/or a recombination causing 0101 conﬁgurations to become 0111
conﬁgurations but with a minimal impact on population ﬁtness. The following hypothesis
attempts to shed light on this. In some instances, an `active' side of the animat having
motors that are genotypically established to play a part in movement may in fact consist
of motors that remain `computationally dormant'. That is to say, even though they could
play a part in movement, they actually generate zero activity. Consequently, such motors
have no bearing on movement behaviour. This has been conﬁrmed by taking an individual
from the grey region of Fig. 6.10a with motor symmetry 1101 and setting the ﬁrst integer
to 0 (i.e., the genotype was ﬁxed from 1101 to 0101); this made it impossible for represented
motors to have any active role in movement. If important, this change would have drastically
degraded ﬁtness, however, the result suggested otherwise, given an actual ﬁtness impact of
zero. In other words, only two out of the three `active' animat faces ever had computationally
active motors. Importantly, this tells us that more individuals may have emerged to be
bilaterally symmetric than the genotype speciﬁcations alone (Fig. 6.7 and Table 6.2) are
able to indicate. Note therefore that the readings only give an approximate indication of the
symmetry phenotype.
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Figure 6.10: Each graphic represents how evolution tuned the motor symmetry for each best
simulation. The `best simulations' are those that generated the ﬁttest individuals for the
diﬀerent setups. Note: pm=population member. The level of grey represents the type of
motor symmetry to have emerged. `White' represents those population members that have
full bilateral symmetry. The ﬂecks of light grey throughout are individuals having a `3' or
`4' type motor symmetry (refer to legend in Fig. 6.7).
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6.5.2 Eﬀect of evolving the number of body segments
Fig. 6.11 tells us that a body segment count of ≈ 5 is optimal (note data has not been plotted
for evo-NOBC and evo-NOBCBL, since the number of segments is ﬁxed to 5 in these two
cases). In order to check the importance of this, 30 additional simulations were conducted
in which the agents were ﬁxed to having 10 body segments (i.e. more than normal). In this
case, the performance was found to be signiﬁcantly worse than in the original evo-NOBC
(5-segmented) setup when performing a ranksum test, see Fig. 6.12. Nevertheless, the ﬁttest
individual to emerge had a ﬁtness of 10.61 (rounded to two decimal places), which is higher
than many of the 5-segmented individuals. The agent is further able to undertake partial
undulatory movement, see Fig. 6.13.
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Figure 6.11: (left): Averages of best segment counts for evo-ALL and evo-NOBL; (right):
Evolutionary emergence of segment count for best simulations, ﬁrst 100 generations (y-axis
is generation, x-axis is population member). Both show quick convergence to 4 and 5 body
segments respectively.
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Figure 6.12: A comparison in ﬁtness between the original 5-segment evo-NOBC simulations
and the newer 10-segment evo-NOBC simulations during (left) and after (right) evolution.
Figure 6.13: Undulatory movement shown for the best animat to have emerged in one of the
evo-NOBC (10 segments) simulations (every 25 behavioural iterations).
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Generally, the above results indicate some diﬃculty in evolution ﬁnding successful con-
trollers for agents having many (≈ 10) body segments. This corroborates the ﬁnding that
evolution hones in on a relatively small number of body segments. The actual reasoning for
this diﬃculty is however less clear. A couple of hypotheses attempt to explain it:
 Hypothesis 1: An animat with more body segments is heavier since there are more
point masses to be moved around. Therefore, evolution converges on fewer segments in
order to reduce mass. But this seems unlikely given that an individual with a relatively
decent ﬁtness (10.61) was seen to emerge, so technically, it is possible for the extra
mass to be moved around.
 Hypothesis 2: The undulatory wave necessary for movement is essentially built out
of segmented central pattern generators (one per segment) meaning that it should take
longer to propagate in agents having more body segments. This is problematic since the
evaluation period is time-limited meaning that it could terminate before the agent is
allowed to properly engage in undulatory locomotion. In line with this, we should ﬁnd
that for the many-segmented agents, the neural activities have longer wavelengths (and
therefore lower frequency) since this would indicate less regular motor actuation and
reﬂect the longer period of time it takes to propagate the undulatory wave. To evaluate
this hypothesis, measures `oscillatory count', and `oscillatory period' are plotted in Fig.
6.141
Statistically, a ranksum test indicates a higher oscillatory count for the 5-segmented agents
(Fig. 6.14a), but there is no statistical diﬀerence in the oscillatory period (Fig. 6.14b).
Therefore, for the 10-segmented agents, the lower oscillatory count does not cause a propor-
tionate change in the oscillatory period. In other words, the agents are not actually engaging
in any proper neural activity; the neural activities are just lesser.
Thus, for many-segmented agents, evolution evidently struggles to ﬁnd neural controllers
that are capable of yielding the correct oscillatory dynamics. This is further visualised for the
best `10-segment' simulation in which a very narrow optimal selection lineage is correlated
to a very narrow optimal level of neural dynamic. See Fig. 6.15. This narrowness highlights
1Oscillatory count is deﬁned as the number of times that a neuron's activation changes from a positive
state to a negative state or from a negative state to a positive state; oscillatory period is the time taken
between a pair of oscillations. These deﬁnitions are more formally deﬁned in Section 5.4 (Eqs. 5.17, 5.18 and
5.19).
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a ﬁtness landscape in which ﬁnding the optimal solution is like trying to ﬁnd a needle in a
haystack.
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Figure 6.14: A comparison of neural activity statistics for 5- and 10-segmented agents.
6.5.3 Eﬀect of evolving segment lengths
In our General Findings (Section 6.4), we noted the positive eﬀect that segment length has
on agent ﬁtness. From Figs. 6.16 and 6.17, we can elucidate these ﬁndings, noting that:
1. Segment length-factor 2 is `maximised' to around 2.0. This results in segment 2 be-
coming the longest of body segments.
2. Segment length-factor 5 is `minimised'. This results in segment 5 becoming the shortest
of all body segments.
3. All other segment length-factors are optimised to around <= 1.0.
Having noticed evolution's tendency to maximise segment length-factor 2, we can look at the
emergence of this property alone. Thus, the evolutionary emergence of this single feature for
the very best individuals has been plotted in the smaller right-hand subplots of Figs. 6.16 and
6.17. As shown, convergence on a high value (≈ 2.0) occurs early (within 30 or so generations;
only the values for the ﬁrst 100 generations are plotted since there are no latter changes).
Given this and the above three points, we are thus presented with a deepening picture of
how segmentation within Evo-Critter becomes characterised and how such patterning aﬀects
ﬁtness.
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Figure 6.15: A visualisation of how ﬁtness changes for the evolution of the best 10-segmented
agent simulation as shown from two diﬀerent angles. Three features are highlighted: (a) very
narrow `paths' of high ﬁtness (marked with arrows); (b) these paths equate to optimal levels
of neural activity (indicated by the top right snippets which are visualisations of `oscillation
count' and `oscillation period' for the area circled); (c) as highlighted by the lower plot, deep
`pits' of low ﬁtness indicate local optima in the ﬁtness landscape.
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Figure 6.16: Medians of best individual segment lengths for evo-NOBC. The evolutionary
emergence of segment length-factor 2 is further plotted to the right of the line graph. Only
the ﬁrst 100 generations are shown, since convergence is quick.
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Figure 6.17: Medians of best individual segment lengths for evo-ALL. The evolutionary
emergence of segment length-factor 2 is further plotted to the right of the line graph. Again,
only the ﬁrst 100 generations are shown, since convergence is quick.
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Let us now analyse how segment length might be having an eﬀect on agent ﬁtness. Three
hypotheses are explored below:
1. Hypothesis 1: Water force. Varying the length of a body segment aﬀects its surface
area. This alters the interaction of the surrounding `water' (refer to the A term in
Eq. 5.9). Hypothetically, it is possible that this is `pressuring' the segment length
patterning to evolve in a particular way. In order to test this hypothesis, the evo-NOBC
experiments have been repeated 30 times (for signiﬁcance testing), but this time, the A
term in Eq. 5.9 of the water force model has been omitted, so that the force, w, exerted
by the water on a given face of a given body segment, becomesw = fcd. This eradicates
any possibility that the area of a segment (which is larger when the segment is longer)
can aﬀect the force exerted by the water2. When comparing the median ﬁtness of the
ﬁrst 30 individuals of the original evo-NOBC experiments and the median ﬁtness of the
30 evo-NOBC_wa (without area) experiments, both at the end of evolution
evo−NOBC = 10.661 ( to 3 decimal p l a c e s )
evo−NOBC_wa = 12.635 ( to 3 decimal p l a c e s )
ranksum tests indicate signiﬁcant diﬀerences (at the 0.001 level). This indicates that,
given the water force model, area has a signiﬁcant physical eﬀect on the ﬁtness of the
agent. The fact that ﬁtness is `better' in the unrealistic evo-NOBC_wa case is not
surprising given that the area (`A') term in Eq. 5.9 would ordinarily see an increase in
the water's drag; by removing it, the drag is artiﬁcially lessened and the agent can swim
further. However, in terms of the lengths of the individual segments, when compared
with the original evo-NOBC results, no diﬀerences are seen to emerge in the general
patternings. This suggests that water force is not responsible for the observed segment
length patternings.
2. Hypothesis 2: Agent kinematics. Varying the length of a body segment will change
the natural resting length of each constituent spring. This will alter the physical spring
properties, due to alterations in their tensile and compressive strengths, etc. These
changes will impact on agent kinematics, dictating how eﬃcient the agent will be able
to locomote. Thus it is hypothetically possible that the segment length patternings
observed emerged in order to facilitate optimal movement. In fact, this is highly likely
2Note of course, that when we do this, any notion of physical realism is destroyed.
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given our ﬁndings so far: ﬁrstly, the ﬁnding that the simulations incorporating segment
length evolution alone (evo-NOBC) yielded signiﬁcantly better swimmers than any of
the others; secondly, the conclusion that the area term used in the water force model
is not an implicated factor. Thus, the only other possibility is neural distribution. So,
let us take a moment and explore this third possibility before deciding one way or the
other.
3. Hypothesis 3: Neural distribution. Varying the length of a body segment con-
strains the geometrical `spread' of the resident neurons (lengthening increases the
spread; shortening compresses the spread  see Eq. 5.10). It is therefore possible
that the general segment length patternings observed are actually helping to estab-
lish the optimal neural spread and therefore the optimal neural architectures necessary
for optimal CPG dynamics. However, if all a good Evo-Critter needed was an opti-
mal neural architecture, then it should be possible for evolution to ﬁnd those optimal
neuron structural parameters that can yield ﬁt individuals without also incorporating
the length-factor model. However, this would appear diﬃcult given the simulations in
which the lengths of the individual segments were not evolved, in which the ﬁtnesses
were typically lower (refer to General Findings above  Section 6.4). In other words,
evolution of neural morphology parameters alone could not yield individuals as ﬁt as
those in which the lengths of the segments were evolved. Also, an additional exper-
iment in which the eﬀect of Eq. 5.10 was turned oﬀ, but one in which the segment
length-factors were still evolved, was found to have no signiﬁcant bearing on ﬁtness
(results not shown). This rules out the neural distribution as a `force' in shaping the
observed segment length patternings.
Therefore, only the second hypothesis is reasonable. Thus in conclusion, we can argue that
the segment length patternings observed for the original experiments emerged to facilitate
and bring about optimal agent kinematics.
6.5.4 Eﬀect on neural architecture
In Fig. 6.18, the neural architectures for the best individuals to have emerged are visu-
alised. There are several observations to be made. Firstly, there are no connections
between the sub-network architectures (one sub-network per body segment). This indicates
a preference for fully decentralised, computationally independent sub-networks. Moreover,
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Figure 6.18: Best of the best neural architectures. In all architectures, there was a general
tendency for neurons to arrange themselves (via evolution of positional information) around
a central axis of the agent. These arrangements are highlighted with dashed rectangles.
when connections are artiﬁcially added to such agents, ﬁtness decreases in proportion to the
number added (results not shown). Secondly, in all cases, few connections were established
from the sensory neurons. In instances where connections did emerge, it seems doubtful that
the sensory neurons were actually employed, since a simple test in which the target object
was removed from the environment subsequent to the evolutionary process found that agents
could still successfully locomote. Thus, most agents (if not all) evolved without a true sen-
sory system. The distribution of sensory information is explored more fully in the following
chapter. Thirdly, the neural architectures typically emerged such that `functional neurons'
 those that became connected within the individual neural circuits  arranged themselves
around a `central axis'. This tendency is highlighted for the four architectures presented in
Fig. 6.18
We can also observe diﬀerences in wire length, with evo-ALL agents evolving to have
shorter connections than agents from the other simulations, see Fig. 6.19 and Table. 6.3.
The most signiﬁcantly diﬀerent are (i) evo-ALL and evo-NOBC and (ii) evo-ALL and evo-
NOBCBL. The least signiﬁcantly diﬀerent are evo-NOBC and evo-NOBCBL. These diﬀer-
ences are interesting for the fact that they do not tie in with the statistical diﬀerences in
ﬁtness (Table. 6.3), in which (i) evo-ALL and evo-NOBL, (ii) evo-NOBC and evo-NOBL
and (iii) evo-NOBC and evo-NOBCBL were all deemed signiﬁcantly diﬀerent at the same
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0.05 conﬁdence level. Thus speciﬁc diﬀerences in ﬁtness are not reﬂected by diﬀerences in
wire length. However it would seem that generally, connectivity has a tendency to emerge
minimally in all cases and more so in evo-ALL.
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Figure 6.19: Total wire lengths for the best individuals (a) during evolution and (b) subse-
quent to evolution.
Comparison evo-ALL evo-NOBC evo-NOBL evo-NOBCBL
evo-ALL - 0.0072 0.1725 0.0018
evo-NOBC - - 0.1840 0.8590
evo-NOBL - - - 0.2190
Table 6.3: Statistical p-values generated from comparisons in best agent wire length (ranksum
test, 0.05 conﬁdence level) at the end of evolution.
6.5.5 Neural and motor activities
Evaluating the neural and motor dynamics allows us to establish which of the four types of
agent (evo-ALL, evo-NOBCBL, evo-NOBC, evo-NOBL) evolved to become the most `com-
putationally active'. These evaluations are based on measures, `oscillation count' and `motor
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contraction count'. Refer to Section 5.4 for deﬁnitions. The measures are then averaged over
all neurons. Statistics of oscillation count and motor contraction count (`motor activity'),
derived from the behaviours of all agents, are plotted in Figs. 6.20a and 6.20b. Further, the
neural activities of the best agents are plotted in Figs. 6.21 and 6.22. The main discoveries
are itemised below:
 With regards to Tables. 6.4 and 6.5, we can clearly observe statistical diﬀerences
in comparisons (i) evo-ALL vs. evo-NOBL, (ii) evo-ALL vs. evo-NOBCBL, (iii)
evo-NOBC vs. evo-NOBL and (iv) evo-NOBC vs. evo-NOBCBL. Except for the
comparison evo-ALL vs. evo-NOBCBL, these diﬀerences correspond to diﬀerences
in ﬁtness (refer to Table. 6.1).
 Since we have already observed above (Section 6.5.4) that diﬀerences in neural wire
length do not strictly correspond to diﬀerences in ﬁtness, it follows that diﬀerences in
neural wire length (i.e. connectivity) are not responsible for the observed diﬀerences
in neural dynamics. Thus the diﬀerences that we observe in neural dynamics must be
due to other architectural properties, for example, the extent to which neurons align
themselves around the central axis of the agent and/or computational properties, for
example, whether or not neurons are inhibitory, their time-constants, and their bias
values.
 With regards to Fig. 6.20a, we can observe that neural activity is statistically greater
in simulations evo-NOBL and evo-NOBCBL than in evo-NOBC and evo-ALL. Also,
with regards to Figs. 6.21 and 6.22, we can observe that actually, neural activity is
minimal in all types of agent, given the limited number of neural circuits exhibiting at
least some neural activity, but less prominently so in the evo-NOBL and evo-NOBCBL
agents. This signiﬁes that for agents in which the lengths of the segments are not
evolved, movement kinematics become constrained to the extent that neural activity
has to compensate. This consolidates the hypothesis that segment lengths are evolved
to facilitate optimal agent kinematics as originally considered in Section 6.5.3.
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Figure 6.20: (a) A box plot of neural activity for best individuals at the end of evolution; (b)
A box plot of motor activity for best individuals at the end of evolution (note: a logarithmic
scale is used in order to put the values into a sensible range).
Comparison evo-ALL evo-NOBC evo-NOBL evo-NOBCBL
evo-ALL - 0.3919 0 0
evo-NOBC - - 0 0
evo-NOBL - - - 0.0259
Table 6.4: Statistical p-values generated from comparisons in best agent neuronal oscillation
counts (ranksum test, 0.05 conﬁdence level) at the end of evolution.
Comparison evo-ALL evo-NOBC evo-NOBL evo-NOBCBL
evo-ALL - 0.8229 0 0
evo-NOBC - - 0 0
evo-NOBL - - - 0.8646
Table 6.5: Statistical p-values generated from comparisons in best agent motor contraction
counts (ranksum test, 0.05 conﬁdence level) at the end of evolution.
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(b) evo-NOBCBL
Figure 6.21: Neural activities of the very best individuals from simulations evo-ALL and
evo-NOBCBL. Each horizontal bar represents the neural activity in one body segment (the
ﬁttest evo-ALL agent emerged to have only 4 body segments).
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Figure 6.22: Neural activities of the very best individuals from simulations evo-NOBC and
evo-NOBL. Each horizontal bar represents the neural activity in one body segment.
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6.6 Discussion
The results presented in this chapter pave the way in understanding how, for the evolution
of a given animal or agent, neural organisation is constrained by the body plan morphology.
Successful animal or agent behaviour will only emerge if these two components interact
appropriately. It is further evolution's job to tune this coupling. In terms of this, let us begin
by clarifying the main properties of the model:
1. There are two main components: the body plan morphology and the nervous system
architecture.
2. Selection pressure can exert force on either component.
3. The two components are coupled together but this coupling is non-linear.
4. The actual strength of the coupling is also subject to selection forces.
Thus we can imagine how the two components are linked together via a two-headed arrow,
with each head pointing towards a particular component. The level of evolutionary pressure
exerted on a given component can be thought of as the width of the arrow head: the greater
the width, the larger the pressure. Furthermore, the line connecting the two arrow heads
can be thought of as a non-linear link representative of the coupling (see Fig. 6.23). We can
then envisage how it is possible for evolution to exert pressure on both components, and on
the link itself. Moreover, since it was demonstrated that the ﬁtness landscape is often rough,
and that evolution will often end up selecting in favour of a very narrow range of individuals
(recall Fig. 6.6), it is likely that diﬀerent combinations and levels of pressure will emerge
throughout the evolutionary process (e.g., scenarios (A), (B), (C) and (D) in Fig. 6.23). In
some cases, pressures on the diﬀerent components, and on the coupling will all be equivalent
(scenario A) but this is very unlikely given the complexity of the ﬁtness landscape.
Thus before any evolutionary process has begun (i.e., immediately after random initialisa-
tion), all agent types will be subject to the equivalent pressures of scenario (A). Then, as the
evolutionary process proceeds forward, the pressures change depending on the pre-existing
constraints of the agent. For example, in terms of those agents not endowed with segment
length evolution (which were demonstrated to be of signiﬁcantly worse ﬁtness than all other
agent types) we might argue that scenarios (C) and (D) will happen more often given mini-
mal ﬂexibility in the evolvability of the body plan morphology, but greater ﬂexibility in the
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Figure 6.23: A diagram visualising several evolutionary selection forces: (i) force on body
plan morphology (labeled BP), (ii) force on the nervous system architecture (labeled NS) and
(iii) force on the coupling itself. The two-headed arrow connecting BP and NS represents
a non-linear coupling. The width of an arrow head indicates the level of `weighting' placed
on the importance of a particular feature. The large vertical arrows represent environmental
selection pressures (except for the middle red arrow, size represents the level of pressure). (A)
through (D) represent possible combinations and levels of diﬀerent types of selection pressure:
(A) all pressures are `equal'; (B) more pressure is placed on the body plan morphology; (C)
more pressure is placed on the nervous system architecture; (D) pressure on the coupling
results in a higher level of change in the nervous system architecture than in the body plan
morphology. Changes along the coupling are complex (as demoted by `C').
evolvability of nervous system organisation. On the other hand, scenario (B) is likely to more
often occur for those agents that are endowed with segment length coevolution since they
have greater ﬂexibility in what parts of their body plan characteristics can be evolved.
Thus, we can conjecture that depending on the type of constraint in the body plan
morphology  or viewed diﬀerently, depending on the level of permitted ﬂexibility  various
levels of `pressure' pre-exist. In other words, based on the constraints set a priori, evolution's
search for optimal behaviour is easier or harder from the outset. In terms of segmentation
characteristics, we can argue the following:
1. when the lengths of the segments are tuned by evolving the segment length-factors, then
based on the better behavioural ﬁtness values that we observed, the pressures existing
within the framework are favourable from the outset. When the segment length-factors
are not evolved, the pressures are less favourable, however, a combination of diﬀerent
types of pressure then results in statistically greater neural activity with the result that
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reasonable agent behaviour is still attainable.
2. when the number of body segments is evolved or ﬁxed to a non-optimal value, the
evolutionary selection pressures are `ﬁnely balanced' when striving to attain or main-
tain ﬁtness; we can observe this in terms of the narrow paths of optimal selection as
visualised in Figs. 6.5d, 6.6 and 6.15.
Having assessed the evolution of the body segmentation characteristics, we were led in Section
6.5.3 to the conclusion that a particular combination of segments each having a speciﬁc length,
will facilitate agent movements because of better spring properties. This means that a tuning
of the body plan morphology alone can have a very signiﬁcant impact on ﬁtness (or, in terms
of tuning the number of body segments, a very detrimental impact), and this is before we
even consider the computational eﬀort made by the nervous system. In other words, much
of the movement control can actually be ooaded to the dynamics of body morphology; but,
in terms of Evo-Critter, the level of this ooading is potentiated or restricted depending
on the constraints that we impose. The process of an animal ooading control to its body
morphology is often referred to as morphological computation [98]. We will revisit this idea
in the following chapter when we analyse how computational process is distributed between
body plan morphology and the nervous system in agents endowed with sensory feedback.
We can extend the notion of morphological computation to an event distribution frame-
work. We can deﬁne this framework in terms of signals propagating through the animal as
it interacts with its environment. Thus it basically reﬂects how computational events trigger
eﬀector cells, or how the eﬀector cells trigger parts of the nervous system whilst providing
feedback. A description of the global process might be as follows: a signal arriving at an
animal's sensor is propagated to the rest of the neural system which leads to the eventual ac-
tuation of a particular eﬀector. This culminates in certain environment-changing behaviour
(since all behaviour, no matter how marginal, will induce change in the environment). Fi-
nally, this `behavioural loop' is closed when the changes are accordingly detected by the
agent's sensory system. Now, in an animal or agent in which the coupling between its ner-
vous system and body plan morphology is tightly integrated, the computational dynamics
of one component will signiﬁcantly impact on the dynamics of the coupled component. And
this is expected to alter the eﬃciency of event distribution and therefore the ability of the
agent to undertake correct behaviour.
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In terms of the simulation results, in cases where segment lengths were not evolved, the
body was subsequently observed to lack in its ability to react appropriately to the nervous
system signals since the nervous system was observed to try and compensate  as it were,
to try and get the signals through to the body plan morphology  by generating higher
levels of neural activity. In this respect, the level of information process and thus, the
distribution of computational process was altered. In situations in which the neural activity
might be constrained by a need to minimise energy loss, this could be disadvantageous (since
greater neural activity would require greater energy consumption). The idea of computational
process distribution is investigated in the following chapter, and an investigation of energy
as an additional constraining factor within the coupled neural-body system is investigated in
chapter 8.
6.7 Conclusion
The contributions of this chapter are as follows. Firstly, an investigation of how the body plan
morphology of an undulatory agent constrains the emergence of its neural architecture, the
commensurate changes to neural dynamics and the eﬀect on behaviour, has been provided.
The work has demonstrated, using the Evo-Critter framework, that behaviour is aﬀected by
how the neural control system and body plan morphology become coupled together and that
during certain evolutionary periods, varying pressures placed on diﬀerent aspects of this cou-
pling ensure that optimal behaviour can continue to emerge. Speciﬁcally, the contributions
are as follows:
1. A demonstration of how segmentation characteristics impact on behavioural ﬁtness:
when the lengths of the body segments are coevolved, ﬁtness is enhanced; on the other
hand, when the number of body segments is coevolved, ﬁtness is degraded. These
ﬁndings contribute to an understanding of how segmentation characteristics in an un-
dulatory agent aﬀect behavioural ﬁtness.
2. A demonstration that for agents endowed with a larger number of body segments,
reaching reasonable behavioural ﬁtness levels is harder; this was understood to be due
to a `lower level' of neural dynamics and moreover, due to the diﬃculty that evolution
has in ﬁnding a `needle in a haystack' solution. Hence the understanding that attaining
optimal neural dynamics (and therefore optimal behaviour) in many-segmented agents
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is diﬃcult, is strengthened.
3. A demonstration that the coevolution of segmentation characteristics (or a lack thereof)
has a direct inﬂuence on the emergence of motor symmetry. Thus, the ﬁndings con-
tribute to how symmetry emerges during the evolutionary process.
4. The understanding that a particular combination of segments each having a speciﬁc
length, emerges in order to provide optimal agent kinematics and further, that this
combination has no bearing on the need to optimise neural architecture. Thus optimal
behaviour is largely due to the body plan characteristics alone.
5. A demonstration that neural architectures emerge in a minimal fashion; that the to-
tal wire length is lower when all agent parameters are coevolved. Thus, in terms of
evolutionary selection pressure, the emergence of neural architecture is shown to de-
pend on the presence and subsequent evolutionary tuning of certain body morphology
characteristics.
6. The ﬁnding that for agents whose segment lengths were not coevolved, neural activity
is far higher; this demonstrates how the neural system has to dynamically compensate
for the lack of kinematic ﬂexibility.
These ﬁndings are signiﬁcant because they bring to bear the rich couplings present between
the nervous system, the body plan morphology, the symmetrical properties of the motors,
and the environment. They highlight the impact that body plan morphology has on the
emerging neural control system and the commensurate eﬀect on neural dynamics. Moreover,
the ﬁndings identify the `how' of this impact. They demonstrate that much of the behavioural
process can be ooaded to the body plan morphology, and crucially, that this can result in
the emergence of minimal neural architecture. We can speculate that similar mechanisms
are at play in nature.
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Chapter7
Proprioceptive Feedback and the Distribution
of Computational Process
Synopsis
In the preceding chapter, it was demonstrated how for an undulatory agent, the coupling
between body plan morphology and nervous system architecture emerges to potentiate opti-
mal swimming behaviour. In the discussion, it was considered how this behaviour might be
interpreted in terms of an event based framework in which the passive processes of the body
interact with the computational processes of the nervous system; i.e. both components were
observed to be dynamically coupled. In order to broach this within Evo-Critter, a notion of
proprioceptive feedback has been incorporated, so that body kinematics can also inﬂuence
the dynamics of the nervous system. Of course in the current model, the nervous system
already aﬀects the body kinematics due to eﬀector actuation. With such an addition, it is
expected that in terms of connectivity, the distribution of sensory information will emerge in
a diﬀerent way, since this will determine how the diﬀerent processes (body kinematics and
nervous system activities) become dynamically coupled; but the way in which this emergence
should progress is less clear  the aim of this chapter is to ﬁnd out. Speciﬁcally, we will in-
vestigate how such feedback (i) aﬀects the distribution of sensory information, (ii) aﬀects
the balance of computational process between the nervous system and body plan morphol-
ogy and (iii) aﬀects the nervous system architecture. We will also examine proprioceptive
feedback in the context of robust behaviour. Several of the ﬁndings outlined in this chapter
are presented in [57].
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The layout of this chapter is as follows: Firstly, in Section 7.1, background on propri-
oceptive feedback mechanisms is presented. Secondly, the changes that were made to the
Evo-Critter model, in order that proprioceptive feedback could be incorporated, are outlined
in Section 7.2. An experimental overview is provided in Section 7.3, and the results are pre-
sented in Section 7.4. An analysis of how the proprioceptive feedback mechanism aﬀects the
coupling between body kinematics and neural dynamics is provided in Section 7.4.1. Finally,
a short discussion together with conclusions is provided in Section 7.5.
7.1 Background on proprioceptive feedback
The state of a given animal's external environment or niche is presented to the animal via
its sensory system. This generates informational cues regarding for example, predator or
prey items, allowing the animal's nervous system to invoke either pervasive or evasive be-
haviours. Typically over time, the animal is able to learn and adapt1. Higher animals also
employ proprioceptive mechanisms enabling them to detect the current state of the locomot-
ing body; these basically serve as feedback mechanisms for the underlying neural circuits.
Previous studies have shown that central pattern generators (CPGs) responsible for the pe-
riodic movement control are all aﬀected and constrained by such feedback, e.g. [89]. Other
studies have highlighted how feedback can help undulatory organisms surpass a `speed barrier'
[47]. The necessity of proprioception in the peristaltic movements of drosophila larvae has
also been established, without which, locomotion is seen to be signiﬁcantly degraded [113].
In undulatory organisms, proprioceptive mechanisms are typically built around `stretch re-
ceptors' located within the animal's body wall [43]: during movement, parts of the body
undergo distension which, via the proprioceptive mechanisms, can then be detected and fed
back to the nervous system. Thus, together with the sensory events emanating from the
vision system, the sensory information that should propagate throughout the nervous system
is richly dynamic; how this information is distributed and processed will ultimately eﬀect the
behaviour of the agent, therefore, the interconnectivity within the nervous system will need
to be such that adequate distribution of this information can be facilitated.
We will pick up on the point of proprioceptive feedback, how it inﬂuences the `ﬂow' of
information throughout the nervous system, and further, how this impacts on the dynamic
1Although note, for Evo-Critter, behaviour should only be considered in reactive `Braitenberg vehicle'
terms [22].
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coupling between the passive dynamics of the agent kinematics and the computational dy-
namics of the nervous system. Thus, in the experiments that follow later, a comparison is
made between two core simulations: one in which the agent is endowed with sensory feed-
back, and a second in which it is not. In both, the animat has an abstract visual system
which it may or may not utilise depending on how the neural circuits become interconnected.
As in the preceding chapter, the goal is for the evolved Evo-Critter agent to swim forwards
towards a predeﬁned target.
7.2 Simulation environment
The Evo-Critter framework was used for all of the experiments outlined in this chapter,
but crucially, two additions/changes were made to the model in order that proprioceptive
mechanisms could be incorporated: (i) an addition of the proprioceptive feedback mechanism
itself and (ii) a change to the neuron model. These alterations are described as follows:
Proprioceptive mechanism The proprioceptive mechanism is based on a notion of
stretch receptor activity, for example, that found in the leech [43]. Also, like the vision
system outlined in Section 5.2.3, it is exponentiated, taking the amount of spring distension
as input which, in order to maintain consistency in the way sensory information is processed,
is then exponentiated to yield an input current, IM ,
IM = exp(∆d) (7.1)
where ∆d is the level of spring distension. The current IM is then fed directly into the
associated eﬀector neuron. Thus, the higher the level of spring distension, the greater the
level of feedback.
Change to the neuron model The neuron model introduced in Section 5.2.3 makes it
possible for a neuron to exhibit some activity even when its membrane potential is zero. In
terms of understanding the inﬂuence that proprioceptive feedback has on neural connectivity,
this becomes problematic. To understand why, let us ﬁrst recall Eq. 5.15,
ai = tanh(ui − βi)
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The problem is basically this: because of the bias value, it is possible for a neuron to exhibit
activity even when the membrane potential is 0. Thus neural activity within a collection of
neurons could `spontaneously' emerge even in the absence of any external input  the bias
could trigger the neural dynamics. Now in terms of studying the eﬀect of proprioceptive
feedback in which we wish to focus on how connectivity should become distributed, this
is problematic, since the need for connectivity from external devices such as eﬀectors and
sensors is inherently impacted upon. To counter this problem, the activation function is
changed to the following formulation:
ai =
tanh(ui − βi) |ui| > 00 otherwise (7.2)
By making this change, actuators will only come `alive' when triggered by one of three
events: input from a pre-synaptic neuron, input from a sensory neuron, or, input from the
proprioceptive system. It therefore prevents the above implementational artifact and allows
connectivity to emerge in a way that reﬂects the eﬀect of proprioceptive feedback.
7.3 Experimental overview
7.3.1 Research questions
Experiments were conducted to address the following questions:
1. How does proprioceptive feedback aﬀect ﬁtness?
2. What is the importance of having a correct proprioceptive mechanism?
3. How is the feedback mechanism together with the wire length related to optimal neural
dynamics?
4. What impact does proprioceptive feedback have on the emergence of neural architec-
ture?
5. How does feedback aﬀect the dynamic coupling between the body plan morphology and
the neural dynamics?
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6. Does a feedback mechanism facilitate an agent's robustness to environmental pertur-
bation?
7. Does a feedback mechanism facilitate an agent's robustness to neuronal perturbation?
Questions 1-4 are addressed in Section 7.4. Note some of question 3 is further addressed
in Section 7.4.1 as is the whole of question 5; question 6 is addressed in Section 7.4.2, and
question 7 is addressed in Section 7.4.3.
7.3.2 Methodology
Two sets of 40 experiments were conducted (for statistical signiﬁcance) with each individual
simulation being allowed to run for 800 generations. In the ﬁrst setup, the animat was
endowed with proprioceptive feedback. In the second, it was not. In both, the animat
was required to swim forwards in order to reach a pre-deﬁned target. The ﬁtness function
was simply f = 20.0 − dtarget,animat (i.e. the same environment as described in the last
chapter). This setup was simple enough in order to explore how sensory information becomes
distributed when the animat is endowed with particular feedback mechanisms. From this
point on, agents that were evolved with proprioceptive feedback shall be referred to as `with-
agents' and agents evolved without proprioceptive feedback shall be referred to as `without-
agents'.
7.4 Results
In Fig. 7.1, we can see that with-agents performed signiﬁcantly better than without-agents.
We can secondly observe that a higher number of connections were required in without-
agents, Fig. 7.2. A higher number of connections equates to higher connectivity between
neurons in adjacent neural circuits, higher connectivity within individual neural circuits,
and the presence of some connections from the sensory neurons located in the head of the
animat. This is also reﬂected by diﬀerences in total wire length, Fig 7.3. Representative
neural architectures are given in Fig. 7.4.
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Figure 7.1: A comparison of median ﬁtness through evolution calculated over all best indi-
viduals and subsequent box-plot after evolution. Diﬀerences signiﬁcant at a 0.05 conﬁdence
level. Agents with feedback are shown to have emerged with signiﬁcantly greater ﬁtness.
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Figure 7.2: A comparison of mean connectivity levels calculated over all best individuals,
and, subsequent box-plot after evolution. Diﬀerences are signiﬁcant at a 0.05 conﬁdence
level. Agents with feedback are shown to have emerged with signiﬁcantly sparser neural
connectivity.
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Figure 7.3: A comparison of mean total wire length calculated over all best individuals, and
subsequent box-plot after evolution. Diﬀerences are signiﬁcant at a 0.05 conﬁdence level.
Agents with feedback are shown to have emerged with less wire.
(a) With-agent (b) Without-agent
Figure 7.4: Example neural architectures to have emerged in both cases. We can see that in
7.4a, the neural architecture has emerged with sparse neural connectivity. By comparison,
in 7.4b, the connectivity emerged to be far denser.
In Fig. 7.5, it is further shown how for several simulations, the evolutionary process
exhibited `paths' or `lineages' of optimal selection. These equate to highly ﬁt individuals
which have been selected due to their optimal properties; and, given the above ﬁndings, these
properties are likely to have been the wire length and connectivity level. We can further see
in Fig. 7.6 that for each agent type, a selection `path' emerging in the wire length space
corresponds to selection `paths' in the neural dynamics space, both of which then correspond
to a path of high ﬁtness, in the ﬁtness space. This suggests that in the generation of optimal
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behaviour, optimal wire length precludes optimal neural dynamics.
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Figure 7.5: Representations of population ﬁtness emerging for each of 5 simulations from
each setup; note: pm=population member (total of 80 population members in each). Colour
represents ﬁtness with deep red being ﬁttest and dark blue being least ﬁt. Of interest are
`paths of selection' which can be clearly observed in strips 3-5 of 7.5a and to a lesser extent
in strips 1 and 2 of 7.5b. Those marked with asterisks are compared to neural dynamics and
wire length in Fig. 7.6.
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Figure 7.6: For each of the visualisations marked with asterisks in Fig. 7.5, visualisations
are given of the corresponding neural dynamics (neuronal oscillation and neuronal period)
and total wire length. Note they have been highlighted to show the `selection tracks'. The
neural dynamics deﬁnitions are provided in Section 5.4.
Although it is clear that the proprioceptive feedback model beneﬁts agent behaviour,
it is diﬃcult to know whether the feedback provided is actually serving to modulate the
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neural dynamics  as would be the case in true proprioception  or whether the feedback
is just triggering the network to reach a particular attractor state. In order to test this,
a set of simulations took the 40 best with-agents and replaced the feedback mechanism
with varying levels of noise. This worked by substituting the input current for a real value
generated from the uniform range [-n,n]. The smallest and largest chosen noise ranges were
[-0.2,0.2] and [-2,2] respectively. The results of having done this are plotted in Fig. 7.7 and
visualisations comparing behaviour are provided in Fig. 7.8. We can see that all noise levels
eﬀect performance, with higher levels of noise having the most negative impact. Thus, when
the proprioceptive feedback is artiﬁcially `broken' the whole behavioural process is degraded,
therefore, we can infer that the `un-broken' proprioception model is working as it should be 
by regulating the dynamics of the nervous system. However, as we shall come to understand
in the following section, the proprioceptive feedback mechanism actually underpins something
far more complex  that of a rich dynamic coupling existing between the agent kinematics
and nervous system dynamics.
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Figure 7.7: A boxplot showing how ﬁtness is eﬀected when uniform noise, represented by
the x-axis, is used to replace the proprioceptive feedback mechanism. The `0-P' and `0-NP'
cases left of the vertical line are representative of ﬁtness values for the normal with-agents
and without-agents. Those to the right are representative of the noise-eﬀected agents.
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(a) Normal
(b) With 0.8 uniform noise
Figure 7.8: Movement visualisations for a normal with-agent and a with-agent in which noise
has replaced the feedback mechanism. As shown, the noise-eﬀected with-agent's performance
is degraded; it is unable to swim as far forward as the normal with-agent.
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7.4.1 Kinematicneural dynamic coupling
In the prior section, we discovered that noisy feedback has a drastic eﬀect on the agent's
kinematics. We ended on the remark that the proprioceptive feedback mechanism is somehow
having a `regulatory eﬀect' on the neural control system. To investigate this further, we need
to analyse both the movements of the body  the agent kinematics  for which we can look
at the spring dynamics, and, the dynamics of the neural system. Both sets of dynamics
underpin behaviour; both are richly coupled.
Measuring agent kinematics In terms of analysing the agent kinematics, we can record
and average individual levels of spring distension. For a given spring, distension is given as,
ds(t) = dcurrent(t)− drest(t) (7.3)
where, at a given time t, dcurrent(t) and drest(t) are the current and natural spring lengths
respectively. When we plot these distensions the overall kinematics of the locomoting agent
can be visualised, see Fig. 7.9. These individual readings can then be averaged,
Db(t) =
4∑
s=1
ds(t) (7.4)
A(t) =
1
B + 4
B∑
b=1
Db(t) (7.5)
Thus, Eq. 7.4 accumulates the spring distensions occurring in a segment to yield Db(t).
This is repeated for all body segments and the results are accumulated and then averaged to
yield A(t), Eq. 7.5. There are 8000 time steps in total, yielding an eventual vector of noisy
A(t) values. To remove the noise and make the vectors more amenable to analysis, they are
ﬁltered using a Savitzky-Golay Filter [125], chosen arbitrarily for its ability to remove noise,
χ = φ (〈A(1), A(2), . . . , A(8000)〉) (7.6)
where χ is the ﬁltered vector and φ(x) is the ﬁlter function.
The eﬀect of a depleted feedback mechanism on kinematics Now, in order to assess
the importance of having a correct level of proprioceptive feedback  so that we may shed
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Figure 7.9: Kinematics (spring distensions) generated by a locomoting individual having
proprioceptive feedback. The top subplot is the left half of the agent, the lower subplot the
right half. A given colour represents a motor in a given segment. There are 5 segments in
total for this agent. y-axis is level of distension, x axis is time (there are 8000 steps in total,
only the ﬁrst 3000 are shown). Note that only those motors determined to have had an active
role in movement are plotted.
light on what we already know about it  we can observe what impact the scaling down of
the feedback current has on agent kinematics. We can scale it down by basically applying a
scalar, , to the feedback model,
IM = exp(∆d) (7.7)
When we do this, as shown in Fig. 7.10, the phase of the kinematic is somewhat altered. Thus
we can validate our developing notion that correct feedback is necessary if our with-agents
are to maintain correct  in-phase  movement dynamics.
A comparison of movement kinematics When we further compare the ﬁltered kine-
matics produced by each type of agent, Fig. 7.11, we can see how the spring compressions
for case `with' are greater than for case `without'. In case `with', the average spring com-
pression is consistently greater (as indicated by more negative value). This means that over
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Figure 7.10: A section of the ﬁltered agent transients for the locomoting proprioceptive
agent whose broader kinematics are plotted in Fig. 7.9. The thick black line represents
the ﬁltered average transient with the normal feedback mechanism whilst the thinner grey
plots are the result of the normal feedback mechanism having been multiplied by scalars
< 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9 >.
behavioural time, the springs have a larger amount of potential energy that can be utilised
during movement. Also, the larger standard deviation of the `with' kinematic entails a greater
oscillatory amplitude, thus, more kinetic energy is exhibited by the with-agents during the
behavioural process.
The eﬀect of feedback on motor activity Given that the with-agents demonstrably
have higher ﬁtness than the without-agents and that in terms of kinematic movements they
are shown to have larger oscillatory amplitude, the feedback mechanism must be positively
impacting on the output power of the motor system. To understand how, we can (i) observe
the activity of one consistently active motor neuron and (ii) observe the proprioceptive
activity  the current  that is fed back from the spring to the motor. Note that the level
of proprioceptive feedback reﬂects the level of spring distension; thus we can make similar
measurements for the non-proprioceptive variant by plotting the level of spring distension.
Doing the above yields the results plotted in Fig. 7.12. The results tell us that:
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Figure 7.11: Averages of the ﬁltered agent kinematics. Note: The more negative the value,
the greater the spring compression. Results signiﬁcant at a 0.05 level. The purple dashed
lines represent the standard deviations. As shown, with-agents have more negative spring
distension which corresponds to greater spring compression. A larger standard deviation also
entails a greater oscillatory amplitude i.e. greater levels of kinetic energy.
 In both cases, the feedback or spring distension level is in antiphase with the motor
activity. This is to be expected since positive motor activity results in corresponding
spring compression (negative spring distension).
 In the `with' case, as indicated by the cubic interpolations (solid purple lines in Fig.
7.12a), a rise in the average spring feedback sees a fall in the average neural activity
until a point of stabilisation is reached. Therefore, to begin with, the spring dynamic
`dampens' the neural activity via the feedback mechanism, until both become locked
into a pattern of stable coupling. No such pattern can be observed in the `without'
case.
 In the `with' case, the antiphase troughs in the neural activity are signiﬁcantly deeper
than in the `without' case. Thus when the agent is endowed with feedback, the neural
oscillations are of a higher amplitude suggesting greater levels of motor activity.
 As shown by the green dashed line in Fig. 7.12a, when the feedback mechanism is de-
pleted, the motor activity undertakes a shift in phase (we have already noted this eﬀect
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Figure 7.12: Comparison of motor and proprioceptive feedback/spring distension levels for
with- and without-agents. The purple plots in (a) reﬂect cubic interpolations. As shown
in (a), a rise in the feedback level sees a fall in the average motor activity until a point of
stability is reached. There are no such patterns in (b) however.
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Figure 7.13: Spring distension overlaid with motor activity when the sensory feedback has
been scaled to 0.01 of its original value. The result is a left phase shift in motor activity (as
highlighted by the dashed plot in Fig. 7.12a), a commensurate left phase shift in the spring
distension pattern and in comparison to Fig. 7.12a, a drastic increase in the spring distension
amplitude.
in terms of kinematics, Fig. 7.10), and with regards to Fig. 7.13, it further increases the
amplitude of the oscillating spring. Thus the feedback mechanism evidently modulates
the phase of the motor unit which has the commensurate eﬀect of maintaining correct
spring dynamics.
Comparing neural activity Fig. 7.14 compares the average motor neuron activity pat-
terns generated through behavioural time. As we can see, activation in the `with' case is
far more negative than in the `without' case. As we noted in the above analysis of a single
motor neuron, this is to be expected since spring compression provides negative input cur-
rent via the feedback mechanism. Therefore, when the agent is endowed with proprioceptive
feedback, the body has more of a `regulatory' eﬀect on the computational processes taking
place within the nervous system. The coupling between the body and neural controller is
made stronger. In practice, this means that neural oscillations are capable of driving and
being driven by the kinematic oscillations of the body; and this ensures that correct CPG
dynamics within the individual neural circuits can be maintained. Consequently, the overall
behavioural process is consolidated. Without the feedback mechanism however, the neural
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Figure 7.14: Averages of the ﬁltered motor neuron activations from the locomoting agents
generated in each setup. Results signiﬁcantly diﬀerent at a 0.05 level. As shown, activity in
the with-agents is more negative than in the without-agents. This is to be expected, given
the greater level of spring compression, which, via the proprioceptive mechanism, provides
negative feedback current to the neural system.
circuits lack input current and the neural oscillations cannot come about as eﬀectively. The
body-motor coupling is diagrammatically summarised in Fig. 7.15.
In the following section, we investigate how the above described dynamic coupling is
essential in maintaining robust behaviour.
Neuron has high output
Feedback is low
Neuron has low output
Feedback is high
(Width of arrow == level of value)
(A) (B) (C) (D)
t ime
Figure 7.15: A depiction of how motor neuron dynamics are driven by spring distensions:
when neural output is high (A) the spring is compressed (B-D), resulting in progressively
greater feedback current and therefore progressively lesser motor activity; the spring will
then resume to its natural resting length before the cycle is allowed to repeat.
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7.4.2 Robustness to the environment
It has been suggested in [38] that the feedback mechanisms in lamprey enable it to more easily
locomote when the environment is perturbed, for example, in the presence of water current.
In order to examine this in the Evo-Critter model, a further experiment was conducted in
which a simulation of water current was incorporated. This works by applying a side-on
force to the agent as it undertakes undulatory behaviour. The process of doing this and the
resulting eﬀect is visualised in Fig. 7.16.
C
urrent
C
urrent
Figure 7.16: A visualisation showing how the environment perturbation model works. As
the agent swims forward, virtual water current is enforced which has the eﬀect of knocking
the agent slightly oﬀ course.
As shown by Fig. 7.17a, which plots the changes in ﬁtness with diﬀerent levels of `water
current', it is found that the with-agents are signiﬁcantly better able to maintain their swim-
ming behaviour. Interestingly, for the 0.25 level of water current, a large number of changes
to the without-agent ﬁtness levels are unexpectedly better; yet, we can further interpret this
in the light that the with-agents are better able to maintain their original behavioural dy-
namic. Furthermore, Fig. 7.17b shows us the commensurate changes in neural dynamics.
We can observe that in the with-agents, these are better maintained; this again demonstrates
the robustness of the with-agents to environmental perturbation.
Whilst sensory feedback has already been shown by Ekeberg [38] and others to mitigate
the eﬀect of environmental perturbation, the actual reasoning behind this was less clear. The
above results suggest that feedback enhances robustness to perturbations in the environment,
which in light of the analysis in Section 7.4.1, is because of the way in which proprioceptive
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Figure 7.17: (a) A box-plot showing the eﬀect of water current on ﬁtness; (b) the commen-
surate changes in neural oscillations. For both plots, in between each vertical dashed line,
the left bar represents the change for the with-agents, the right bar for the without-agents.
We can interpret the results as follows: the greater the diﬀerence in value from 0, the greater
the change. For perturbation levels 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0, the changes in ﬁtness are shown
to be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent.
feedback entails a stronger coupling between body kinematics and neural dynamics. We can
thus come to understand that the stronger environmental robustness is actually due to this
stronger coupling; i.e., the ability of the nervous system to both drive and be driven by the
body kinematics enables the agent to perform robustly in the face of noisy conditions.
7.4.3 Robustness to neuronal perturbation
In Section 7.4, we came to understand that the wire length and the level of connectivity
both have a signiﬁcant impact on the behaviour of the agent. Crucially, with regards to the
connectivity function (Eq. 5.12), this tells us that the geometrical neuron locations must
have emerged in a way that facilitates connection formation.
Fig. 7.18 shows two dimensional visualisations of the median neuronal x,y coordinate
positions before and after evolution. Importantly, we can infer from the emergence of the
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Figure 7.18: Two dimensional visualisations of the neural architectures show regularity to
have emerged through time, as highlighted in (a) by the two ellipses.
`cross-hair' arrangements a degree of structural regularity. Now, what we can do is perturb
this regularity and observe (i) how the level of connectivity is altered and (ii) any changes in
agent behaviour. This will indicate how robust a particular agent is to neuronal perturbation.
A neuron's position is perturbed by adding a small amount of noise ([-0.5, 0.5] or [-1.0,1.0])
to its x and z coordinates (the y coordinate position is maintained).
Fig. 7.19a shows how, in the presence of such perturbation, the ﬁtness of each type
of agent is aﬀected. Figs. 7.19b and 7.19c further elucidate the commensurate changes in
connectivity. Our observations are as follows:
 In terms of ﬁtness, in the presence of neural perturbation, some without-agents generate
zero behaviour  this equates to agents entirely lacking an ability to move (as indicated
by thickened black lines). In contrast, none of the with-agents were led to have zero
behaviour. However, all levels of perturbation led to signiﬁcant decreases in ﬁtness for
both types of agent.
 With regards to Fig. 7.19b, it would ﬁrst appear that ﬁtness is not resulting in a
commensurate change in connectivity, however, when we actually compare the change
ratios as in Fig. 7.19c, the changes become observably signiﬁcant.
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Figure 7.19: (a) The eﬀect of perturbing neuron positions on the ﬁtness of each agent
type. As marked by the black horizontal lines, in the presence of neuronal perturbation,
some without-agents generated zero movement; (b) the commensurate eﬀect on connectivity
level in which no diﬀerences are apparent; (c) ratios indicating the connectivity change
magnitudes; these are shown to be statistically diﬀerent.
 Change in interneuronal pair distances will also aﬀect the connection weights existing
between any unbroken connections; given the model deﬁned in Eq. 5.11, interneuronal
weight values are established according to the distance between them; perturbing the
neuron positions will thus alter such distances and therefore the weight values.
In the case that neuronal perturbation led to many of the without-agents exhibiting zero
ﬁtness, we can infer that essential connection motifs were broken which prevented them
from engaging in any activity. We cannot say that this was due to the weights having been
altered and that connections were in fact not broken, because this would have endowed the
agent with some movement activity (although of course, connection weights of unbroken
connections would have still been modiﬁed). In contrast, the fact that with-agents were still
able to generate some activity and therefore undertake some movement suggests that even
when the connectivity decrease is large, as in the case of the [-1.0,1.0] range of perturbation
(Fig. 7.19c), the importance of neural connection motifs in generating behavioural process,
when a proprioceptive mechanism exists, is less crucial.
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7.5 Discussion and Conclusions
We have observed that proprioception advances the animat's ability to locomote forwards.
Also, that replacing the proprioceptive mechanism with noise can degrade performance. This
ﬁrstly suggests that the system is not robust to high levels of this type of noise; secondly,
that correct proprioception has a ﬁtness enhancing or at least a modulating eﬀect on the
neural dynamics given that any level of noise is seen to degrade performance.
We secondly observed that for the setup with feedback, the individual neural circuits
often emerge in a completely decoupled fashion. When we artiﬁcially add connections to
these neural circuits, the behavioural mechanisms are degraded (results omitted for brevity),
thus, we can infer that `inter-circuit' connectivity is minimised in order that interference
between the circuits can be reduced. We further found that connectivity in general evolves
to become sparser, whilst connectivity in without-agents evolves to become far denser. This
indicates how information distribution within the agent depends on the presence (or a lack)
of a feedback mechanism.
An analysis of the dynamic coupling existing between the body kinematics and the com-
putational dynamics of the neural controller was further undertaken. It was found that for
agents endowed with feedback, both components are led to dynamically `drive' each other;
this has the eﬀect of facilitating correct oscillatory dynamics. To validate this idea, we ar-
tiﬁcially lowered the feedback mechanism which led to a distortion in the dynamic coupling
and a commensurate decrease in ﬁtness.
We then extended the importance of having a proprioceptive mechanism in the context
of behavioural robustness, ﬁnding that in the face of environmental perturbation, agents
endowed with feedback are (i) better able to maintain the dynamics of their neural control
mechanisms which (ii) allows them to more easily surpass such noisy regions. It was then
suggested how, given the feedback mechanism, this is due to the stronger dynamic coupling
between the body kinematics and neural dynamics.
Finally, we looked at how regularity within the neural architecture facilitates correct con-
nection formation, ﬁnding that for the without-agents, when the individual neuron positions
are perturbed, connectivity formation is distorted and ﬁtness is lowered. However, crucially,
we found that in the without-agents, destruction of neural circuitry became more problem-
atic given the result that many were led to having zero behaviour. Thus we observed how
neuronal connectivity has greater importance in the without-agents. In contrast, we found
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that with-agents were always able to generate some modicum of behaviour, even after signif-
icant connectivity decrease. This suggested to us that in agents having sensory feedback, the
requirement for neural circuitry is minimal (which indeed we can see in our initial results);
and, in the face of minimal neural circuitry, ﬁtness is maintained by the proprioceptive feed-
back mechanism which evidently consolidates the body's ability to undertake much of the
computational process  this exempliﬁes morphological computation [98].
In conclusion, the contributions of this chapter are as follows:
 Proprioceptive feedback is shown to have a positive impact on behavioural ﬁtness.
 Optimal ﬁtness is governed by optimal neural dynamics which is largely governed by
an optimal wire length.
 Wire length is shown to be diﬀerent in each type of agent (with or without feedback);
thus information is distributed diﬀerently in each type of agent.
 In agents having feedback, the body plan morphology is shown to have a regulatory
eﬀect on the neural dynamics.
 A feedback mechanism provides greater robustness to environmental perturbation which
is argued to be due to a strengthening of the dynamic coupling between the body kine-
matics and neural dynamics.
 Regularity in the neural architecture emerges during the evolutionary process.
 The argument that the denser amount of wire found to emerge in agents not endowed
with feedback is necessary, given the ﬁnding that a perturbation of neuronal regularity
which leads to a disruption in connectivity, results in zero behaviour generation.
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Part III
Energy as a constraining resource
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Chapter8
Energy: A Constraining Resource in the
Coevolution of Body and Brain
Synopsis
In the preceding chapters, results indicate how the morphology and nervous system of an
undulatory agent coevolve to bring about optimal swimming behaviour. Over the course of
several simulations, we observed how the body plan morphology becomes characterised and
places constraint on the evolution of the nervous system architecture. However, as we noted
in Chapter 3, when we think about nervous system evolution, we also need to think in terms
of energy eﬃciency, which, given such factors as wire-length and metabolism, is also a major
constraint in the evolutionary process. Thus in this chapter, we address the ﬁnal question
posited in the introduction, repeated here for convenience:
Question: What eﬀect does energy constraint have on the evolution of both nervous sys-
tem and the body plan morphology of an organism? Guiding principle: In nature,
an organism will ultimately die if it has no energy to survive. An energy conserving
framework is therefore added to models developed earlier on, and considers how energy
is lost due to the activity of the neural and motor systems and how evolution strives
to minimise this, but whilst endowing the organism with maximum functional advan-
tage. The need to conserve energy places a variety of constraints on the coupled body
plan morphology and neural system. By varying the energy constraint, changes in the
neural architecture and/or body plan characteristics can be observed and progressively
understood.
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In tackling the above question, this chapter presents two pieces of work:
1. Section 8.1 presents a very abstract model of a freshwater Hydra (entirely diﬀerent
to the Evo-Critter framework) which is endowed with a spiking neural network the
architecture of which is evolved to (i) minimise energy loss due to spiking activity
(and is proportional to connection length), and (ii) maximise energy gain via a `food-
catching' behaviour. The animat's body morphology is ﬁxed to be radially symmetric
and the optimisation process becomes purely about the neural system. The main
contribution is a novel framework that explores how energy places constraint on the
evolution of primitive neural organisation via interaction with the environment. This
work is reported in [59, 58].
2. In Section 8.2 the Evo-Critter framework is extended to also incorporate a notion of
energy loss. Thus the importance of energy as a constraining factor on the emergence of
neural architecture and body morphology is more fully encompassed. The main contri-
bution is a demonstration of how, during evolution, the nervous system should become
organised and architecturally coupled to the body symmetry and other morphological
components, when it is constrained by both the agent's segmentation characteristics
and a need to minimise energy loss.
8.1 The Evolutionary Emergence of Neural Organisation
in a Radially Symmetric Agent
8.1.1 Overview of research
The role of eﬃcient information processing in organising nervous systems is investigated.
For this purpose, a computational model termed the Hydramat Simulation Environment,
so named since it simulates certain structural aspects of fresh water Hydra, has been de-
veloped. In simulation, the evolution of neural organisation in architectures that remain
static throughout their lifetimes and neural architectures that are perturbed by small ran-
dom amounts are compared. It is found that (a) eﬃcient information processing directly
contributes to the structural organisation of a model nervous system and (b) lifetime archi-
tectural perturbations can facilitate novel architectural features.
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8.1.2 Hypotheses
In the following experiments, we explore the inﬂuence that energy conservation has on neural
organisation and the additional eﬀect that noise has on this process. In order to do this,
a model of a radially symmetric organism which loosely resembles the freshwater Hydra
termed `Hydramat' is simulated and evolved in a virtual environment. The focus is on how
the nervous system should conﬁgure itself around a ﬁxed radially symmetric body plan. The
hypothesis is threefold: the neural architecture of a radially symmetric agent will arrange
itself such that (i) the agent is aﬀorded maximal functional beneﬁt and (ii) the agent is
aﬀorded the ability to conserve energy and (iii) structural innovations are beneﬁted from
lifetime architectural perturbations.
8.1.3 Biological basis and previous work
The simulated agent proposed in this work is based on observations of the nervous system
of the genus Hydra, since crucially, they are phylogenetically the ﬁrst to have a nervous
system that resembles major principles of nervous systems in later organisms [81, 116]. The
actual simulation environment to be outlined in Section 8.1.4 is heavily inspired by Albert
[1], who devised a simple model for the Hydra and its nervous system (also see Chapters 3
and 4). From a systems biology approach, the model is further inspired by the work of Niv et
al. [91], who looked at the foraging behavior of honey-bees and Florian [42], who employed
biologically inspired neural networks for agent control.
8.1.4 The Hydramat Simulation Environment
The Hydramat is modeled on a tube and has a nervous system consisting of the following
types of cell (also see Fig. 8.1).
Sensory neurons These are computational neuron units that remain ﬁxed at the top of
the Hydramat tube. They detect falling food particles. When a piece of food is dropped, the
sensory cell that the piece of food is closest to is the one that `spikes', providing input to the
rest of the spiking neural network. The other sensory cells remain dormant.
Eﬀector neurons Each eﬀector neuron, of which there are always 8, is used to `wobble' the
animat in one of eight directions, so that a food particle can be `caught', see Fig. 8.2. Note
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Figure 8.1: Left: A visualisation of the Hydramat showing a neural cell distribution; Right:
Two snapshots of the simulation environment. The sphere represents a food particle.
that a food particle is deemed caught when it comes to within a small distance threshold of
the top of the Hydramat. The eﬀector cell that ends up ﬁring the most is the one that brings
about movement whilst the others remain dormant. A ﬁring rate is therefore observed within
a short time-frame (10 updates to the simulation environment) to decide the behavior.
General interneurons Additional neuron units residing within the `skin' of the Hydra-
mat. The Euclidean locations of both the interneurons and the eﬀector neurons are evolved
throughout a process of simulated evolution and this is the crucial way in which the archi-
tecture of the nervous system is evolved. These localities are constrained to reside within the
skin of the Hydramat, since this is the case in Hydra.
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∆x = sin(α ·m)
∆z = cos(α ·m)
x(t) = x(t− 1) + ∆x
z(t) = z(t− 1) + ∆z
Figure 8.2: The movement mechanism of a Hydramat layer. A chosen direction of movement
has been highlighted for a layer (left-hand diagram). The way in which the Hydramat
aligns itself following a movement is also depicted (right-hand diagram). The value m is a
predeﬁned constant and deﬁnes movement magnitude. The value α represents the angle of
the directional movement shown in the left-hand diagram.
8.1.4.1 Movement dynamics
The Hydramat `wobbles' to catch a piece of food by moving its third layer, see Figs. 8.1
and 8.2. The other layers passively align themselves to this moving layer. The amount by
which a contracting layer moves due to a spiking eﬀector neuron is predeﬁned by a movement
magnitude (m), which was always set to 0.8 (see equations in Fig. 8.2). The other layers
iteratively align themselves in proportion to the amount by which layer 3 changed position
during such a movement update (Eqs. 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3). In this respect the passively updating
layers observe very simple spring-like dynamics:
fa = dca (8.1)
fb = −dcb (8.2)
F = fa + fb (8.3)
Note that fb is employed as a kind of relaxation `force', causing the tube to resume to a
resting upright state. The parameters ca and cb are predeﬁned constants set to 0.2 and 0.01
respectively.
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8.1.4.2 Hydramat Nervous System
An integrate and ﬁre spiking neural network The Neuro Simulation Toolkit NEST
[44] is used to build a simple integrate and ﬁre (iaf) model for the Hydramat nervous system.
A change in membrane potential of a neuron is given by the following diﬀerential equation
τi
dui
dt
= −ui +RIi(t) (8.4)
where Ii is input current and R is resistance. The multiplicative eﬀect is typically equivalent
to the accumulated strength of all incoming presynaptic activity i.e., an accumulation of
weight values representing the connection strengths multiplied by functions of when presy-
naptic neurons ﬁred prior to the current `time step' (
∑N
j wjik(t− Fj)). The value τi, is the
membrane time constant of the neuron.
Neuron positioning and synaptic eﬃcacy In the model, the distance between a pair
of neurons (i and j) determines the connection strength of the connection between them if
such a connection exists. The formula
wji =
ξ
dji
(8.5)
is used to derive this value, where dji is the Euclidean distance between neurons i and j
and the value ξ = 16 has been empirically set to ensure that wji has the potential to be
signiﬁcantly large. The maximum value of dji is given by the bounds of the Hydramat's
geometrical properties. In the experiments, the length of the cylindrical Hydramat and its
diameter were always set to 6.0 and ∼ 1.6 respectively. Therefore, the theoretical ranges of
dji and wji were [0,∼ 6.23] and [∼ 0.64, > ξ] respectively; the smaller the distance between
a pair of neurons, the larger the weight value between them, if a connection exists between
them.
Neuron positioning and connectivity A second aspect of the nervous system model is
that the connectivity between any pair of neurons is determined using a Cauchy probability
distribution of the form
Pji =
1
pi · λi ·
[(
dji
λi
)2
+ 1
] . (8.6)
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The value of λi governs the width and height of the distribution. If the value is small, the
shape will be tall and narrow. If it is large, the shape will be short and wide. Each particular
neuron-type pair has its own value. Since in the model there are three neuron types (sensory
(S), eﬀector (E) and interneuron (I)), we have six types of connectivity as the connectivity
relation between two neurons is not symmetric. A connection from S to E does not equate
to a connection from E to S, i.e., SE 6= ES. The model actually employs 6+1 λ scalars: one
for each of the diﬀerent connectivities, and a further one since interneurons are permitted
to connect to other interneurons. Except for the interneurons, a particular type of neuron is
never connected to a neuron of the same type.
Finally note that the setup includes an artiﬁcial constraint that prevents connections
bisecting the Hydramat cylinder. This is to ensure that connections remain within the `skin'
of the Hydramat like it is in real hydra. If a pair of neurons are angled more than 20◦ away
from each other, the connection probability is set to zero.
Lifetime architectural perturbations In order to assess whether there is an advantage
in perturbing the neuronal architecture throughout the lifetime of the Hydramat, the neurons
are made to move stochastically by small random amounts. The motivation for doing so
stems from Hydra, in which the neural cells undergo constant movements (e.g. [14]). At
each update of the simulation, a neuron's position changes with a probability of 0.05, by an
amount drawn from a normal distribution having an expectation of zero. For the neuron's
y coordinate gene, the variance of this distribution is set to 0.1 and for the neuron's angle,
10.0. If during such a movement the neuron moves outside of the Hydramat's bounds, it
is replaced with a neuron occupying the position of the original neuron before any lifetime
movements were undertaken.
8.1.4.3 Measuring eﬃciency
In the Hydramat neural model, a single spike is considered as a single unit of information
transmission, which is associated with an energy cost, ej, of the spiking neuron
ej =
C∑
i=1
dij
dmax
Sloss (8.7)
where dij is the distance between two neurons and Sloss is the maximum possible energy that
will be lost (0.1) when the connection length is dmax. Energy is also accumulated whenever
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the Hydramat catches a food particle. In the simulations, this value was set to Fgain = 40.0.
To keep things simple, the energy that could be lost due to movement is not considered in
this work.
8.1.4.4 Evolutionary process
A simple evolutionary algorithm is used to evolve the neuron positions and connectivity
parameters. Typically we have 8 sensory neurons, 8 eﬀector neurons and 84 interneurons.
So we have 92 neuron positions to evolve (since the sensory neurons are ﬁxed) and the
7 lambda connectivity parameters. Binary tournament selection, discrete recombination
and a Gaussian mutation with an adaptive standard deviation (σ) are further employed.
The selection scheme randomly selects pairs of individuals and then selects the ﬁtter of
the two until a new population is established; discrete recombination exchanges gene values
between two oﬀspring candidates selected randomly from the oﬀspring population. The
adaptation process relies on the setting of two strategy parameters, τ0 = 1.0/
√
2.0 ∗D and
τ1 = 1.0/
√
2.0 ∗ √D where D represents the dimensionality of the vector being evolved.
These values have been shown to be optimal in a process of self-adaptation [7]. The σ values
are adapted as follows
σi ← σi ∗ exp (N(0, τ0) +Ni(0, τ1)) .
Both genes representing the spatial positioning vectors and those representing the connectiv-
ity parameters are subsequently normally mutated by applying the corresponding σ value.
8.1.4.5 Experiment overview
A very simple `food catching' task has been devised to explore the hypothesis. In Fig. 8.3,
a bird's-eye perspective of the environment is depicted. At the center of the environment
resides the Hydramat, whose task is to catch each of the eight pieces of food depicted as ﬁlled
circles (one at a time). The performance (ﬁtness) measure is the amount of energy that can
be retained. Each Hydramat population member starts with 200 units of energy and units
are gained whenever a piece of food is caught and lost whenever a neuron spikes, if energy
eﬃciency is considered. In order to ensure that the spiking neural network truly evolves to
react to the food stimuli, the order in which the food pieces are dropped is randomly shued
at the turn of each population member.
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Figure 8.3: The 8-food-task environment from a bird's-eye perspective. Each of the 8 pieces
of food, represented as an outer ﬁlled circle, is equidistant from the center of the Hydramat,
located at the center of the diagram.
8.1.5 Summary of Hydramat results
Four sets of experiments have been performed to investigate two things:
1. The inﬂuence of energy eﬃciency. As a methodology, the energetic cost of func-
tion is novel. Its incorporation is entirely essential if we are to identify how neural
organisation is constrained by a need to minimise energy loss.
2. The eﬀect of lifetime architectural perturbations on neural organisation.
Investigating this eﬀect will shed light on why the most primitive of nervous systems
 those belonging to members of the Genus Hydra  is endowed with lifetime tissue
movements. We can ask: are these movements necessary for the emergence of novel
neural architectures?
The four experimental setups were as follows:
1. Architectural perturbations with energy eﬃciency taken into account.
2. No architectural perturbation with energy eﬃciency taken into account.
3. Architectural perturbations without energy eﬃciency taken into account.
4. No architectural perturbations without energy eﬃciency taken into account.
Fig. 8.4 shows the energy conserved in the four experimental setups. We can see that
evolution progresses steadily in all experiments and when energy consumption due to spikes
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Figure 8.4: Energy conserved as evolution proceeds (a) without energy eﬃciency, and (b)
with energy eﬃciency taken into account.
is not taken into account, energy conserved from food caught increases more rapidly. Fig.
8.5 presents the relationship between energy conserved and connectivity density. From the
ﬁgure, we can conclude that minimising energy loss due to spikes eﬀectively reduces the
density of neural connectivity which however, becomes harder when lifetime architectural
perturbations exist.
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Figure 8.5: Energy conserved versus the number of outgoing connections (averaged over the
whole population) when energy loss due to spikes is (a) not considered and (b) considered.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 8.6: Initial (upper) and optimised (lower) neural architectures of the four experi-
ments indicate that eﬀector neurons (larger ﬁlled circles) tend to move toward the sensory
neurons (smaller ﬁlled circles). (a) energy eﬃciency not considered, no architectural per-
turbations; (b) energy eﬃciency not considered, with architectural perturbations; (c) energy
eﬃciency considered, no architectural perturbations; and (d) energy eﬃciency considered,
with architectural perturbations.
The optimised neural architectures in the four experiments are illustrated in Fig. 8.6.
From these results, we can make the observation that eﬀector neurons (enlarged ﬁlled cir-
cles) tend to aggregate around the sensory neurons (small ﬁlled circles). This suggests that
functionally signiﬁcant neurons have a tendency to become proximal to each other, which
might be a functionally useful feature. Moreover, signiﬁcance tests based on 30 runs when
energy eﬃciency is considered indicate that lifetime perturbations increased the likelihood
that eﬀector neurons would move towards the top of the Hydramat to a signiﬁcance of 0.005.
Two main ﬁndings seem to have emerged from our simulation results. First, energy has
a direct impact on neural organisation. Second, lifetime neural perturbations can facilitate
the emergence of biologically plausible structures.
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8.2 Energy constraints in the Evo-Critter framework
In the ﬁrst part of this chapter, experimental results demonstrated that for radially symmet-
ric agents, energy conservation is a major driving force in the evolution of minimal neural
architecture. It was observed how functionally signiﬁcant neurons would aggregate around
the sensory system in order that energy loss could be minimised. Also, this indirectly en-
dowed the agent with the capacity to properly react to external stimuli, since the falling
food particles would increase the agent's energy and therefore help in the energy conserving
process. In light of this, energy was observed to be a constraining factor in how the neural
architecture should emerge.
However, there are several caveats of the above study. One is the static nature of the
agent's radial symmetry. This is problematic, since in reality, an organism's body plan
morphology and its coupling to the nervous system is rich and highly complex, both in terms
of the evolutionary process (Chapter 6) and in terms of the behavioural process (e.g. Chapter
7). Only in the sense that neurons are constrained to reside within the `skin' of the Hydramat
agent does its body plan have any kind of inﬂuence, therefore, in terms of our analysis, we are
restricted in terms of what we can look at. However, by incorporating an energy conserving
approach to Evo-Critter, we are provided with a more extensible framework, since it allows
us to study how energy aﬀects the evolution of all aspects  body plan morphology, body
symmetry and neural control system  and the couplings between them.
8.2.1 Energy measure
In the Hydramat model, energy loss is associated with the spiking activity of the neural
system. Each time the network spikes, energy is lost, but in proportion to the outgoing
connection lengths. Since in the Evo-Critter framework an analogue neural network (i.e. a
CTRNN) is used, this formulation of energy loss is no longer amenable. In the CTRNN,
energy lost becomes the absolute value of the membrane potential u (see Eq. 5.14). This is
accumulated over time. A single moment in time is the point at which the neuron's activation
changes from a positive state to a negative state or from a negative state to a positive state;
for clarity, this is termed `oscillation' (see Eq 5.17). The membrane potential is read and
accumulated at such point. This accumulation is then averaged over all oscillations f , to
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yield a metabolic energy m:
mi =
1
f
f∑
k=1
|uk| (8.8)
Finally, the energy E, of the whole neural system is taken to be the average of all metabolic
energies weighted with the total average wire length
E =
1
N
N−1∑
i=0
mi · 1
C
C−1∑
i=0
length(ci) (8.9)
Note that this formulation also includes motor neurons, therefore, energy lost due to physical
movements are implicitly taken into account (recall that springs are actuated in proportion
to the membrane potentials of the motor neurons, Section 5.2.3).
Fitness function Given the above formulation of energy, the ﬁtness function is made to
be multi-objective by ﬁrstly incorporating the original function which measures the distance
of the animat from the target, which needs to be maximised, and secondly the energy accu-
mulated, which needs to be minimised
f1 = 20.0− distance(animat,target) (8.10)
f = afˆ1 − bEˆ (8.11)
Therefore, E becomes a `penalty', the value of which needs to be minimised. The values a
and b are constants and determine the weighting of each term. This function is an example
of an aggregate objective function of the type described in [31]. The advantage of using this
approach is that diﬀerent a : b ratios can be compared. Note that this ratio is similar in
principle to the energy gain : energy loss ratio employed in the Hydramat framework (see
Section 8.1.4.3).
8.2.2 Experimental setup
From this point on, energy gain : energy loss will be termed a:b.
In order to assess the eﬀect of energy in the Evo-Critter system, diﬀerent a:b ratios were
studied. For each particular ratio, 30 simulations were conducted for statistical signiﬁcance.
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Besides the diﬀerent ratios, and the new ﬁtness function deﬁned in Eq. 8.11, the parameters
and simulation setups were exactly the same as for the evo-ALL simulations presented in
Chapter 6 (Section 6.3). The ratios chosen were 1:0 (i.e. the original evo-ALL experiments,
with no energy loss considered), 0.9:0.1, 0.8:0.2, 0.7:0.3, 0.6:0.4 and 0.5:0.5.
8.2.2.1 Research questions
1. For diﬀerent a:b ratios, how does energy minimisation aﬀect behavioural ﬁtness?
2. How is wire length eﬀected?
3. How does the emergence of energy minimisation relate to the emergence of behavioural
ﬁtness?
4. Precisely, how does evolution minimise energy loss? Via a minimisation of connectivity?
By bringing connected neurons closer together?
5. How do diﬀerent a:b ratios eﬀect the emergence of neural architecture? Are certain
motifs and other connectivity patterns seen to emerge?
6. How do diﬀerent a:b ratios aﬀect segmentation characteristics and the emergence of
symmetry?
8.2.3 Results
Fitness Fig. 8.7 shows how the median value of f1 changed during evolution and the
corresponding boxplot at the end of evolution, for all six ratios. We can see that in general,
the more weighting applied to the energy loss objective, the less ability that the agent has
in reaching the target. In other words, minimising energy loss conserves energy; the animat
generates less neural activity and cannot swim as far. An interesting case is when only slight
energy loss is incorporated (a ratio of 0.9:0.1, indicated by the red plot). This shows virtually
equivalent value to the 1.0:0.0 (black plot) ratio. A ranksum test conﬁrms `equivalence' with
the two sets becoming `diﬀerent' only at the 50% level. On the contrary, there is signiﬁcant
diﬀerence when the ratio 1.0:0.0 is compared to all others besides 0.9:0.1.
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Figure 8.7: A comparison of f1, the value determining the distance of the agent from the
target for the 6 diﬀerent ratios, during, and after (boxplot) evolution.
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Figure 8.8: A comparison of the network energy lost for the 6 diﬀerent ratios, during, and
after (boxplot) evolution.
Network energy and wire length The above ﬁnding demonstrates that provided the
energy constraint is small (0.9:0.1), its minimisation will not impact on the neural system's
operational capacity. This is made clear in Fig. 8.8 (above), which shows the median loss
of network energy for each ratio. Importantly, energy loss is signiﬁcantly greater in the
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1.0:0 case than in the 0.9:0.1 case (ranksum). Similarly, the total wire length, which one
would expect to be minimised during the introduction of the energy loss term, is shown to
be signiﬁcantly greater in the 1.0:0.0 case since in this zero energy constraint, there was no
energetic need for wire length minimisation (see Fig. 8.9).
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Figure 8.9: A comparison of total wire length for the 6 diﬀerent ratios, during, and after
(boxplot) evolution.
Visualisations showing the evolutionary emergence of ﬁtness and levels of energy loss for
representative individuals are given in Fig. 8.10. We can make the following observations:
 The higher the energy constraint, the lower the evolutionary emergence of behavioural
ﬁtness (ability to swim) and the greater the minimisation of network energy loss.
 In all cases, there are short periods immediately at the beginning of the evolution-
ary process in which energy loss is greatest. These periods further equate to least
behavioural ﬁtness. Thus to begin with, there is an inherent drive towards energy
loss minimisation since this has the natural eﬀect of also enhancing behavioural ﬁt-
ness. However, once behavioural ﬁtness has reached a certain point, as indicated, the
only way to enhance it even further is by increasing the energy expenditure. Such
occurrences are marked with dashed horizontal lines in Fig. 8.10b.
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Figure 8.10: Visualisations of how evolutionary selection progressed for representative simu-
lations. In each subplot, the left bar represents changes in behavioral ﬁtness, the right bar
changes in network energy loss; x-axis (pm) is population member (1-80). In subﬁgures b
and d, dashed lines indicate how changes in energy loss reﬂect changes in behavioural ﬁtness.
 In cases where the energy constraint is `very' high, the drive towards behavioural ﬁtness
is less pressing. In such cases, points of transition within the evolutionary process are
marked by reductions in energy loss and commensurate decreases in behavioural ﬁtness.
An occurrence of this is indicated by horizontal dashed lines in Fig. 8.10d.
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Connectivity Wire length is related to connectivity: the higher the connectivity level, the
more wire. Further, connectivity is governed by the connectivity function deﬁned in Eq. 5.12
which speciﬁes, based on euclidean distance and a set of λ parameters, how diﬀerent neuron
types (sensory (S), interneuron (I) and motor (E)) should become connected together. Of
importance: recall from Fig. 5.4 that the larger the λ value, the closer a pair of neurons
have to be to become connected.
Fig. 8.11 displays the emergence of each of the four evolved λ parameters for each energy
constrained setup. These are the salient points:
 When an energy constraint is incorporated into the evolutionary process, over evolu-
tionary time, the λ values are increased which has the eﬀect of reducing the connectivity
level (unless of course the neurons end up closer together).
 We can further observe from Fig. 8.12, that statistically, except for connections form-
ing between interneurons in adjacent segments (`segment-segment' plot in the ﬁgure),
diﬀerences in property emerge early (at around the 300 generation mark with a 0.05
conﬁdence level).
 There are no statistical diﬀerences in the λ values controlling connectivity between
interneurons in adjacent segments (`segment-segment' plot) for any a:b ratio.
 There are no statistical diﬀerences in the λ values controlling connectivity between
interneurons and eﬀector neurons when zero (1.0:0.0) and marginal (0.9:0.1 and 0.8:0.2)
ratios are compared.
Therefore, in terms of connectivity, the evolutionary process evolves energy-conserving agents
ﬁrst and foremost by pruning out those connections between interneurons and secondly,
by pruning out those connections made from sensory neurons. We have already noted in
Chapters 6 and 7 that in terms of Evo-Critter, optimal behaviour is not necessarily dependent
on connections from sensory neurons, therefore, pruning them out in order to conserve energy
will have a negligible (if indeed any) impact on behavioural ﬁtness.
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Figure 8.11: Evolutionary emergence of λ parameters for each of the diﬀerent types of con-
nectivity. As shown, for high energy constrained setups, there was a general tendency for
the parameters to increase i.e. neurons had to be closer together if they were to become
connected together.
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Figure 8.12: Statistical p-values generated when comparing the λ values of the 1.0:0.0 case
(i.e. no energy constraint), with the λ values of cases having energy loss, as they emerged
through evolution. In the legend, rs stands for ranksum, the statistical test used to compare
the non-energy constrained agents (1.0:0.0) with 0.9:0.1, 0.8:0.2, etc. ratio agent setups. As
shown, except for segment-segment connections, diﬀerences typically emerged early.
The fact that connections are only pruned out from between interneurons and eﬀectors
when the energy constraint is high (ratios 0.7:0.3, 0.6:0.4, 0.5:0.5), signiﬁes the importance
of this connection type. This makes sense because eﬀector neurons are ultimately driven
by the interneurons; thus, when the energy constraint is low, removing these connections
will destroy those neural motifs necessary for correct behaviour. However, when the energy
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constraint is turned up a few notches, energy loss as a penalty in the ﬁtness function becomes
more signiﬁcant, thus, removal becomes more beneﬁcial in order to keep the energy loss low
and relative overall ﬁtness high.
How does neuron pair distance depend on the connectivity level? In light of the
above results, it is evident that evolution conserves energy by pruning out non-essential con-
nections via an alteration of the λ connectivity parameters; we further observed how, given
tests for signiﬁcant diﬀerence, some types of connectivity (in particular those between in-
terneurons and eﬀector) are more fundamental in maintaining reasonable behavioural ﬁtness
levels. Thus we can infer that at certain levels of energy constraint, at a certain point in the
evolutionary process, a trade-oﬀ is established in how energy should be conserved: on the
one hand, by shortening the connection length and on the other, by pruning connections out
entirely. To shed light on this trade-oﬀ, we can ﬁrst compare the emergence of the average
neuron pair distances with the emergence of theλ connectivity parameters (since these reﬂect
connectivity levels). The results of having done this are plotted in Fig. 8.13. The main
observations are as follows:
 The λ parameters depend on the level of energy constraint.
 In all but one case (`sensory-other'), there are no diﬀerences in neuron pair distances.
 In the case `sensory-other', the larger the energy constraint, the further apart neurons
become.
Therefore, it would appear that in terms of how evolution comes to minimise energy consump-
tion, alteration in the level of connectivity takes precedence over an alteration in neuron pair
distance. Only for connections between sensory- and interneurons, is energy minimised via
an alteration of both properties: by increasing the λ connectivity parameter and by altering
neuronal pair distance; however it should be noted that actually, in terms of this connection
type, evolution appears to minimise energy loss not by bringing neurons closer together to
thus shorten their connections, but by moving them further apart. Together with the larger
λ connectivity parameter, which means that neurons need to be closer if connections are to
form between them, this then has the eﬀect of making neurons too far apart for connections
to form between them. Connectivity is therefore ultimately reduced.
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Figure 8.13: Neuron pair distances plotted against λ connectivity parameters. In a given
subplot, a single point represents the median of 30 comparisons at the end of evolution.
Neural architectures The neural architectures of each set of 30 simulations have been
plotted in Fig. 8.14.
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Figure 8.14: Neural architectures to have emerged for all simulations at the end of evolution
(in each subplot, all 30 architectures are overlaid) when observing from the head end of the
agent. Only neurons to have become connected, along with their connections, are visualised.
Spheres are neurons (yellow=inhibitory; red=excitatory), grey lines are symmetric connec-
tions. The dashed ellipses in subplot (E) highlight some of the common architectural features
that were found to emerge, and more prominently so, with higher energy constraints. The
dashed ellipse in subplot (F) highlights `leaf neurons', also found to emerge more prominently
with higher energy constraints.
In subplot (A), the most dense connectivity can be observed for zero energy constraint.
At the other extreme, in subplot (F), the most sparse connectivity can be observed for the
0.5:0.5 energy constraint. Also shown is how, with higher energy constraints, more `leaf
neurons' emerged. These are deﬁned as those neurons that (due to evolutionary pressure)
move towards and connect to the motors; an example is highlighted with a dashed ellipse
in subplot (F). Notably, as the energy constraint increases, the connectivity gets sparser;
those connections that remain are likely to be part of the functional motifs important for the
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swimming behaviour. In particular, some very speciﬁc motifs were found to emerge during
the course of evolution, the patterns of which have been highlighted with dashed ellipses in
subplot (E). Generally, there is a tendency for `cross-hair' motifs to emerge, whereby the
centre neuron is a single inhibitory neuron. Examples of the neural motifs of body segment
2, for the best individuals to have emerged for each energy constraint experiment, are shown
in Fig. 8.15.
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Figure 8.15: Common neural motifs to have emerged in the second body segment of the
ﬁttest individuals as generated by the best simulations. In (c), (e), and (f), a `cross-hair'
motif is seen to have emerged. This type of motif was found to be prevalent amongst all
experiments. Note that a connection represented by a grey line is symmetric.
Inﬂuence of body segmentation characteristics We might hypothesise that in order to
conserve energy, agents will evolve fewer body segments to reduce the number of neurons and
therefore, the level of connectivity. This will have the eﬀect of reducing the level of energy
expenditure. However, statistically, there were found to be no diﬀerences. Therefore, in terms
of conserving energy, evolution appears to either (i) prune out the extra connectivity that is
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generated because of the extra body segments, or (ii) leave connections of computationally
inactive neurons in place, since given the model, it is impossible for these to `leak' any energy.
Likewise, there are no statistical diﬀerences in body segment lengths between the diﬀerent
a:b experiments, even though the length of a segment constrains the distribution of neurons
inside of it (for deﬁnitions, refer to Section 5.2.3). Thus in terms of conserving energy,
connectivity between neurons is not altered by altering the lengths of body segments.
Motor Symmetry In Evo-Critter, motor symmetry determines which of the motor neu-
rons actively drive the behavioural process. Thus by investigating the emergence of this
property, we can investigate how symmetry is adapted not only to endow the agent with
a reasonable behavioural ﬁtness, but also to minimise its loss of energy. Fig. 8.16 shows
the percentage of each type of motor symmetry to have emerged across all sets of 30 sim-
ulations. We can see that whilst the largest proportion of symmetry type to have emerged
in agents with low energy constraint (1.0:0.0, 0.9:0.1 and 0.8:0.2) was fully bilateral, there
was less preference for this symmetry type when the energy constraint was high. In order to
shed light on this, Fig. 8.17 visualises the evolutionary emergence of motor symmetry of the
individuals for which ﬁtness and energy emergence have been plotted in Fig. 8.10.
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Figure 8.16: Motor symmetries to have emerged for the best individuals at the end of evo-
lution, for each a:b setup. As shown, there was less of a tendency for bilaterally symmetric
motor conﬁgurations to emerge when the energy constraint was high.
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Figure 8.17: The evolutionary emergence of motor symmetry for the best population member
of those members having the motor symmetry that was found to have emerged in largest
proportion, for each a:b setup. In each subplot, y-axis is generation, x-axis is population
member (0-80). Color represents type of symmetry (refer to legend in Fig. 8.16).
Our observations are thus:
 When the energy constraint is low (ﬁrst three subplots), full bilateral symmetry, for
these particular individuals, emerges early.
 For the ﬁrst three individuals (relatively low energy constraint), full bilateral symmetry
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takes progressively longer to emerge.
 When the energy constraint is high (second three subplots), motor symmetries 3 and
4 become more prominent during the evolutionary process.
Thus, when the energy constraint is high, the agent evolves to utilise more degrees of move-
ment. By having motor symmetries that are not strictly fully bilateral, the agent can `un-
dulate' in more than just one dimension. It would therefore seem that when the energy
constraint is overly large, the agent is forced to evolve in a way that allows it to `do all it
can' in locomoting, since the normal structural neural motifs that preclude optimal central
pattern generating dynamics for full bilateral symmetry, are no longer necessarily in place.
In terms of neural architecture, the agents evolve to harness `what is available', forcing the
agent to adapt and ﬁt its motor symmetry around the energy constrained neural system.
8.3 Discussion and Conclusions
In Section 8.1, a novel (`Hydramat') framework that incorporates energy eﬃciency in or-
ganising nervous systems was suggested. This framework allowed us to take the ﬁrst steps
in understanding organisation of the most primitive of nervous systems, demonstrating how
eﬃciency of information processing and minimisation of energy consumption emerges in evo-
lution via interactions with the environment. The results further showed us how random
perturbations facilitate the emergence of novel nervous architectures. We can speculate that
the same holds for the biological radially symmetric organisms of the genus hydra, i.e., that
the formation of ring structures around the hypostomal region, [63], is a result of selection
pressure towards minimalistic structures which when coupled to body morphology results
in similar neural architectures emerging. A further view is that the noisy eﬀect of lifetime
neural perturbations might increase robustness of the information processing system.
In Section 8.2, it was further explained how an energy loss term was added to the Evo-
Critter ﬁtness function. This enabled us to consolidate the view that a minimisation of
energy consumption leads to an emergence of archetypal neural architectures which, due to
a minimisation of connectivity, are invariably sparser and further, are often characterised by
particular `cross-hair' connectivity motifs and other minimal structures. Also, it was consid-
ered how a notion of energy loss should also reﬂect the level of agent movement given that
eﬀector neuron actuations are reﬂective of behavioural processes. Thus the main contribu-
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tion of this secondary piece of work is a novel simulation environment in which the nervous
system of an agent and the coupling to its body plan morphology, emerges in order that
energy loss can be minimised (yet in a way that facilitates swimming behaviour). It was
further demonstrated that under the constraints of energy, functional symmetry will emerge
to encompass more degrees of freedom of movement, so that basically, the agent can do all
it can in locomoting towards the environmental target.
Thus in summary, the contributions of this chapter are as follows:
 a presentation of the Hydramat framework, a tool that can be used to study the evo-
lutionary emergence of neural organisation when under the constraint of energy loss
minimisation / energy gain maximisation.
 a presentation of how an energy loss term can be incorporated into the Evo-Critter
framework and thus demonstrate how energy is lost via both neural and motor activities.
Also, the commensurate eﬀect of this on neural architecture and body plan morphology.
 how neural organisation emerges to be minimal (especially in view of connectivity)
when there exists a need to minimise the loss of energy.
 a demonstration of how energy loss minimisation due to both neural and motor activity
can lead to minimal changes in body plan morphology: in comparison to the results
presented in Chapter 6, no signiﬁcant changes in segmentation characteristics were seen
to occur.
 with very high energy constraint, bilateral motor symmetry emerges less often. This
demonstrates a coupling between the need to conserve energy and the emergence of
body symmetry properties.
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Chapter9
Conclusions
In the introduction of this thesis, the importance of shedding light on nervous system organi-
sation was identiﬁed as a crucial endeavour in helping us to understand how nature has come
to organise and process information eﬃciently and robustly. Doing so formed the aim of the
thesis. It was then elucidated how we can turn to nature's least complex nervous systems,
modeling them in simulated computer environments so that we can contribute towards the
understanding of how diﬀerent organisational aspects evolve and develop over time. This
formed the basic methodology used throughout.
The above aim was met via several computational models designed to assess diﬀerent
levels of neural organisation. These models primarily placed an emphasis on neural archi-
tecture such that spatial characteristics would have a bearing on computational property.
This meant that for a given agent, the neural architecture was largely responsible for elic-
iting behaviour, which thereby allowed us to directly observe and evaluate the impact of
speciﬁc neural structures  e.g. nerve rings or central pattern generators  in very speciﬁc
environments. Although the levels of abstraction were high, the implemented frameworks
endowed us with a set of tools that could be used to investigate some of the core principles.
Development of these models imparted a signiﬁcant undertaking.
To begin with, based on an initial literature review of primitive nervous systems, the
Hydramat Simulation Environment was developed to study the eﬀect of energy consumption
on the emergence of neural organisation within agents akin to the freshwater Hydra; this
organism was identiﬁed in the literature review as having the most primitive of nervous
systems. Thus, the Hydramat work was actually conducted before the Evo-Critter work,
however, it was not until Chapter 8 that it was fully introduced since only at this point was
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the impact of energy fully addressed.
The Evo-Critter framework was then later developed (but presented in the thesis ear-
liest) due to the limitations posed by the Hydramat Simulation Environment. The ﬁxed
nature of the Hydramat agent's body plan meant that coevolution of body morphology could
not be investigated. The Evo-Critter framework was designed to alleviate such problems
by being as extensible as practically possible; one could, for example, easily modify it to
investigate a variety of other neural models, agent types and evolutionary processes. The
Evo-Critter framework further incorporated a notion of body-symmetry which was identiﬁed
in the literature as being signiﬁcant in evolutionary terms. Thus, it encompassed more of
the investigatory targets.
In terms of implementational speciﬁcs, development of the Hydramat framework involved
the creation of a three dimensional wire frame environment, incorporation of a spiking neural
network simulator and artiﬁcial evolutionary processes. The Evo-Critter framework was
more complex and accordingly took longer to be developed and tested. In addition to the
3D wire frame model which was essentially ported across from the Hydramat framework,
development involved the implementation of a physics engine, a recurrent neural network
model and diﬀerent artiﬁcial evolutionary processes. The code bases for both the Hydramat
Simulation Environment and the Evo-Critter framework were further parallelised using the
Message Passing Interface (MPI)1 allowing one to distribute a single evolutionary simulation
amongst several computer nodes. This made things substantially faster; experiments that
would normally have taken a week to complete could be carried out in a single day.
For both frameworks, in terms of the methodology, an agent would incorporate a neural
control system that was spatially embedded. This point of methodology was determined to be
crucial, since it enabled one to focus on the eﬀect of the nervous system architecture in terms
of its relation to important physical and dynamical properties. Interneuronal distance would
determine synaptic eﬃcacy (i.e. connection weight value), therefore, the neural dynamics
would be largely determined by the neural system's spatial organisation which in itself would
be constrained by the body plan morphology and energy constraint. Therefore, in a sense,
architectural organisation of both the body plan and the nervous system were placed on an
even keel.
Throughout the thesis, the research interest has primarily focused on biological literature
and biophysical models. Accordingly, the Evo-Critter framework was developed with only a
1see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Message_Passing_Interface
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sparse consideration of prior `Artiﬁcial Life'-based three dimensional models (for example,
Karl Sims' models and derived works). It was only retrospectively that these other models
were approached in the manner of enabling one to appraise one's own methodology. Moreover,
the work has been grounded in scientiﬁc understanding as opposed to engineering. The
models were devised to reﬂect principles of biological nervous systems as plausibly (and
therefore, as scientiﬁcally accurately) as was practically possible. Thus the ultimate worth
of the models we've explored lies in their capacity to shed light on real neurobiology. The
ﬁndings endow us with many credible implications, some of which are discussed in Section
9.6.
The remainder of this chapter is set out as follows. The main contributions of this thesis
are summarised in Sections 9.1 to 9.4. Some possibilities for future research avenues are
summarised in Section 9.5. Finally, some of the wider implications are addressed in Section
9.6.
9.1 The Beginning: Towards Physical Couplings
To begin with, a model of an undulatory organism (`Evo-Critter') was developed with the
primary aim of understanding how the nervous system should become architecturally cou-
pled to the body plan morphology and how this morphology should further constrain neural
organisation. Also, in order to observe how body symmetry should have an impact on be-
haviour, which, as we discussed throughout, is a major factor during the evolution of nervous
systems, the Evo-Critter framework further incorporated a notion of functional symmetry.
Thus the initial contributions are as follows:
 Evo-Critter, the model itself, as a tool capable of elucidating body plan - nervous
system couplings via interactions with the environment.
 A demonstration of how certain symmetry is advantageous to the behaviour of an
artiﬁcial agent. It is conceivable that symmetrical properties of biological organisms
will also emerge to reﬂect functional necessity.
 An understanding that given the non-linear dependencies (couplings) between the dif-
ferent components, diﬀerent combinations of phenotype traits will emerge to facilitate
optimal behaviour. This was further demonstrated in light of constraining parts of the
body plan morphology.
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 The ﬁnding that neural architecture in many instances emerges to be minimal with
much of the behavioural process governed by the dynamics of the moving body com-
ponents (springs etc.). We observed this in terms of the wire length and connectivity
levels. The most minimal neural structures were observed in agents for which all body
plan components (`segmentation characteristics') were coevolved. Further, agents en-
dowed with segment length coevolution were also shown to yield a minimal level of
neural activity despite higher ﬁtness levels, which again indicated how much of the
behavioural process was being ooaded to the body dynamics.
9.2 The Middle: Towards a Dynamic Coupling
Secondly, it was demonstrated how body plan morphology and nervous system are not only
physically coupled in the sense of structure, but also dynamically, given the behavioural
interaction between the body kinematics and the nervous system dynamics. This was brought
to the fore in Chapter 7, with the demonstration that a feedback mechanism strengthens
the coupling. It was further suggested that this strengthening heightens a robustness to
environmental perturbation. Thus, the next set of contributions are as follows:
 The ﬁnding that agents endowed with feedback evolve to have more minimalist neural
architectures.
 The principle that agents endowed with sensory feedback have more of the computa-
tional (central pattern generating) process ooaded to the kinematics of the moving
body parts.
 The ﬁnding that agents endowed with a feedback mechanism are more robust to environ-
mental perturbation given the strengthened dynamic coupling between body kinematics
and neural dynamics.
 The ﬁnding that structural regularity within the nervous system will ensure optimal
connectivity levels: when the neural architecture is perturbed, the neural connectivity
levels and therefore the behavioural process are disrupted.
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9.3 The End: The Eﬀect of Energy Loss Minimisation
In the third part of this thesis, we came to understand how the need to minimise energy
loss and thus conserve energy (so that the agent may survive) also places constraint on the
emergence of neural organisation. The main contributions of this part are several-fold:
 It was demonstrated how neural organisation in a radially symmetric agent should
emerge to become minimalistic in structure, which corresponds closely to the neural
organisation in biological organisms of the genus Hydra. Thus via interactions with the
environment, evolution will strive towards minimalistic neural architectures.
 In extending an energy loss minimisation term to the ﬁtness function of the Evo-
Critter framework, it was demonstrated how a drive towards minimising energy loss can
inﬂuence the organisation of the nervous system and, like the ﬁndings of the Hydramat
work, drive neural architectures towards minimalistic structure.
 It was further demonstrated in the Evo-Critter framework that body symmetry  as
it was deﬁned in the Evo-Critter system (i.e. motor symmetry conﬁguration)  will
emerge in a way that minimises energy loss. It was found that such symmetries would
enable the agent to swim in `non-standard' ways (non-undulatory) and thus compensate
for an imparted reduction in functional input from the neural system to the motors.
9.4 Tying it all together
We can see that with regards to all of the above described work, there is a common theme:
the emergence of minimal neural structure as summarised:
 A signiﬁcant reduction in wire when all body plan morphology characteristics were
evolved (Chapter 6).
 A signiﬁcant reduction in connectivity levels when sensory feedback is incorporated
(Chapter 7).
 The emergence of minimal neural structure and connection motifs when a need to min-
imise energy loss is incorporated as an extra term in the ﬁtness function (demonstrated
in both the Hydramat and Evo-Critter work, Chapter 8).
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Thus the primary contributions of the work presented in this thesis are as follows:
1. When the body plan morphology of an agent is unconstrained in the sense that it can
be tuned by the evolutionary process, there is a tendency for the neural structure to
emerge in a minimal fashion. Moreover, it would appear that when the behavioural
process can be ooaded to the body morphology characteristics (due to an optimisation
of spring lengths etc.) or that the body can directly inﬂuence the behavioural process
(via a sensory feedback link), there is less of a need for neural structure, and in some
cases, the neural activity is also commensurately lower, indicating less of a need for
neural computation processes. Whilst the Evo-Critter model is highly abstract, we can
conjecture that similar evolutionary forces are at play during the evolution of biological
nervous systems, in which a minimisation of wire length together with the coupled
evolution of optimal body plan morphology are both critical for ensured survival.
2. When a need to minimise energy is also incorporated into the evolutionary process, the
neural architecture emerges minimally both in terms of wire length and geometrical
structure. Thus demonstrably, functional energetics is also an important consideration
in the evolution of neural organisation. Again, although the models are abstract, it is
conceivable that given the need to minimise the wire length and thus conserve energy,
such processes are at play during the evolution of biological organisms.
9.5 Future Work
A possible and very interesting avenue of future work concerns the amalgamation of the Hy-
dramat framework and the Evo-Critter framework. This is in view of the following: ﬁrstly,
on the one hand, the Hydramat framework attempts to model the most primitive of neu-
ral organisation evolution whilst on the other, the Evo-Critter framework is concerned with
a more advanced evolutionary level. Secondly, the Hydramat is radially symmetric whilst
the Evo-Critter is basically bilaterally symmetric (if we discount the functional symmetry
component). Thus, by incorporating both frameworks, we can aim to model a smooth tran-
sition from radial symmetry to bilateral symmetry and observe the according changes in the
coupled nervous system architecture. In order to allow for this, a range of diﬀerent envi-
ronments, extending from the `food-drop' task of the Hydramat to the directional swimming
behaviour of the Evo-Critter agent, will need to be created in order that the correct selection
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mechanisms are in place. By doing this, speciﬁc environments will be better served by agents
having speciﬁc body plan nervous system couplings.
An entropy transfer framework could also be used to further the Evo-Critter analysis
by empirically measuring and therefore quantifying how certain events (environmental or
internal) aﬀect information ﬂow. The idea is this: if the entropy change from component A
to component B is observed to have been high, then a high level of information can be said
to have propagated from A to B. With variable setups, we can take this idea and empirically
measure how energy consumption or body plan morphology characteristics aﬀect this process.
The investigations of Lungarella and Sporns [71] can be used as a basis.
Other possible extensions are as follows:
 `Complexifying' the environments so that any changes to nervous system architecture
and body plan morphology characteristics, both with and without the constraint of
energy consumption, can be observed. For example, what happens if the agent is
tasked with `tracking' a moving object? Intuitively, the neural system would have to
be wired such that coordination between the neural circuits is made possible; this is
especially interesting in lieu of the experimental ﬁndings presented in this thesis, that
neural circuits would typically emerge to be decoupled.
 In the Evo-Critter framework, connections are currently symmetric; how do neural
connection motifs emerge if connections are asymmetric?
 Subsets of neurons are restricted to geometrically reside in certain body segments; what
happens if we remove this restriction? Will neural architecture emerge diﬀerently?
 With the addition of an evolvable feedback mechanism, we could observe how agents
evolve in noisy environments. This will strengthen our understanding of robustness.
 A spiking neuron model could be incorporated to Evo-Critter to more realistically
reﬂect the nervous systems of biological organisms.
 A cost of development could be incorporated into the ﬁtness function; thus the ac-
tual construction of neural circuits  neurons, their respective connections, and body
segments  could be taken into account. How will this constrain the emergence of
functional neural connection motifs? (Note: a cost of movement could also be added
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to the Hydramat framework. This is implicitly accounted for in the Evo-Critter frame-
work already given the incorporation of motor neuron actuations into the energy loss
formulation).
 A genetic regulatory network could be incorporated so that the growth processes of
biological organisms can be more realistically reﬂected.
9.6 Wider Implications
The core of this thesis has presented the view that the evolutionary emergence of neural
organisation is constrained by both an agent's body plan morphology and a need to conserve
energy. It has been demonstrated that neural organisation will emerge to ﬁt around these
`constraints' yet nonetheless in a way that maximises functional advantage  for example, the
ability to undertake directional movement, or the acquisition of food particles. In other words,
it has been demonstrated how, during the evolutionary process, physical and dynamical
interdependencies become ﬁtness-enhancing features  units of selection  all of which lend
themselves to the survivability of the agent. It seems credible that animals have evolved
to reﬂect this interdependency, that evolutionary transitions of nervous systems have been
driven as much by such couplings as by the individual components themselves. Thus, in
a fully encompassing framework, such `body' and `nervous system' couplings, and energy
consumption, which is core in evolutionary process, cannot be ignored or assumed to have
negligible importance.
Crucially, the results presented in this thesis suggest that neuroscientiﬁc investigations
could beneﬁt from moving beyond a conceptual treatment of the nervous system alone, since,
as shown, physical and dynamic properties are as much governed by body plan characteristics
and energetic constraints as by properties of the nervous system (and sometimes more so).
In the very least, models and frameworks that have already been devised might be assessed
to determine their palpability in incorporating such factors.
It is conceivable that primitive animals of both the invertebrate type (e.g., the hydra
and platyhelminthe) and the vertebrate type (e.g., the lamprey) evolved in a fashion not
entirely dissimilar to the artiﬁcial agents presented in this thesis, that during evolution,
diﬀerent components cooperatively `aligned themselves' to maximise the eﬃciency of the
whole animal. Precisely how this occurred is basically the subject of much evolutionary-
developmental literature, yet, beyond evidence for genetic homology, the practical speciﬁcs
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are open to debate. However, as with the artiﬁcial treatments made in this thesis, if the
`how' and `why' of a naturally extant agent is similarly investigated, it might be possible
to shed light on such speciﬁcs, for example, when certain features of the body-plan are
simply `switched oﬀ'. With such an (ideal) approach, scientiﬁc study can aim to disseminate
precisely how diﬀerent body-plan characteristics of a natural agent impact upon the dynamic
and structural characteristics of the agent's (natural) nervous system. One might ask: if a
`ﬁsh' is prevented from moving, does its nervous system still exhibit the same central pattern
generating dynamics as when the ﬁsh is allowed to move freely? If the answer is found to be
`no', then we might deduce that the dynamics of the moving ﬁsh body does indeed have a
signiﬁcant impact on the generation of the ﬁsh's neural dynamics.
We can also ask how in a natural agent framework, the wire length is aﬀected; in most
biological treatments, this has traditionally only been analysed in terms of energetic factors
and, moreover, in an oine sense, whereby no interaction exists between the neural system
and the surrounding environment. Yet, in view of the ﬁnding that neural circuitry has a
tendency to emerge minimalistically  even without the constraint of energy conservation ,
it is arguably paramount to incorporate at least some notion of a coupled body morphology
when investigating the minimisation of wire length.
As an aside, the above suggestions may only come into fruition once greater dialogue
has been established between neuroscientists and members of the artiﬁcial life community.
By engaging together on a more frequent basis, it is expected that both parties will be able
to beneﬁt from the studies of each. Neuroscientists will have greater access to biologically
plausible artiﬁcial life ﬁndings, and members of the artiﬁcial life community will be able to
extend their models in a way that can basically overcome regimented engineering approaches.
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